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) φΞ DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

ICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
statement captioned, "Harry Canter, Chicago, Illinois, and 
Projected Travel Abroad.” 

The information appearing in the enclosed 
informant's ‘statement was orally furnished on 5/12 and 14/65 
by CG 5824-S* to: SA RICHARD W. HANSEN and by CG 6653-5 on 

5/19/65 to SA RICHARD W, HANSEN. 

The documents referred to in the enclosed informant's 
statement were drawn up by CG 5824-S* on the basis of 
discussions with HARRY CANTER on 5/14/65 and were turned over 
to that individual on 5/19/65 by CG 6653-S who handled this 
matter in the absence of CG 5824-5*. 
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in order to- facilitate such travel. ον 4 τι 

er. 

HARRY CANTER ,’ 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, AD -τ Ὁ 

. PROJECTED. TRAVED, ABROAD. 7 - 

d 

τς πῇ 

| During the. early p part. ¢ of the week of Way 18, 1965, 
Claude Lightfoot., the leading functionary of the Coumunist 
Party. (CR): of Titinois, advised that Harry Canter, Chicago, 
was planning to go. abroad and hoped. to. leaye sometime during 
the week of Nay 16. Lightfoot’ stated that Canter was. a 
faithful- coniade and that he sHould be briefed and assisted 

a 

On May ἀλλ, 1965; Canter’ 8 pite advised that her 
“husband would be departing from Chicato on May 21, 1935, 
Thé first stoép on his trip would be England where he would 
visit With his family and thén he desires to 6 on to 
Caechoslovakia and to the German Democratic Republic (GDR). 

* On May 14, 1965, a meeting was held with Harry a 
Cantér. At “this. time Canter repeated ‘that thé main purpose ὁ :- 
Of his travel was to see his family in England and thereafter, - 
1 it could be. axranged, to travel to. Caéchoslovakia and thé - _ 
GOR. In the GDR Canter "noted he would liké to. see an old : 
friend with whom he had worked several years: 18, thé printing =~ 
trade while in the Soviet Union during the 1930's: This 
friend a Canter's is now a high official in the GDR Winistry 

- of Culture, Canter further. noted that he was paying ald of 
- his: own, fares and ‘éxpensés ‘and, the only assistance he was” 
requesting from the, Party waS ‘that, in arranging visas for 
visits to the. Socialist gountries. _ 

‘Based on. the conversations held with Canter on. 
May, 14,. and in order to facilitate his travel to Czechoslovakia 
atid the GDR; two cdcunents. were prepared for hin..on the 
letterhead of: the CP, USA. ‘The full text of these docurents, 

"+ which were delivered to Catiter’ on. May 19, 1965, were “as. ‘folloys. 

Doctinenit. Nunber i oe τ a. ee 

Central Connittee {Ὁ ἡ ἢ ΝΥ 
Communist Party ‘of Czechoslovalita, |: wt nent ἤ Κα ων 

a | a Oa 
ne This: will ‘introwice_} Batty ὦ ee eee - 

. pionesr member of the SP USA. This ἘΞ ΣΦΙΝ OO £4 
- Ὁ isan active member of our Party in the Chicago εἰς, ον δὲ 

᾿ area. and 185 very. much involvéd in the trada FE 

- οι v7 - “.. y raf : _ ot 

- ᾿ ᾿ 22. OF Z4 “ΚΑ " [pe LA 
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' He also Served a prison sentence in connection 

Vanzetti, working with Elizabeth, Gurley Flynn. 

Hs, 
Ι 

union ‘And. peace ‘tiovenents. Conrade Canter 
is a member of. the Typographical” Union for. 
the pas st. 50 years. - 

ΝΕ ". τι 

Commade ‘Canter has held. posts ¢ of- Party ae 
leadership in Boston, Chicazo, and other areas. 4 

withthe famous campaign for Sacco-and 

Our leadership. will appreciate. any |. hoe 
cooperation tent you will give to thig-comrade  6ὁΛὌΘο:ι. 3 wo 
when he visits your country. After visiting ip- <0 © Ὁ: 
your country for a few days, comrade. Center a 'ς 
will algo want to pay a visit to the G.DER. ὁ oo 
You will no déubt, intiocuce hin to the G.D.R. | 
comrades for bis visa. _ Copirade Canter will pay ᾿ 
his own. travel fare. | | ΝΣ 

With, Warm ‘frateinal gfectings,. a aa ἮΝ 
- _- 4 ¥ mo 2 4 

| Conzadely yours; ΝΕ 

| nar " ον 297 Gus Hall 

"Kew: York; Now. York « ΩΝ ΩΝ τὴς οὐ τὶ - 
Hay 17; 1965 εὐ το ΤΡῚΣ Ε 7 τὸν τ 

Documait Kunber 3 2. | _ | a pot 

Socialist: Unity Party of Germany τς τ 

"‘Bentership in- Boston, Chicage,, 4 and other areas. - ΝΞ ᾿Ξ 

ΤῸ the Central Conmittee 

This will introduce Harry | ΤᾺ Ganter, a : ποὺς τὸς το 

" phoneer, member of the. CP. USA: “This comrade ae ΕΝ κι ὡς 
an active. member ΟἹ our Party in thé Chicago | τιν τι 
area and is very. puch’ involved ain the. trade . Fa 
union and peace movements. Comrade Canter is —_ τ τ τ 
a member of the Typographical Union for the 
past 50 yeirs. a oa . " 

- Comvade. Canter’ has ποτὰ ‘posts of Party en 



He also served a prison séntence in connection 
τς τος with the famous. campaign for Sacco and Vangetta, ᾿ 
: - . . working with: Elizabeth Gurley Flynn. om 

ΓΤ visiting the -G.D. Rs (for the first ον τς = 
time) Comrade Canter wants to: see an:old comrade 
of his, Comrade Wendt, from the Ministry of 
Culture. . They worked together for 5. years -in the 
U,8, BAR. during the 1930's, 

ἊΝ ΒΕ Our leadership: will appreciate: any cooperation. 
7 Bhat you will give to Comrade Canter when he visits - 

your country. He is paying his: ‘own travel expenses. " _* 

With warn fraternal greetings. 

7 Comradely yours, — 

ne /s/ Gus Hail - - rons 

᾿ New York, Row York 
May 17; i965 

Having received the above documents Eréin, the cP, USA, 
- Canter agreed to carry. with him: certain. gifts from the CP, -USA 
to representatives., in-the International Departments. ‘from the 
' CP of Czechoslovakia :and thé Socialist Unity Party of Germany. 
‘These gLets. vere to ‘indicate to these. individuals in the - 
respective International Departments that ‘the CP, USA 

- appreciated their cooperation and wéxve tokens for their - . 
activities in this connection. The items ‘that Canter was, - . 

ea, ‘provided with included ballpoint pen. refills and sinilar πέρ, " 
~ plus several bonks.. Gne of these books wags John Steinbeck's, -. . 

- latest,;, "Charlie and 1," which Frantesek Kopta of the International 
Departrient , CB of Czechoslovakia, had“-réquested ‘be. secured:: = 
in addition there was: also.a blouse and several pair of nylon. 
hose fox Dorothy Kopta as @ ‘token of apbreciation for recent 

- courtesies she had extended to a wife of a CP, USA representative. 
- ss. - S@vernl other books and pamphlets were carricd by Canter for 

Heinz. Bitch of the International | Departriont ; Socialist Unity Party 
of Germany. . | soe de μα 

- - ἢ - το 
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Το : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum entitled, "Remarks of Head of State Committee 
for Cultural Relations with Foreign Countries, Moscow, USSR, 
March, 1965." . 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished on 4/28 and 5/15/65 to 
SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN by CG 5824- Sk, 
who has furnished reliable information in the past. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
"GF SECRES’ since it contains information furnished by 
CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed source furnishing information 
on the highest level concerning the international communist 
movement. The unauthorized disclosure of the information 
contained therein would, by its nature, tend to identify 
CG 5824~S* as the source, jeopardizing his security, and thus 
adversely affecting the national security. 

The information set forth in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was developed during the course of conversations 
with the named individuals in the State Committee for Cultural 
Relations with Forei m countries which was held in Moscow on 

’ 3/13/65. CG 5824-S* he only Communist Party, USA 
representative pr » Be ὍΝ tine. 
}- ᾿ ἢ 310 hes “ (yp 7 

- Bureau (Enc 
~134637) (enc 1) ‘(info). (RM) 1 - New York (1 

ww a 1 - Chicago haz cM 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has. been shown 
as having been made at Washington, D.C, 
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3 2 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 
File No, May 25, 1965 

tense Β 

REMARKS OF HEAD OF STATE COMMITTEE 
FOR CULTURAL RELATIONS WITH FOREIGN 
COUNTRIES, MOSCOW, USSR, MARCH, 1965 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in late April and early May, 1965, advised as 

. & follows: fit | Pon 

In Maxdh, 1965, a meeting was held in Moscow/ ΜΝ 
attended by_S. ovsky, Head of the State Committee for 
Cultural Relations with Forelei Countries,.and (First Name 

‘“Unknown) Krilov, the individual handling cultural relations 
with the United States. At this time Romanovsky, acting as 
spokesman, made a number of remarks, the essence of which 
was as follows. 

' Our organization is an inter-ministerial organization 
which deals with cultural relations with other countries and_ 
related problems. We even deal with public “organizations, 
Academy of Sciences, and in certain instances work out 
arrangements for the trade of books and etc. Our organization 
works out the plans for cultural relations based on the 
technical and financial possibilities offered by cultural 
exchanges. We work out the various protocols or agreements 
entered into by our government with other governments. 

“AS. of 1964, the USSR maintained cultural ties with 
108 countries and of these we had formal, cultural and 
scientific agreements with 50. This figure includes major 
“countries as well as-most countries of Europe and developing 
countries in Asia, Africa and the mid-East. We did work for an 
agreement with Japan but the United States baliked us on this 

‘matter. While the picture generally looks good on cultural 
“exchanges we are not fully satisfied at this time with cultural 
relations that have. been set up with developing countries in 

ΚΣ ain” gi
f sification 
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REMARKS OF HEAD OF STATE COMMITTEE 
FOR CULTURAL. RELATIONS WITH FOREIGN Ν 
COUNTRIES, MOSCOW, USSR, MARCH, 1965 pep -srenne 

Latin America, although we have good agreements with Cuba, 
Mexico, Argentina, Chile and Uruguay. 

In regard to Africa and ASia, our agreements have 
resulted in over 11,000 students coming to the USSR for 
education. These students receive stipends from the USSR. 
Most are engaged in activities leading toward their higher 
education or are in technical higher schools. We spend 
from 900,000 to 1,000,000 rubles per month merely for 
stipends. to such students and this does not include their 
textbooks or manuals they use and the free tuition they are 
given. In addition, at vacation time we give these students 
vouchers and fares for rest and travel. They also get free 
medical care. We have established that; the cost to maintain 
one student in the Soviet Union runs about 3,500 rubles. 
Keeping this in mind, you will recall that a few years ago 
we had none. We also have many students. in the USSR doing 
post-graduate or aspirant's work and many doing work toward 
their Ph.D. For example, from the United Arab Republic we 
-presently- have 200--aspirants-and.40.-Ph.D.--students. in-.our — 
institutions of higher learning. 

When a country requests assistance we try to meet 
such requests. We also try to help such countries establish 
institutions of higher learning. For example, in Bombay, 
India, we have established. one of the best polytechnical 
institutes in all of Asta. In Algeria, we have established 
an institute for oil and have set up other institutes in 
Afghanistan. In a number of countries we are setting up 
for them professional centers for training, like in Ethiopia. 
We also supply professors and instructors to these various 
countries and when we do so in most cases they have the 
language capability for the country they are visiting. 
Countries like the United States, Great Britain, France, etc., 
when they send people in to teach they use their native 
tongues. In 1964, the United Arab Republic asKed us to send 
to their country 24 professors which we did. For 1965-66, 
they have asked for 76 professors. This type of assistancé 
requires much time and considerable : resources but we do it. 

SOP—-SECRET" 
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REMARKS OF HEAD OF STATE COMMITTEE 
FOR CULTURAL RELATIONS WITH FOREIGN. 
COUNTRIES, MOSCOW, USSR, MARCH, 1965 Lele Rene 

How do such people get paid and from whom? A 
handful of the countries make token payments to the 
professors like the United Arab Republic who pays them 
350 rubles a year. They work out some terms or contracts 
with these professors but the terms or contracts -are 
normally based on local standards existing in the 
countries to which they will be sent. We in the Soviet 
Union make up the difference and in many cases we pay all 
of the salaries for such people. © 

Another activity in which we are engaged is 
public health. We send doctors and set up hospitals in 
various countries. Tunisia recently requested 100 doctors, 
Algeria and Ethiopia aiso have made similar requests for 
M.D.s. 

We also maintain scientific relations with a 
number of countries and this means that we must set up 
research centers in those countries. But we are striving 
for more ties with developing -countries., All -of these- 
activities require gigantic expenditures on our part. 

In regard to the United States, we feel the scope 
of the present relations is satisfactory. In the realm of 
Science we have good relations with the humanitarian 
academies. We have also had an exchange of professors and 

students of approximately 40-50 people. The United States 
taiks of enlarging this number whereas in fact there were 
only 25 such people sent in 1964, They refusedto accept 
25 USSR students but this was not our fault. As a result 
there are only 20 Soviet students in the United States. 
In regard to cultural exchanges in art with the United 
States, there is no problem. In film exchange, things are 
bad. The United States rejects Soviet Union films for 
showing on United States screens and we, therefore, do the 
same thing. The United States sometimes does take a few 
copies of one of our films and shows them in small movie 
houses and calls this a "fulfilled agreement." - 

a Regarding books and publications. ‘60,000 copies 
of “America” are sold in the USSR and a similar number of 

POBeSTCRES— 
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REMARKS OF HEAD OF STATE COMMITTEE 
FOR CULTURAL RELATIONS WITH FOREIGN 

copies of "Soviet Life” are published for distribution in 
‘the United States. For a time the distributors in the 
United States claimed that only 3/7500) copies of "Soviet 
Life" were being sold but we checked and find that only 
20,000 were being returned. On the basis of this we suspect 
that their figure was wrong and we do not believe it. In 
regard to exhibitions exchanged between the United States 
and the USSR, there have been ones dealing with 
communications, hand tools, architectural matters and health 
and medicine. Exchanges of exhibitions are due on children's 
art and space exploration. 

We in thé Soviet Union, of course, desire exchangés 
between public organizations and insist upon this but the 
United States authorities resist. Also, there have been 
exchanges in sports but this to date has been small, In 
general some programs have been all right and fulfilled. For 
example, art. But in the technical and in the film field the 

exchange results have been unsatisfactory.  _ 

We have a two year cultural agreement with the 
United States which is scheduled to end in late 1965. We 7 
‘will attempt to start discussions for the renewal of such 
agreerents immediately. Our relations with Great Britain have 
been much better than with the United States, and of course 
our agréements with the Socialist countries are excellent in 
all spheres. 

Recently some Soviet writers spent four months in 
the United States, On their return recently’they noted that 
they had not been allowed to go into the South, They said 
they were in the hands of the State Department at all times. 
They complained of no contact with writers because there is 
no National Writers Union like ours in the United States. 
Their ties in the United States were only with individuals. 
Our ,problem’now is how to solve such matters. Another problem 
we have is how to get on television with Soviet Union material 
and how to get more Soviet films on United States screens, -- 

This document contains: neither recéommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 

. property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
on 

to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. / 
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Dato: Hay 25, 1965 i- Eiafon 

BY LIAISON 

Ko: Director 1 + Mr, Shaw 4. 

Bureau, o£ Inteliigenca. ‘and Research ᾿ 
Department of State | . ( " 

\ ew - From: John Edgar Hodver, Director ΞΖ nfs 

Subject? NiO? AT UNITED STATES ELDASSY" 
i _HOSCOW, RUSSIA, MARCH 4, 3965 

During Rote April, 2965, a discussion wae heiq in \ 
Hoscov, Russia, in, which various offielais of the Communist 44 
Party of the Soviet Union commented. on the slot which had . » 7 
occurred at the United: States Enbassyian Koscow,; Russia, on 
arch 4, 2965.. In ‘OsSenCe, this discussion was. os follows: Yy 

The Chindse students who Led thé xiot were "dirty | 
dogs. wo Risaion ‘policomon- were -pernanently blinded, and -a -- 
numer of others: very seriously dJnjurcd as a result, of the 
xiot. The riot Vas an organized conspiracy -by tho ‘Chinese. 
students who were Lollowdng ordels from. the Chindse Tnbassy. 
‘$n Moscow. Theres was nothing that the Commmist Party of 

_ the Soviet Union could do to stop the xiot. The Missian 
| τ policenon at the start τίοσο in a very difficuit position 
Ν % όόοῦθα thoy wera not akiowed to uss thoir Weapons under any 
( οπάλύδοιμε. 

in: preparation tor tho riot, the Chinese students 
hod consulted with other Orlontais and some oF the Afzicana 
mac Hoscow in an effort to have ‘them join an the rioting. 
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= Director ~ . 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research. 

While the. majority. of the rioters were Chinese, there were 
sone Vietnamese and ἃ few African Students who also partici-« 
pated. in the’ rioting. . 

_ The ‘above ‘information wag, furnished. by. sources which 
haweteuiiished reliable information 30 the past. 

an Αι + Dixector BY-LIAISON ς. 
Sentral TIntenligence Agency 6 ΟῸὋῸ 

Mttention:: Deputy pizector, Plans. 

ὁ ὦ Directo# . BY: LIAISON’ 
‘Us. ‘Ss Information: Agency . 

; 7 oo ca : Η ἢ ' : ὃ: / 

:- to ἢ UstP 1 

τ το None: ΕΝ _ | “ΣΝ 
ΝΞ “@1aasiried 

ow δχόφαςα of this information ‘Could xyeveal ‘the identity .of the 
—_ source. (CG 5824_5%). Who. is of eontinuiiig value and such réyela~ 

- tion éould result in :gerious. damage: to: the. national defénse, - 
ες This information was extracted from, CGairtel, 5/18/65, captioned 
a "Solo, IS =C. Ὁ ἽΝ eg 

' . 
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re Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPES=== 

TO: My. cone PEG - pate: May 26, 1965 ἜΞΞΞΞ, 
μ᾿ Ve — 

τοὺς ᾿ Trot 
FROM C. ᾿ Downing Tele Rava —+ 

OlMeEsS oo 

‘oe Gandy 

suBjecTX_SOLO ἐς 
INTERNAL SECURITY - Cc 

Tolson 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 

informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted to 

him by radio. 

On 5/26/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 

station at Midland at ‘which time a message, NR 207 GR 86, was intercepted. 

This was a repeat of the message sent on 5/19/65, the cipher text and plain 

text of which were the subject of my memorandum to you dated 5/19/65. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing 
1 - Mr. Newpher 
1 - τα noes 

.S ail ai 7 REC. 19 

/0.0 - = fake G/ 4909 

ΝΕ γ΄ ΝΕ ΠΡ. {Ἐν ἃ [866 
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7 FBI 

YI) 
Date: 5/26/65 

m4 - 

— oe ee ee παας ττν πὸ πα μασιν ἀῖσα — εἷς Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or cade) 

Vie AIRTEL REGISTERED | 
᾿ : (Priority) ΝΞ I 

------.................-....................-.---.- Lo 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) (Ge 

FROM: SAC. NEW YORK (100-134637) hy ζΖ΄ 

SUBJECT: Corr i \Sow 
τα ζ) > 

ReNYairtels, 5/19 and 5/20/65, reflecting that on 
5/19/65, the Soviets transmitted a message by radio which was 
not received by NY monitoring stations and that NY 694-S* 
requested that the Soviets retransmit the said message, which 
concerned CHAIM SULLER of the "Morning Freiheit," who had 
requested that the Soviets pay his expenses to the Soviet 
Union and back to the United States. ᾿ 

On 5/26/65, the Soviets, pursuant to NY 694-S*! 
request therefor, retransmitted the aforementioned message. 

X23 - BUREAU (RM) 
“Sf - CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B)(AM RM) 

1 - NY 134-91 Inv) (41) 
1 - NY 100-134637 (41) 

inal 249 «of 1fsd 4Y. a) 
ACB: mfa 

(7) 9. JUN ἃ 1965 

Qh ae we 

Approved: Sent ww »... Μ ΡεΣ 

gent in Charge 

85 JUN 1965" 
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SECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
FEI AUTOHATIC DECLASSIFLCATION CUIDZ 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

"hae 

The Attorney. General , Hay 28, 1965 

Wy Director, FBI iL ~ Mr. Belmont 
. - | = Mrs. Delioach 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA Co - i - Hrs. Sullivan 
INTERNATIONAL, RELATIONS oo, . 1 τ Mr, Baunigardner 
INTERNAL: SECURITY - C ᾿ μι 1 - Hr, Branigan 

ΝΞ Ξ- i = es Wannail 
1 ~Lidtison, 

The enclosed memorandum captioned “Sino-Soviet 1 - Mr. Shaw 
Relations" sets forth information recently furnished by 
the. Central Committee, Communist. Party of the Soviet Union, 
to the Communist Party, USA. This information is being 
brought to your attention as a matter of possible interest. 

Because of the sensitive natuxé of our sources, 
which have supplied reliable information in the. past, Ld 
‘conmunication and. its enclosure: are Classified. ' 
This information is also being furnished -to the: President: 

*. 

and other’ interested’ officials: oF. the: Governnent.. = x 
om OUOU 

Enclosure. c > 
ΜΝ _ Te ὁ 

᾿ PY veg? τ - ee wae _, © a 

1 = ‘The Deptity Attorney General (EdGlosure) | Ho, =, 
= Pe , ᾿ “ει - ἘΞ 

an C4 id ᾿ ~ ΘᾺ ~~ 

a) Cn ee ee J 5. raipspohs [rams ΝΣ 
et oy | MAY. 28 1865] ΠΩΣ 

NOTE; ἢ © COMMAEBL 
““π-- ot oe = 

oe 

5 Cisssified ep-fecret* because unauthorized disclosure 
of this infostation ‘could reveal the identity of thé’ source’ 
(NY 694~S*). vho is of continuing yalue and ‘such revelation could 
xesult in-excéptionally grave damage to. the Nations “Taformation 
extracted from N¥tel. 5/27/65,, captioned "Solo, IS -ἥἕ δ." 4 g /, if 

ies Sabo if = 
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ΜΝ ὁ" 
FBI 

Date: 5/27/65 

Transmit bhhe following in 

Via AIRTEL - 

2 Το: DIRECTOR, FBI 

δ) FROM: SAC, NEW YORK 

SUBJECT: RAYMOND COPE 
_-BSP-R 

fi icago interoffice letter, 1/29/65 captioned 
| SM-c", copies of which were furnished to 

| atl Cisco and NY teletype 5/27/65, captioned" ANATOLI 
be ALEKSANDROVICH LEBEDEV; IS-R". 

Referenced Chicago letter reflected that ca 5824-s* 
advised on 1/3 and 8/65, that it was learned in December, 1 4, 
that the Security Branch, International Department, Central 
Committee, CP of the Soviet Union, had submitted a request 

to furnish all available information re one 
[jana an individual named RAYMOND COPE. 

IN REGARD TO THE ABOVE INFORMATION YOU ARE CAUTIONED 
THAT EXTREME CARE MUST BR EXERCISED WITH RESPECT TO ANY 
DISSEMINATION OF THE INFORMATION RECEIVED AS THIS INFORMATION 
BY ITS NATURE, TENDS TO IDENTIFY THE INFORMANT, UNLESS THIS 
INFORMATION 15 OBTAINED FROM A SOURCE OTHER THAN. CG 50c4-S* 

Tf SHOULD NOT BE INCLUDED EVEN JN PARAPHRASED FORM IN ANY 
COMMUNICATION BOR DISSEMINATION OUTSIDE THE BUREAU. 

(5) Bureau (RM 
Ik 105~96674 ) _ EBEDEV) 
14 100-4280 SOLO 

1. Chicago (Info 
2. San Francisco (RM) 
1- New York crameiece (NIKOLAI TALANOV) 

{ 

+ 

eaRBON COPY 

oncna. rap m “20 _ 2 a// «“ ς΄. 

1- New York (100-134637) (9010) 
1l- New York (105-47001) 
1- New York (65-NEVW) ; 

JGDigr - ᾿ ᾿ .- f 

1) [oP Ζ 2597... 
NOT RECORDED 

6 OuuN Ld g9s ἼΩΝ a 



NY 

ae ee + identical witht  .  eferred 
SO above. Onf [was observed 

- by Special Agents Ὁ e NYO in contact w ANATOLI ALEKSANDRO- 
VICH LEBEDEV, a Soviet national employed on the Staff of the 
United Nations Secretariat. LEBEDEV is an employee of 

h ew York Residency and his 

iy 
urveillance of LEBEDEV on 

IN VIEW OF THE HIGHLY SENSITIVE POSITION or| | 
EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE EXERCISED IN HANDLING ANY iN 
ATTRIBUTED TO THIS SOURCE AND NO ACTION TAKEN WHICH COULD 

- CONCELVABLY JEOPARDIZE THE SECURITY OF THE INFORMANT OR REVEAL 
HIS IDENTITY. " 

Information contained in the files of the NYO 
reflects that RAYMOND COPE is presently associated with the 

Berkley Unitarian Church, Berkley, California. The files 
of this office do not contain additional. identifying data 

concerning COPE, | 

The San Francisco Office is requested to furnish 
the NYO current up to date detailed information on COPE's 
background so that this information can be utilized in connection 

with efforts by this office to resolve numerous unidentified 
subject cases in the Soviet espionage field, inasmuch as there. 

is a definite possibility that COPE has been in contact with 
the Soviets or will be contacted by the Soviets_in view of 

tact with n 



NY 

The San Francisco office /Parther requested to 
advise the NYO of any travel on the part of COPE to NYC 
or vicinity so that consideration can be given to the 

possibility that COPE would be in contact with Soviet nationals 

during visit to this area. Furthermore,the San Francisco 

Office is requested to be alert to the possibility of contact 

between COPE and Soviet nationals visiting the San Francisco 

area, This office will, of course, advise the San Francisco 

Office of any travel on the part of Soviet nationals to the 

San Francisco area which comes to its attention. it is 

suggested that the San Francisco Office be particularly 

alert to the possibility o contact with COPE on the part of 

Soviet nationals attending the forthcoming anniversary 

celebration of the United Nations in San Francisco. 

When conducting investigation of COPE, the San 

'Franciseo Office should always bear in mind the fact that 

there are three extremely .sensitive sources from which information 

b7D concerning COPE has been ey are, of course, 

NY 694-s*, σα 5824-S* and The security of these . 

three very sensitive sources shoud always be the first consideration 

in connection with any contemplated investigative undertaking. 



VECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

BRI AUTOMATIC DECLASSI FICATION GUIDE 2 

IATES@O1-2-20be - 

IVELOPE y ROUTE IN 
ὧν May 28;. 1965: 

᾿ | | . BY LIAISON. 

\ εἰ pa 2. Hr, Belnont 
N footie, 1... Hr, Deloach 

\ L ~ Hr, Sullivan 

A Vice Admiral William Ἐς, Raborn, Ines. » 3 ΗΝ ire Baungardner. Ὁ 
4 Director ~t | « Mr. Warn 

| ‘Central Intelligence Agency 7 τὶ ΠΝ τὰ ant 
Washington, Ὁ. Ca. 

Dear Adnizal Rahown: : ah Sp 

The endlosed memorandum. captioned "Sino-Soviet,= 2 
Relations! sets forth inforriation wecently furnished by ΞΕ 
the Central Committeo, Comiunist Party. of the Soviet Union ~ 
to the Communist. Party, USA, ‘This information 1g béing = Ἢ 
brought to your attention..as..a: matter of possible interest. 

ΟΝ Becatise of ὅπ sensitive: natuYe..of our pources | bs 
- ‘which have. supplied zeliable. information - ‘in ‘the, past, this δ a 

i Ν comminication. and , its enclosure Axe, classified: 
Sd | This information. 18. 'als0- being: furnished: to sother. interested 

δ 
officials of. the Government «. are 

Se "sincerely yours, 7 
14 

' 17 an ἢ εἴς 

ν ̓ 460-428091 | ; 

| Fols0n τατον ᾿ AY » 3: BHCRET 
oa “aM spa i 1 

Exclude "4 ROM automat 
yh ug Sewn fyAding \ oa. peewee HOP ἣν 
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’ Ἐ 

Vice ‘Admiral Witdane Fy Raborn, τὸ; USK. Get.) 

NOTE: 
. Classitied oxep-seeret” because unauthorized disclosure. ‘of this information, could xevéal the identity of the. source’ - (NY 694.5%) who is: of continuing value and ‘such revelation could . result in. exceptionally grave ‘damagé.to the Nation; ~ Information ΕΝ extracted from NYtél-” 8/2185; captioned "Solo, IS = ce 



DATE 01-27-20 

AGSTPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROWN: 

ΒΕῚ AUTOM§TIC JECLASSIFICATION Ὃ “TSP SCRE e- Q 
- > 

Ἅ 

is” 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
of ᾿ = ee 
| May 28, 1965 

BY LIAISON 

Hr, Beimont 
Mr, DéLoach 

‘- Mr, Sullivan. 
~ ‘Baurigarydner- 

Leal fob fond ft fol! oot fet al” ΜΕΤΕΙΓΙῚ 

a 
Honorable Dedn Rusk Branigan 
The Secretary of State - Mr, Wannall 
Washington, Da Ce Liaison. 

. ir. Shaw’ 

Dear Hr. Rusk: 

The enclosed memorandum ‘captioned "Sino-Soviet. 
Relations" sets forth. information recently furnished by. 
the Centrsi Committée, Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 3 
to the Communist Party, USA, Thid information is: being 
brought to your attention as a hatter of possible interest) 2 ἘΞ 

Y 

~i13 

Naya 

19, ἣν n0 4 ἢ AVY 

Because oz the sensitive nature of our sources: 
4 \ which have supplied reliable information. in the past ,, this 5 

ἜΝ ΕΣ communication ‘and its enclosure ἀπ classified “Top Secret, = 
This information is also being furnishéd to other interested 

: SS officials of thé. Governmént < 
κτλ κεν 

Enclosure Kall 
ΜΝ 

Tolson ον ὃν. ἘΝ 
Balmont amen 
—— 

eLoach .... ~ - - . t cr cae στ gp Exch 
Callahan α, τ do 
Conrad nore 

> or) | ς. ᾿ 
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A | 
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ROSEN, reper 
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Honéxabie Déan Rusk 

NOTE: © 
-, | Classified "[pp*Seéret" because unauthorized disclosure: 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source, _ 
(NY 694-S*) who is of continuing value and ‘such revelation could 

. result in.excéptionally grave damage to: the Nations Information 
‘extracted from N¥tel. 5/27/65, captioned "Solo, IS.- Οὐ" 



" -᾿ 

5-113" (1-10-61) oO 

: Domestic Intelligence Division 

- INFORMATIVE NOTE . 

ΝΥΝ 

‘Solo 15. ‘code word for Liaison 
| operation perforined by our. inforn- 

ants, NY 694-S* and CG 5824-S:, 
between Communist Party of Soviet 
Union and Comriunist Party, USA. 
Attached Soviet ‘message reports 
‘that the Ciliinese rejected. Soviet 
| gagges tion that'a conférence be 
held among communist countries. 

| covering ‘fields of economy, science, 
,and culture, Dissemination will 
be made by letter this date to 
White House, Sécretary of State, 
| AStorney General, and Director 
iRaborn of the Central Intelligence 
Agency. 



ας O " O TiO FEDER. BUREAU OF Ie Wes 

J J COMMUNICATIONS. SECTION 
MAY 27 1965 

str BY CODED TELETYPE © SEUETYPE 
FBI ‘NEW YORK MréSerdl 

Mr, Trotter____. 

ole, Room——__. 
Mies Holmes 
Miss Gandy. 

11-17KPM EDT URGENT 5-27-65 MFR 

TO DIRECTOR, FBI =-15-~/100-428091/ 

“τος ENCODED ----- | 

FROM ‘NEW YORK /100+134637/ 

ΩΝ ὃ MWleenal ΞΕ ω,, 7.) .α oat. mist ς΄ SOLO, IS DASH C. 

ON FIVE TWENTYSEVEN INSTANT, THERE WAS RECEIVED FROM THE SOVIETS 

VIA THE SECONDARY CHANNEL A PARTIALLY - CODED MICROFILMED MESSAGE, THE 

PLAIN TEXT OF WHICH IS AS FOLLOWSs.eceee. 

“AT BEGINNING APRIL USSR SUGGESTED TO MARXIST LEWINIST COUNTRIES 

THAT IN‘ “ORDER TO DEVELOP ALL-UROUND COOPERATION AMONG THEM WHICH WOULD " 

ALLOW BESTER USE ADVANTAGES INHERENT TO MARXIST-LENINIST SYSTEM, THEY | 

SHOULD DISCUSS PROBLEM COOPERATION AMONG ALL MARXIST-LENINIST COUNTRIES 

IN SUCH COMPARATIVELY NEW FIELD AS STUDIES AND USE OUTER SPACE. _ 

SUCH SUGGESTION HAVE BEEN EXPRESSED BY REPRESENTATIVES NUMBER’ WARXIST- 

LENINIST COUNTRIES. IN USSR VIEW THIS COOPERATION ON aBsoLUgELY "EQUIT= 

ABLE BASIS AND WITH CONSIDERATION SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL POSSIBILITIES | 

AND RESOURCES EACH COUNTRY COULD COVER SUCH PROBLEMS AS LONG RANGE 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND TELEVISION, STUDIEREPFER _SIMOSPHERE Nv AND Lee 

“SPACE WITH HELP. ‘METEOROLOGICAL AND agopHysieate ROCKETS AND 5 SaTeLLiTE6 

COSMIC PHYSICS, protoot ὯΝ MEDICINE” ny -- ΝῊ 2 1968 
SND PAGE ONE Mies δὸ ation on RUSK wees a~ RS 

vt ΝΣ 

Weadth 3 BR SUS WE οὐ
 a 



PAGE TWO. 

“IN LETTER SENT TO MARXIST-LENINIST COUNTRIES USSR HAS ASKED THEM TO 

EXPRESS THEIR VIEWS ON PROBLEM. FOR PURPOSE DISCUSSING PROBLEMS COOP- 

ERATION. MARXIST-LENINIST COUNTRIES IN FIELD STUDIES AND. USE OUTER SPACE, 

IT WAS SUGGESTED THAT THERE SHOULD BE HELD CONFERENCE REPRESENTATIVES 

THOSE MARXIST-LENINIST COUNTEIES THAT WOULD LIKE TO TAKE PART IN IT. 

AT BEGINNING MAY THIS YEAR WE RECEIVED. CHINA*S REPLY. | 

THIS ‘CHINESE REPLY HAS PROVED THAT CHINA REFUSES TO COOPERATE 

|WITH OTHER MARXIST-LENINIST COUNTRIES ALSO IN FIELD STUDIES AND USE 

‘ 

|QUTER SPACE." | 
oir 

"CHINESE REPLY” . 

“DEAR -ALEKSEI NIKOLAYEVICH KOSYGIN™ 

"Y RECEIVED YOUR LETTER ADDRESSED. TO ME DATED APRIL FOURTEEN 

THROUGH YOUR EMBASSY IN CHINA.. 

CHINA ALWAYS BELIEVED AND BELIEVES: THAT COOPERATION AMONG MARXIST 

LENINIST COUNTRIES IN FIELDS ECONOMY, SCIENCE AND, CULTURE ON BASIS 

MARXIST-LENINIST PRINCIPLES AND PROLETARIAN INTERNATIONALISM AND 

ACCORDINGLY WITH. STANDARDS RELATIONSHIP AMONG MARXIST-=LENINIST COUNTR- 

τς TES 15 ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY. WE ARE WORKING TOWARD IT ALL TIME. 

SND PAGE TWO 



" ὙΠ THREE 

TN YOUR LETTER, Rs υἷλε PRETEXT -DISCUSSION βποϑαὴν οι ‘COOPERATION IN 

FIELD STUDIES AND USE OUTER SPACE, YOU TRIED HARD TO DRAG. NON MARXIST= 

Fa - “ : ιν - 

LENINIST COUNTRY YUGOSLAVIA INTO CONFERENCE MARXIST-LENINIST COUNTRIES. 

IT GOES AGAINST PRINCIPLES DECLARATION NINETEEN HUNDRED SIXTY 

AND IS CLEAR VIOLATION COMMON BASIS SOLIDARITY AND COOPERATION MARXIST~ 

| LENINIST COUNTRIES. | 

WE NATURALLY CANNOT AGREE WITH IT. KNOWING BEFOREHAND OUR 

SUCCESSIVE POSITION ON. QUESTION RELATIONSHIP TOWARD YUGOSLAVIA YOU TOOK 

THIS STEP YET. 

IT SHOWS ONLY HYPOCRISY YOUR LOUD WORDS. ABOUT. SOLIDARITY AND 

COOPERATION AMONG MARXIST-LENINIST COUNTRIES. 

ΙΝ Your LETTER YOU. SAID THAT YOU WERE READY TO INVITE ALBANIA. BUT . 

You ar ‘HaKE NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR HER PARTICIPATION IN CONFERENCE. © 

THEREFORE IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO CONSIDER YOUR INVITATION AS SINCERE 

ONE. 9 

“— “THAT IS“WHY: I -HAVE TO- INFORM. YOU. WITH REGRET THAT. CHINA, WILL NOT 

SEND. LTS REPRESENTATIVE TO. CONFERENCE SUGGESTED IN YOUR LETTER.._ 

MAY FIVE NINETEEN ‘SIXTYFIVE". 

ΕΝ “WITH. RESPECT CHe sees” 

OTHER WESSAGES RECEIVED OF A LESS EXPEDITE NATURE BEING FURNISHED 

BY AIRTEL. 

| NY SIX NINE FOUR S ASTERISK ADVISED THAT "CH" 15. DESIGNATION FOR 

‘CHOU EN. LAT.. | 

COPY OF INSTANT TELETYPE BEING SENT AIRMAIL TO CHICAGO. 

SND | | 

WA's ΕΘΗ... Ὁ . ΝΣ 

“WAeeeLRA FOR 3uSGS 

FBI WASH DC 



FD-36 (Rev, 12-13-56) Bia? 

[ Ε Date: 5/21/65 

seamen Z crown in 

CC j 
_Approved: 

7) ROUTE IN Νὰ ΤΥ δ} 

(Type.in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL _ REGISTERED 
: (Priority or Method of Mailing) 

——_——— Ee oe ee ee eee ee eee ee eS eS ESE παν Ee EE eee ...... “- “' 

το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Z 
ἢ 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) Os 4 μὴ 

ΒΌΒΟΕΟΤΆ 5010 
5: 

pepe 

On 5/20/65, NY 694-S* transmitted to the Soviets, θ εὖ 
via the secondary channel -ὀ ISIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN - eight 
microfilmed messages, two of which were in ciphered-code, 
five in partial code and one in plain text. The plain texts 
of the said messages are as follows: fi 

it 1. The following message was in ciphered-code: 

"Po CCCPSU 

"Your invitation has. tended tof 
hereinafter to be referred to fe Regrets 7 
previous commitments he cannot to USSR until early 
1966. However, he will be most happy to meet with your 
economists either in USA or in Canada, where he travels 
ΣΉ ΒΗΝΝΝΝ ἡ ἢ Best you submit tentative plan of meetings 
with 

ern Bee An 
2— BUREAU 
GY Ἔα “C1 x ἧς Sub B)(AM RM) oe a4 
1 - NY 134-91 (Inv) (421) 
1 - NY 105- 14952 Sub é 1 ferKobaz M. TALANOV) (342) D 
1 - ΝΥ 100-134637 - 1} 

ACBsmfd 
8 REC AE yg -Ζ2Ζ 2a fy 

~{ Te νοι, 5. SUN 2 1865 
as mF 

=o ΓΞ - ΠΩ 

Sent —__ MM Per 
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NY 100-134637 

| —cee NY airtel, 5/5/65. The above message 
refe whom the informant has given the code 
name | 

2. The following message was in ciphered-code: 

For background information regarding the above message, 
see NY airtels 4/27/65 and 5/13/65. 

3. The following message was in partial code: 

"BEN DOBBS, hereinafter referred to as Fido, on 
CPUSA National Committee list, could not leave USA for East 
Germany and USSR due to time factor and other difficulties 
encountered. ' 

Re above message, sée NY airtel 5/5/65. 

4, The following message was in partial code: 

"I have given a great deal of thought to question of 
‘drops in subway, and the situation today of the over-whelming 
number of police in the subways and on the sttions. 

re seems to me that, for the sake of: security, it 
would be best not to use system of drops on subway stations, 
but, instead, to resort to old system of well located restaurants 
and bars, in which the drops could be deposited in men's rooms 
under the sinks. It would be well to use these places only 
once. The bars and restaurants should be located only in 
Manhettan and utilized only during daylight hours. 

"Tf you agree, to this suggestion, then I will, submit 
for your dpproval a List of such bars and restaurants, and’ 
their locations. Meanwhile, I have been surveying the 
various neighborhoods around the city, which would be most. 
secure for our personal rendezvous; at the same time looking 
into the locales where our Secretariat and National Committee 

- Vive so as to avoid them, Survey should be completed in. next 
few weeks’! 



NY 100-134637 
oY / 
- 

5. The, following message was in partial code: 

"ame Caton . Old-time CPUSA member from Chicago.,. 
is going on Etropéan trip including USSR. Will utilize him 
to deliver for me, while en route, some material to 
Czechoslovakia CP. Please issue visa for him - HARRY CANTOR - 
in London where ne Wil} pick it up." 

A OS . “- “ να ἃ - ΠΝ δ: Bie stom owing message was ‘in. partial code: id! 
¥ , +t 

a "Re CPSU message delivered to me on 5/13/65. 
In line 3, last paragraph of last page of message, word ‘not! 
was omitted apparently by mistake. Line was corrected to 
read '.,. North Vietnam should not be made public because, ! 
etc. before message was transmitted to GUS HALL. If this 
should be incorrect interpretation, please advise us." 

sO ' 6 above has reference to thé Soviet message. of 
5/13/65, reported in NYtel 5/13/65, wherein in line 3, 
last paragraph of last page of message, the word not was 
omitted, leaving the line subjett to misinterpretation. 

7. "his is the background material you requested 
some time ago." - 

= are Was «5. news joie 
tf] 

he Following, + 
NOt Orc: 

8, The following message was in partial code: 

"Your walky-talky signal was good this morning. How 
was mine? Reason for the four whistles was that radio reception 
no good. yesterday (Wednesday 5/19)." 

-3- 



κι “τ 

NY 100-134637 

Re above message, séé NY airtels 5/19/65 ana 5/20/65, 
reflecting that. a radio message sent by the Soviets on. 5/19/65 
was not recéived by NY monitoring stations. 

' The above refers. to the fact that on 5/20/65, 
by walky-talky signal, NY 694-S* requested a retransmission 
of the Soviet message, and indicated that the Soviets 
acknowledging signal was clear. 



TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: Nay 28, 1965 

ΟΜ»: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

(Yeon Crorp > 
Is -C 

Re New York teletype to Director, airmail copy 
Chicago, dated May 13, 1965. 

Referenced New York teletype set forth the content 
of a message transmitted by the Russians through NY 694-5* 
for GUS HALL, General Secretary, Communist Party (CP), USA, 
dealing with current international situation and unity of 
world CPs. This message was provided to HALL during a 
personal contact with him by CG 5824-S* on May 17, 1965, at 
Los Angeles. HALL at the time was extremely appreciative 
of having this message delivered by the source and was 
impressed with its contents, 

After having read the foregoing message from the 
Russians, HALL instructed that. the source should see to it 
that NY 694-S* got a copy of the message to ARNOLD JOHNSON 
at the National Office, CP, USA (which has subsequently been 
done). JOHNSON was to read this message according to HALL 
and then pass it around personally to others in the national 
leadership. No copies were to be made of this letter and 
copy originally furnished to JOHNSON was to remain in that 
person's custody. HALL himself allowed DOROTHY HEALEY and 
several individuals in the leadership of the CP at Los Angeles 
to read this message also. In addition he instructed CG 5824-S5* 
to personally arrange for CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT and several others 
in the CP of Illinois leadership to read this message but not, Y 
surrender custody of it. 

The above is being furnished solely for the 
information of the Bureau and New York in order that they 
can be aware of the current dissemination of the information 

A@ ~ Bureau (RM) te 4 Job = ~ fate Gf — Y4/ b 

1 - New-York (100-134637) (Info ᾿ AW \AA 

1- Chicago é ae Ps 5. 

(4) 

“es 

| 65 JUN? 1965 
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Belmont —aememnue 

Memorgndum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE = 
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Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable con= 
fidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications 
transmitted to him by radio. 

On5/ 48) 65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
"radio station at Midland at which.time a message, NR 458 GR 42, was 
intercepted. 

Plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

ἢ For information. 

Enclosure 

1 «Mr. Downing 

1 = Mr. Paddock 

PWP:drv 

wh (1) 

J +» Mr. Conrad 
2 «Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) ) 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
7 ' May 28, 1965 

( J | BY LIAISON 
= 

Mar . Beimont 

Kr. DeLoach 
‘Mr. Sullivan 
Mr... Baumgardner: 
ie Branigan 

e Wannalz 
“chddaeon ες 

. Δ ὦ Mr, Shaw 

Honorable Marvin Watson 
Special. Assistant to, ine President 
The White House | 
Washington, D. Cc. 

eee be eh ee bt 

Dear Ux, Watson: 

' The énciosed memorandum captiondd "Sind-Soviet 
Relations" sets forth information recently furnished by" 
the Central Committee, Connunist Party of the Soviet Union, | 
to the Communist Party, USA, This information is. being 
brought to your attention asa matter of possible interest “τ ὦ 
to the President. _ 

Because of the seusitive nature ὭΣ, Our sources μὰ 
which have supplied ‘reliable, information ‘in the ‘past, this 
coumunication and its enclosurg are Classified ‘Sep~Beerets" 
This information is also peing furnished to the 

_-Attozney General and othér interested. officials of the 
“ZGovernnient. 

-" Ἷ oan Fe ά πον θὲ ἢ 

Ἰ 

i" ᾿ 

Sincerely yours, 
" ἢ 

log 

᾿ 
Ip Fe 

‘Encldgire ; : ap hs 

δ, Sahel bate δὴ | 
DeLoack seas ae 

' Casper» 

#. (SEE, NOTE PAGE τῇ) “τῷ νὰ 
᾿ Sullivan ον So 

_ Tavel 
Trotter, 

Tele, Βοόαί ween 
. Holmes 
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Honorable Marvin Watson Ὁ ΝΕ 

NOTE: ; " 
ον , Classified “Pep secret® because ‘unauthorized disclosure Of this: information ‘could reveal the identity of the source = IY .694-S+)' who is of continuing value and such revelation. ὀστᾶ result in. excéptionally prave datiage to the Nations . information: extracted from NYtel. 5/27/65, captioned "Solo, 15. = 3" * 
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X ~ Liaison 

‘SINO-SOVIET RELATIONS. i ~ Shaw 

ar The Central, 1 Committee, ‘Communist: Party: of the 
Soviet Union, ‘recently. furnished to:the.Conminist ‘Party, 
EBs ths following information relating to Sino-Soviet, is 
‘relations,. 

2m. éariy: Aprat. γι L965,, the soviet. Union suggested 
to ‘thie Marxist-Leninist countries that.a conference should 
pe held to discuss mutual problems relating: to» ‘developments 
in. : ‘telécomnunications ,. television,.outer space. studies,, ἐς 
meteorological and’ geophysical: rockets and: satellites, cosnic 
‘physics, biology and’ medicine.” the: Soviet Union requested. oy 
that. the Marxist-Leninist countries. “exptdss ‘their views ‘on ' 
this matters" . 

In. ‘early ‘May, 1965, the Contrai ‘Conmittee, 
-Comivind. st Party-of-China;. ‘replied: that. China ‘has. “"aiways: 
helieved ‘and believes" ‘that. .cooperation.. among Warxist. 
‘Leninist:.countries ‘in ‘the: fields ‘of econoniy, science and 
Culture 15. absolutely mecessary. ‘The Chinese charged that. 
the: Soviets, ‘by: suggesting that :a, conference be held τὸ. 
‘discuss: such matters; were: endeavoring to πάγον Yugoslavia, 
ἃ non-Harxzist-Leninist country; into. the, discussion. The. . 
‘Chinese algo. charged that although the Sovicts: dndicated: ‘they 
were. .ready to invite Albania :to ‘such a -conference,. the. Soviets 
had failed to: "make: the necessary conditions! for Albania's... 
participation ‘in the conference? The. Chinese stated: that. ἄπ, 
‘view Of the-Soviets! ‘actions, it ὍΔ: impossible. for China. to: 
‘consider’ the Soviets" invitation: as ‘sincere ‘and - therefore; > 
‘China ‘would not send its representatives to the. Proposed | 
conference ΝΞ 
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- SINO-SOVIET RELATIONS 

‘NOTE: 
Classified iges—Heerett because unauthorized.disclosure 

of this-information, could reveal the identity of the source 
(NY 694-S*) who is of continuing ‘value and such revelation could 

- result.in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation, Information 
extracted f#om Nytel 5/27/65, Dissemination of this memorardunt, 
beitig made to.Honorable ‘Marvin Watson, Special Assistant to the 
President; Secretary of State Rusk; Director Raborn of the 
Central Intelligence: Agency; the Attorney General, and Deputy 
attorney General. 

ἃ 
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Legal Attache, ‘ott Satoorisen ) _ 
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Tefen the following in, 

Date: 5/28/65 

” (Type in plaintext or, code) 

Vig AIRTEL | ¢ ᾿ REGISTERED MAIL | 
ne a ~ (Priority) 

——— Se eS me mee ee ee a ee ee a ee ee ee ee eh eee ee 

το : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM ~ CHICAGO (134-46 Sub Β) 

SUBJECT: ~ SOLO’ 
- C 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
statement captioned, "Discussion with Representative of 
Committee of Youth Organizations in USSR, Moscow, March, 1965." | 

The information appearing in the enclosed 
informant 's statement was orally furnished on April 28 

May. 21, 1965, by CG 5824-S*, to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE an 
RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

\oak {hat 
- Bureau. (Encls. 3) (RM) 

V1 = New York (100-134637) (Enel. 1) (Info) (RM) 
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_ Hint oun Soe Let youths will pay, for theiz expenses. “If they 

Ν | ae se safe U- 409 

ΝΠ τὸ ENCLOS™ 

Or "-piscussion with REPRESENTATIVE ες 
- > τος ὋΝ COMMITTEE OF YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS | - 

965. 

- 7 πὰ Ἐς 7 - 

᾿ * a εἰ fe 

- On" Marek 13; 1965, Coméade: (Rirst Name Unknow) 
_ Landika, Deputy to Pyotx Reshetov ; head of the Committee of 
Youth Orghnigations of the USSR (CYO) met with a representative 
of the Communist. Party. (CP), USA in. Moscoy, USSR. . The ossence — 
of fonrade ‘Lanaika ‘s renar} cs. at this tine was as follows: - 

ae Oar travel bureau; Sputnik, swhickr ἀν. δῇ arnt iof the 
CYO; had received ἃ letter from the. USA requesting. reduced, - 
Yates for group travel of 250 people fron tho Youth Festiyal 
in Algerin to the Soviet Union, We have disctssed thin’ and : 

taken into consideration all of the difficulties and 
pogsibilities involved. We have decided, to acsist in paying 
50% of the cist of transportation by air, $110, for such _ 
individuals. During the stay for such’grotips in the USSR _ 
‘their :cost. will be $3 a:-day which wilt cayer trayel and etc.., 
We were not, however, informed how such: ‘groups: night : return. to 
the. United. States. that is what route or by what means of ὁ 
transportation. | Your organizers will thus Rave to. solye the 

-nethod of their returi and these people sust pay their own. 
‘fares:-back to-the Urited States. While we dia receiye a 
letter as to wheré some of the ‘groups: night like to. go, it 
was: not entirely elear and we need HOXS - cotails. ahd discussicn 

fe “ “Phe ‘Yo: wit also invite: i group of 10-18 youth = 
-pedple to the Soviet Union. from 'Algerin foliowing tho youth 
estival as-guests of the CYO. ‘Expenses for travel ta the. 

. Boview. Union, tours, and living expenses in the Soviet Union, - 
- and transportation dosts back to NewYork will be paid for. 
“this group. - The CYO is inviting hundreds of youth from alt- 

τ gotuntries and will: handle their transportation costa also. 
_-Speciai trans sports have been chartered: for this. purpos Se ang | 
Are already filled. ‘However, for this. group, ‘some arrangelents 
for travel éxpenses from the United States; to Algiers wiil 
have to be decided upon. by the Youth Festival Coumittee.. ὁ 

i; cyo will pay, however,. for" the transportation ‘of. 
᾿ς ‘group: of five Party youth fron. New Yorvk-to Algeria, This . 
τ ες ue φοῦτά gonsider as ,an official Party youth Celogation 

_o# 

- -ς Ι 1 <8 . ~ 
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continue. on to the Soviet Union, their transportation to 
the Soviet: Union as well as expenses in ‘the country will 
be fully taken care of and their fares also will be paid: 

* ‘pack to New York:City. mE " OT τοῦ 

Internatichal Preparatory Committee for the festival to. : 

‘to the festival and whether they are right or left. About. ~~ 

t= 

It will have to: be ‘the responsibility. of the 

solve questions regarding other possible additional help, - - a 

: τ ~ Se ΕἸ 

etd., that may-be necessary. a ΝΝ 

+ 

'' We woul@ like to ‘have dome concrete plans’ sent 5 
“to ug fromthe United States and information as to how. 
things are going at this time. We would also like some 
information οἱ the political attitudes of-the youth going 

ten days: ago we sent a letter-to Lee D'Lugin, requesting - 
concrete information, .on plans, tideas and enumeration of ~ _ - τ a 

technical problems. An early reply Was vequésted. The ιν °° a 

5 τὺ 

Union from ΑἸρόσεα to. stay ἀπ touch with the ‘Festival 

committee in the United States ‘should discuss the propran 
for the festival and offer suggestions.: The committee. |» 
thergé should kéep in mind that. the festival is. in Africa 
and that the United States delegation can play an important _ 
role. - Any suggestions concerning the festival are requested ; 
dike how to attract. the youth, best. program, and ete, -ἴὖ τ 3 

# 

_: We wiLl inform the representative af’ the Soviet. 

Committee in New York. 

For your Party's information, on, April 16; 1968). -. 
in Acera, Ghana, there will be a meeting of democratic - 
youth to unofficially exchange views: régarding the festival. 

_ This is scheduled to be followed by a Pan-African séminar 

(Organizations. | 
which is being held at the invitation of Ghana, Youth: ; τ᾿ 

* “- 7 bo οὐ 
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Transmit the idllowing ins Ξ — os {Type in plaintext-or code) 

Vie AIRTEL _ ‘ .  _ REGISTERED MAIL 
i a ες ; (Priority) 

+ DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

: “SAG; CHICAGO (134+46 Sub. B) 

i Cc 

. cy 4 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are: three copies , 
and for the New York Office one copy of -an informant’:s © ΝΆ 

rel 

statement’ captioned, "Desire to Secure’ Invitation from 
Soviet | Organization for Gus Hall's Family to Visit USSR. 

The information appearing in; the enclosed afte δ 
informant's. statement was orally furriished on 5/25/65° by 
CG 5824-S* to SA ‘RICHARD W. HANSEN. ; 

“ it. is suggested that the information in the 
᾿ attached informant's statement be made. known. to ΝΥ 694-S* . 

for’ that individual’ s information. In addition, CG 5824=S*: 
advised that, -he will attempt in the near future to prepare 
a messagé. related to this mattér which will be sént through. 
channels to the Russians by NY 694-S*, be 

Ϊ eek (μι 
| ᾧ. ΤῊ ΤΣ, ἐξ σι 

1 = New York (100-687): (Encl.' 1). (Info). (ἈΝ) Le 

RWH: sck 
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DESIRE TO SECURE ἸΗΥΙΤΑΤΙΌΝ - oo. 
FROM SOVIET ORGANIZATION FOR =: . 

. GUS: HALL 'S FAMILY το VISIT USSR oh, 

In early May, 1965, ‘it was’ learned that Gus Hall, - 
General. Seerotary, Communist Party (CP), USA, had instructed, 

-°  -  beeause of certain tax problems in ihich le is. involved with 
᾿ the United States Governtient , that an effort be made. to. have. 

someone request one of ‘the non-Party. Soviet organizations to 
invite. Hall's. wife, Elizabeth, and family to come td the 
‘Soviet. Union in the suuimer of 1965. It was Hali's opinion 
that such -4n invitation, if extended by a non-Party organization 
together with an offer to pay expenses for his family, would 
relieve him of responsibility of cxplaining to the zovernnent 
the Source of funds which made this trip possible. At the time . 

- Δὲ was suggested that perhaps Mandel Terman Of Chicago, an. . 
individual who has contact With such. non—-Party organizations 

᾿ in the USSR; might possibly ‘be able-to meanest, such invitation | 
Ν ‘be sent to the Hall family. . 

. ~ On. May 18; 1995 Halil xais ed the sane matter again | 
and, indicated soon. £6 get. an divitation extended to his. family 
and that. the fuss Langs Should he ‘contacted fin fais regard. |. 
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FBI 

Date: 5/25/65 
l 
| 

" (Type in plaintext or code) 

REGISTERED MAIL _ I, 
(Priority) I 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

a Lae : la CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
or . 

SUBJECT: ἘΨ ee 
ΐ C ~L5—< 

yup Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 

4 and three copies and for New York/ione copy of/a lef/terhead 
j memorandum entitled, "General Program of the World 

Youth Festival, Algiers, Algeria,. ‘July-Augus 

The information appearing in the enclosed ‘Letters (ti “ἢ 

head memorandum was furnished on 4/27/65 to SAs WALTER A, 
BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN by CG 5824-5*, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past. . 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
“WHOE-SEERHE!Y since it contains information furnished by 
CG 5824~S*, a very highly placed source furnishing information 
on the highest level concerning the international communist 
movement. The unauthorized disclosure of the information 
contained therein would, by its nature, tend t6 identify 
CG 5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing his security, and thus , 
adversely affecting the national security. 

“3 OBSA 2: 

The program for the Ninth=»World Youth Festival was 
received by CG 5824-S5* duri he course of a meeting held 
3/15/65 with representativ; ἔν the Committee of Youth 
Or anizations of the USSR, h ἐᾷ, n Moscow. The program was 

a Ξ A erm δ CTOs A 
“h, 

Bureau (Encls. 4). RM) 
1 - New York (100- ~184937) (Encl. 1) (info) (RM) 
1.- Chicago »ἢ gee 
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Approved; Sent. gegen 
δῦ JUN 18 ΘΗ͂Ι Agent in Charge. 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

‘provided in the Russian language and subsequently translated 
by the FBI Laboratory. - 

In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed. letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, D.C, 
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GENERAL PROGRAM OF THE 
NINTH WORLD YOUTH FESTIVAL, 
ALGIERS, ALGERIA, 
JULY-AUGUST, 1965 

A source, who has furnished reliable information in 
the past, in late April, 1965, advised as follows: 

In December, 1964, a meeting of .the International 
Preparatory Committee for the Ninth World Youth Festival, 
scheduled to be held in Algiers, Algeria, July-August, 1965, 
was held in Algiers. At this time a program was adopted for 
the Ninth World Youth Festival. Set forth below is the 
verbatim text of the above noted program. 

᾿ MEETING OF THE INTERNATIONAL PREPARATORY 

_ COMMITTEE 

December 16-18, 1964, 

Algiers 

GENERAL PROGRAM OF THE NINTH WORLD FESTIVAL OF 

YOUTH AND STUDENTS FOR SOLIDARITY, PEACE AND FRIENDSHIP 

I. THE IMPORTANT DAYS: 

Wednesday, July 28. - Opening at the Olympic Stadium in 
the suburb of Algiers (procession 
in town; a varied sport and cultural 
program, speeches, flag raisings, etc.). 

/ ov Yafo 22-- 
ENCLOSURE 
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GENERAL PROGRAM OF THE 
NINTH WORLD YOUTH. FESTIVAL, 
ALGIERS, ALGERIA, 
JULY-AUGUST, 1965 ™OS-SECRSD 

Friday, August 6. - Demonstration for world peace. 
Commemoration of the 20th anniversary 
of HIROSHIMA and NAGASAKI, 
Youth meeting in protest against 
nuclear weapons and against nuclear 
weapons tests in the Sahara Desert. 
Closing of the colloquy, “The Role 
of Youth in the Struggle for 
Preservation of World Peace; for 
Independence of Peoples, and in 
Defense of the Right for Self- 
determination," 

saturday, August 7. + Closing under the motto, "Solidarity, 
Peace and Friendship." 

OTHER MASS MANIFESTATIONS: 

i, Solidarity. with,Africa: _moral.support. ΟΥ the. _. 
African people in their struggle against colonialism 
and, neocolonialism, for national independence, and 
in their struggle for the strengthening of the 

| national independence in all its aspects. 

General meeting in. esplanade of Africa, after 
which a torch parade will be held. 

Big. bonfires to be held in different districts. 

General presenting of African art. 

Opening of African exhibition. 

‘Closing part of the trial of Ferwurd, and of 
weapon embargo against South Africa, etc. 

26 Friendship with the Algerian people and youth 
- (moral support of the peoples and youth in their 
..efforts to. build..a new. society;. familiarization ΝΣ 
with heroic actions of the Algerian people and 
Yeon) in liberation of their Homeland, and honoring 
them).. 

“POD SECRET 
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GENERAL PROGRAM OF THE 
NINTH WORLD YOUTH FESTIVAL, 
ALGIERS, ALGERIA, 
JULY-AUGUST, 1965 neP-grenre 

Honoring of the heroes of the war for 
independence, and opening of a monument in honor 
of the heroism of the Algerian youth. 

Openings of several international voluntary 
workers’ camps. 

A program for children (planting of a park, 
meetings with the Algerian children). 

Manifestation of friendship in the whole 
country. 

Visiting of factories, self-managing cooperative 
organizations, etc. 

Algerian art plays. 

Passing of an erected building to the Algerian 
youth. 

3. Solidarity with the peoples striving for 
independence, progress and democracy (encouraging 
the peoples, who recently have become independent, 
or who still are under colonial domination; 
solidarity with the peoples striving against fascism 
and racism and against all forms of exploitation; 
encouraging the struggle against aggressors and 
against neocolonial maneuverings in the countries, 
which have gained their independence). 

Demonstrations of solidarity in different forms, 
meetings, etc., with the peoples and youth of the 
countries, which conduct the struggle for their 
national independence, progress and democracy, and 
against racism and fascism. 

4, The Day of International Cooperation 
“(Participation in "A year of International Cooperation 

at the UN"). 

ΦΘΈΞΘΌΘΕΞΜΕ.-- 
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GENERAL PROGRAM OF THE 
NINTH WORLD- YOUTH FESTIVAL, 
ALGIERS, ALGERIA, 

POP-SECRET eee ῷὉὃὉὦὉὦὉὦὁὦὁὁὁ ὁ ὁ JULY-AUGUST, 1965 

II, 

Study of the cooperation between different 
organizations of youths and students, between 
youths and student organizations, between youths 
and many international organizations and 
specialized organizations of the UN, UNESCO, etc.. 

Different meetings 

A general ball (dancing party) of friendship. 

Seminar on subject referring to UNESCO. 

Right to school education. 

Voluntary service. 

MEETINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Ll. -Colloquy, "The Role of Youth -and Students in:-a Struggle 
for the World Peace, for National Independence of the 
Peoples, and in Defense of Right for Self~determination." 

The next 4 or 5 days; presidium, regulations, speakers, 
closing recommendations, etc. 

Seminars on individual problems of the theme of the 
colloquy: 

1, Solidarity with the Peoples, Striving for 
Their National Liberation, 

2. Neocolonialism and African Unity. 

3. European Security 20 Years After the Defeat 
of Fascism. 

4, Peaceful Coexistence Between Nations with 
Different Social Systems. 

5. Defending of the Principle of Self-determination 
and of National Sovereignty of all Peoples. 

TeP“SECRES 
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6. Universal and Complete Disarmament, 
Building of a Nuclear~free Zone, and 
Liquidation of Foreign Bases. 

4. Problems of Nonparticipation. 

8. Study of the Problem of Economic Relations 
Among all Countries, which are on the Road to 
Development, and Among Industrially-developed 
Countries. 

2. Meetings According to Interests 

These meetings may also be very useful in enrichment 
of the program and in raising interest to the festival in 
the youth of the world. Here are a few examples of 
meetings, which could be organized: 

- τς Meetings of leaders of tourist -organizations~ 

Meetings of organizers of youth moving~picture 
clubs. 

Meetings of leaders of cultural, sport and other 
associations. 

Meetings of Esperantists. 

Meetings of young parliamentarians, representatives 
and workers of local administrative apparatuses. 

Meetings of young actors. 

Meetings of young religious believers (Moslems, 
Christians, etc.). 

3. Meetings of the Delegations 

-- -  ---Phese meetings always have significance in the program. 
of a festival. The International Preparatory Committee (MPK) 

RABE CHEL 
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Should provide every possible opportunity for guarantying 
a greater number of these meetings. 

τ 

III. STUDENT PROGRAM 

There are many possibilities for enriching the student 
program as compared to the student program in Helsinki. Theré 
is the problem, first of all, of the organizations; its 
purpose should be concrete propositions. We can give several 
examples: 

Seminar on Preparation of the Cadres 

International Student. Seminar on the Moving 
Picture Industry 

Student. Meetings 

"~~" “Meetings of High School Students: ΝΞ ΠΝ 7 

Seminars Dedicated to the History of Algeria. 

1, Meetings According to. Professions 

a, A conference of young working people should be 
conducted on the subject: "Racial Labor Discrimination." 

b. Different meetings according to professions; 
they should be conducted first, at the Algerian 
factories such as meetings with the young Algérian 
workers, which will permit exchange of political 
and social experiences of youth. 
For example: 

Dock workers. w 

Oil industry workers. ες 

Mine workers. nn 

Railroad workers, etc. 
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c. Seminars on: 

Automation 

Professional Education. 

Workers! Self-government. 

d. <A seminar on the subject, "Agrarian Reform and 
problems of Peasant - Students," should be conducted 
on the problems of the village youth. 

Several other propositions may be considered 
for the village youth; first numerous meetings could 
be organized with Algerian youth, as well as visits 
to self-managing farms, and study of problems of 
self-government in Algeria. 

- 2; A Program for Young Girls: in 

Important consideration should be given to activities 
of young girls on the program of the 9th Youth Festival, 
and various provisions should be made concerning then, 
such as: 

A Girls’ Day as a Culminative Point. 

Procession in National Costumes. 

Meetings of the giris of different delegations with 
the Algerian girls. 

Seminars on: 

Conditions of Life of the African and Arabian Girls 

Woman's Place in Social and Political Life 

- Emancipation of Women 

yeot~SEGRET- 
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Care should be taken that a place to specific 
problems of the young women should be provided 
in the Seminars on general subjects. 

Special proposals should be considered on a 
sport program. 

In the future, a special meeting will be held 
on this question. 

3. Different Seminars on important themes, which are 
Significant in the life of youth, should be organized. 
Here are several ideas and propositions concerning 
these themes: 

Elimination of Jlliteracy and Revival of National 
Cultures in Recently Liberated Countries. 

‘Problems of Racial Discrimination (the trial of Ferwurd) 

World Famine. 

Civil Rights of Youth. 

‘Proposals in connection with the activities of the 
UN and UNESCO, such as: ᾿ 

International youth and student organizations and 
specialized organs of the UN, 

Forms of cooperation between the youth and student 
organizations in the preparation of cadres. 

The right for professional education and for rest. 

The right for school education. 

Voluntary service, etc. 

-8- 
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IV. PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN 

According to the results of the preliminary 
discussions, expediency of organization of a special program 
for children during the 9th Festival with participation of 
the children of many African countries and of the countries 
of other continents is manifested. 

Meetings of leaders and organizers of children's 
movements. 

International children's camp. 

Cultural entertainments. 

Sport program, 

Planting of a garden of International Friendship 
(planting of trees). - 

Meetings of the Algerian children, the visits of 
camps, schools, childrens’ homes (of war orphans, 
former little shoeshiners) 

Campaign for solidarity with the Algerian children 
. before the Festival. 

A special meeting will be conducted in the future 
for the final working out of this portion of the program. 

¥V. CULTURAL PROGRAM 

After discussions, the Second Commission offers the 
following cultural program: 

1, International and National Performances 

Each delegation should be given an opportunity to 

the international cultural progran. 
present numerous national concerts and take part in 

aH, 
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3. 

earlier festivals, should be shown with the participation 

om Oe 

Diplomas of the 9th Festival should be given to 
all ensembles and to all soloists, who will take 
part in performances. 

Plans should be. made for extension of festival 
activities to the suburbs of Algiers, to the farms, 
self-managing factories, hospitals, stadiums, in 
order tht more Algerians may take part in the 
festival. 

Visits and concerts should be organized in all 
cities of the country (Friendship Train), etc. 

Most of the concerts should be conducted in the 
open air, in order that all delegates and all the 
population may attend then, 

Special Performances 

a, Thematic ‘performances: (for example, work, the 
struggle against illiteracy, ete.). 

b.. Performances having genre character: groups of 
national art, ensembles of national music, theatre 
(very few on account of language difficulties), jazz 
music,: puppet shows, shadow theatre, etc.) 

Moving Picture Theatre 

a. Festival of films of the young writers and of: | 
films about youth: full and short-length films. “ 

b. The National Center of Algerian Movie Theatre 
wili show the best foreign films during the festival. 

c. Films, which were awarded prizes at different 

of their writers, directors, actors, etc. 

"SOP -SECREL 

- 10 = 
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ἃ. Films made in different countries on the struggle 
of the Algerian people and of the peoples of other 
countries, such as Cuba, Angola, South America, the 
Congo, South Vietnam, etc., should be shown: for 
example, volunteer service, etc. 

4. Beauty Competition (Miss Festival) 

ὃ. Exhibitions 

a. Photograph exhibition (continuation of a competition) 

b. Exhibition of children's works 

ce. National exhibitions of different countries 

d. National and international art exhibitions. 

- 6, Exhibition..of -African.-art.. - - 

£. Exhibition on activity of special organs of 
the UN and UNESCO. ° 

5. Exhibition on tourist activities and on voluntary 
work of youth and students. 

6. National clubs should be organized for the national 
concerts, exhibitions, meetings, etc. 

7. Evenings of Recreation 

A program of recreation during the Festival (dances, 
small performances, etc.) 

VI. SPORT PROGRAM 

1, Sport competitions for a festival trophy (for the 
Algerian youth and for delegates). 

2. Open demonstration of types of sports, which are 
not known to young Algerians. 

3of—sHeREr 
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3. Meetings between the Algerian and foreign teams 
of different types of sports. 

4, Arrival of many sportsmen well-known to the world, 

5. Champions and competitions: 

Football championship with participation of 8 teams. 

Boxing championship (with 40 participants: 4 in each 
category). | 

Basketball championship (8 men's teams, 4 women’s 
teams). 

Volleyball championship (8 men's teams, 4 women's 
teams. ) 

Swimming -(from 50. τὸ 60 -participants). 

Gymnastics (performances of well-known gymnasts). 

The light athletics (150-200 participants), 

Bicycle races on the highway and on the track. 

Handball (5 teams): 

Tennis 

Table tennis. 

Judo 

Water sports. 

VII. DIFFERENT PROPOSALS 

" - Along with the projects and hopes; which we have 
been discussing up to now it would be useful to prepare 
several proposals, which will respond. to the interests of 
students and youth, for example: 

Jer" SsEoRkel_ 

-12- 
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a. Voluntary workers’ camps (building of schools, 
villages, planting forests, etc.). 

b. Building of a monument in honor of the heroism 
of the Algerian youth. 

c. Meeting of research workers. 

d. Organization of tourist trips. 

e, International relay-races should be organized 
in the cities of earlier festivals with a last stop 
in Algeria at the time of the opening of the 9th 
Festival. 

Ἐ, Several centers should be created in the 
interests of young stamp collectors, centers for 

phonograph recordings, literature, television, 
and leter exchanges, etc. 

his gocument contains neither recommendations nor 

conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 

FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents 

are not to be distributed outside your agency. 

-~ 13 
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demonstration. for world: peace to be held on.8/6/65. 
manifestations include solidarity with Africa; friendship with 

_, different: social systems and. universal, disarmament. 
include those. with leaders of tourist. organizations; organizers 

‘Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Reséarch. an 

NOTE CONTINUED :. 

representatives, of the Committee of Youth: Organizations of, the 
The more important features of the: program incluca 

Mass 

Algerian people; solidarity. with people striving for independence. 
Disciissions includethe role Of youth and students in the struggle 
for-world peace; ‘peaceful coexistence between Nations with 

‘Meetings. 

ofyyouth ΓΗ young religious beliévérs} ‘delegation meetings ‘and 
meetings according to professions, Seminars. include the topics: 
of .\civil rights. of youth; world famine, and problems | of racial 
discrimination. - 
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BY LIAISON 

1 ~ Hr. Belmont 

, Vice Aduival William Ff. Raborn, Jz., isn (Ret) ) ΡΞ - Ur DeLoach 

(| Sibingeon, be Ese #7 (rally 3 = Basmeseanes 
| ly 1 - Shaw 

Mh seit ., 

Ο Calebor a wes :pali f 

Dear Admiral Raborn: 

Thé enclosed memorandim captioned. "Vietnam Situation" . 
sets forth the observations and opinions of ἃ leading member of 
the Communist Party, USA, ‘who’ was recently in contact with 
officials of the Central Comittec, Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union, ‘This information is being brought to your |" 
attention as a matter or. possible interest. | 

= 

It is to be noted that the data in the enclosed 3 
memorandum may have been furnished by’ ‘the Sovyicts to the_-s' 
Commmist Party, USA,. solely to constitute the line whic V3 
the Contiunist Party, USA; is to advancé publicly in thiagy = 
natter for the purpose of iisleading the formulators of “3 

a 

Se 

ἂν United States: foreign policy. 
ἣν 

Because of the sensitive nature of our soure Ξ 
0 this communication and its eiiclosuve ate classified ὩΡΟΤᾺ * 

This information is also being fuynished ‘to other - 
interented officials: Of the Government. . ) 

Sincerely yours, 

py Enclosure / 

Tos, ee, 

Conrad μρνωμονν, τυ: ( 8) 
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Vice: Admiral. Willian Ἐς Raborn;. Jr., USN (Ret.)- 

a 

~ Classified. “Step seoxet" because unauthorized disclosure. 
of this information could reveal the idéntity of the source " 
(CG 5824-S*) ‘who. is ΟΣ continuing value and such revelation, could 
result in exceptionally grave -daniage to the hationdl defense. See. — 
‘iWenorandum Baumgardner. to. Sullivan, 5/28/65, captioned."Solo, — 
Internal Security ~ Communist." Also see. memorandum Baumgardner 
to Sullivan, 6/3/65, same caption. - "ν᾿ 
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[ BY LIAISON 

l.~+ Hr, Belmont 
1 = Mr. DeLoach 

Honorable Marvin, Watson 1 - Mv. Sullivan 
Spécial. Assistant. to the President 1 = Liaison 
The White House i= Ur. Baumgardner 
Washington, Ὁ. C. i ~ Mr. Shay 

Go: 

Dear Mr. Watson; > 

‘The ‘enclosed memorandum captioned "Vietnam Situation" 
sets forth the observations and opinions of a Reading menbér of 
tho Commumist Party, USA; who. was. recently in contact with, 
officiais of the Centzal Committee, Communist Party ofthe 
Soviet Union. This information. is being brought to: your " 
attention as a matter of possible interest. to ‘the President. 

“a Ζ8 As to be noted that the data in. the enclosed 
memorandum may have been furnished by the Soviets. to the. 
Communist Party, USK, -solély to-constitute the. line. which. 
the Communist Party, USA, is to advance publicly dn this 
mattéy for the purpose of misleading the formulators of 
United States foreign policy. 7. ey 

ζ ι 

tae) Because of the sénsitive nature of our sources τ 
this communication: and its enclosure. are classified: Bes 
“Seesdt." This information is also being furnished to the op & Ὁ ἐν 
Iutorney General and to other interested officials of the Ξ Θ' 
Government: ὃ ( ted Ὁ 2 

Ξ 
ων Sincerely yours, $ Lobo a gh eae “Yoo -pabow 724. yoo ΨΩ 

. faa | 17 _ wy 4 ag we Ae it ( 

LA 
nelosure 

E be Su πος τῷ 

β Pit = ae 

(SEE NOTE PAGE TWO) 



Honorable Marvin Watson 

NOTE: 
Classified μα Seexet" because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal, the identity of the source 
(cG 5824-s*} who is of continuitg value and such revelation ‘could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the national defensé. See 
‘meriorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan, 5/28/65, captioned "Solo; 
internal Security ~ Conmunist."' Also see memo Baumgardner to 
Sullivan, 6/3/65, same caption. 

- ¥ 
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\ ROUTE IN ENVELOPE, _ seseou 
1.“ DeLoach, 

June 8, i966 ~ = yen 
; 1 ~ Baumgardner 

iL» Shaw 

VIETNAM SITUATION. 

Sources which. have furnished reliable information in 
the past. advised that a leading metber of the Communist Party; © 
USA, who recently was in contact with officials of the Central 
Committee, Comiunist Party of the Soviet Union, expressed the 
situstioe: observations and opinions relative to the Vietnan. 
situation: 

The Soviets are endeavoring toa demonstrate their 
support of the North Vietnamese by sending arms and suppliés to. . 
North Vietnam; The Soviet "volunteers" being sent to 
North Vietnam are not. “yolunteers" in, the literal sense, but 
rather hand-picked. spécial troops trvained in guerrilla warfare. 
Although the Soviets are sending aid to North Vietnam, they are 
opposed to widening the conflict in that. area. 

The escalation-of the war in. Vietnan,. particularily: the. 
bonbing of ‘targets. in North Vietnam, cane at a very bad time for, 
"Soviet. maneuvering." At ‘that particular ‘tine the Soviets had 
started 2 vigorous campaign to dure the North’ Vietnaniese from. the 
Chinese camp, The bonbing of targets in North Vietnant,, ‘when 
Sovict, Prenier Kosygin was in Hanoi,. placed ‘the Soviets in an 
extrenely ai fficuLt: position in ‘their effort to bring about. a 
negotiated settlement, in. Vietnam. 

The ‘International situation Leaves the ‘Soviets “in a 
spot" as they cannot convincingly 5613, the peaceful. coexistence 
line ‘any more. The uncommitted notions -have obsérved that It 
is the "tough guys who: are Winning,” and their militant nation 

, lism makes then favor the “tough policy.” 

Sovict leaders are not. fools. They donot want war. | 
However, the Soviets feel that, if they allow the United ‘States . 

-' ἀρ "continue aggression. indiscriminately" the. Soviets will ι 
Fete "lose face." Therefore, the Soviets feel they must. do some« A 
Mohr —thing éven to the point. of threatening war in an effort to. 
put Peassure their allies. 
‘Calishan tm 
Gontad « 

Pelt veiccmep aren 

Tele, Room . 
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VIBINAU SITUATION tee os 

‘The Soviets have expressed the opinion. that: the 
Chinesé want to step into the Vietnam situation ati a tine of . 

᾿ ‘thelr own choosing and then completely dominate: the ‘situation, 
" Although’ ‘the: situation: can ‘change ‘at any tiie, It does not. , 
appear that the Soviets and: the. Chinese: ‘can unite for: action,’ 
‘at -thisstage, The: ‘Soviets doubt: “that; the. Chinese, are serious , 
‘about ‘the threat to ‘send troops: into: North: Vietnam because. the 7 
Chinese: are parading their troops 6n the border whére: they: cau : 
be observed, 188 Sovieta-believe. that 1f the: Chinesewere! : ἢ 

~“gerious. about ‘taking. action they’ would ‘have made an ‘pitort te: 
166: ‘thelr: troopss: ars ao - " * 

" - ma 

The: Cliitiesa axe trying: πὸ gain. tine and would: presér Ot 
τὸ see thé. Soviet Union and thé United States fight each, other 
‘and then: pick’up the pleces; ‘The Chinese want; to: ‘Gonserve ‘the “ 
‘be éginiing of ‘theix niclenz Gapacity «δορὰ αὖ not care “how, many - 

_ Vietnandse dies “All. the Chinesé cave about is their gality: 
“to use nuclear Menpoiis When they Bet into: the fight.. ἡ | ae 

- 

: The ‘Sttuation in Vietian and the German aituation. may - . ! 
' ‘alse ‘the. Soviets to ‘sptead their ‘nuclear Weapons into ‘the: “‘hands ' 
Of Other: Countries, -Thé ‘Soviets “aré under, ‘great pressure: fron. 
Cuba; Czechoslovakia and EnstGermany. ta-“"stem the tide of American — - 
Sonicte ase ageression” in Vietnam: ‘and-elsewheres. _Meanwhiies, ΡΝ the - 

tos 

4 

. 

NOtE: oe δος ὦν ἘΝ ΜΝ ᾿ 
Classified | ̓ 

sae toe eg 

and ors eer: Generals. See. smo eendum ‘Benugordner ἐπ Soitteens. 
᾿ 5/28/65, captioned "Solo,, Intérnal ‘Security τ Communist, Also see 
memorandum Baumgardner to Sean 6/3/65, same caption. 
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ΤΊΤΟΝ AUTHORITY SHRIVER FROM: 

DeLo8Ch ween . _. 

Callthar RCP} pah: ar tate Gent) ᾿ | bh He EE. NOTE PAGE 8) 

Date: June 2, 1965 1 τ i. R. Putpam. 
"Fo: Director cc 

From: Fan Edgar Hoover, Director 

Subject? SCULTURAZ. RELATIONS OF: THE. 

WJ 

O 

(IS) 100-428091, BY LIATSON 

1. ~ My, Branigan 

Bureau Of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State Ἃ 

ἤ VIET 

The. following was supplied by ἃ source which haa 

WITH FOREIGN COUNTRIES 

furnished reliable information in the past. 

_ tu Rarch,. 1965, §8., K.. Romanoveky,, head of the 
State Conmittee for Cultural Relations (SCCR). withthe 
Soviet Union, made-a. numbor of remarks, the essence of 
vhich was as follows:: 

‘Tha SCCR is an interministerial organization 
responsible for working. out cultural exchanges with foreign 
‘countries, ‘The various protocols or agreenents entered into 
by the Soviet Union with other nations are prepared by the 

4s.of 1964, the Soviet Union maintained cultural | . 
ties with 108 countries. Howover,. formal. cultural and | 
scientific agreements have been.concluded with only 50 
countries. This figure includes most of the countries in 
Europe.and the developing couutries..in Asia, Africa and 
‘the Widdle East. While the general. picture 18 good, the 
Soviet Union is not fuliy satisfied with the evltural rela« 
‘tions which have been set up with the countries in 
Latin Anerica, although ‘good agreements are in. effect with 
Cuba, Mexico, Argentina, Chile and Uruguay... 

Tolson 
Belndnt a 
Mcht 

Tavel 

Tele. Room He. Ν ᾿ 
Holmes πὰς ( ime 

panne er  TELETY ~~ MAILROOM PE unit L_] 

au 
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Director = - ΝΕ 
Buréau ΟΣ Intelligence and Research ~ 

Cultural agreements have resulted in over 11 ,800 | 
African and Asian Students being educatéd in. the Soviet Union, | 
Stipends fox these students cost the Soviets from.900,000 to 
1,900,000 rubles per month and this does not include the cost 
of hooks and tuition. These students are also given fred 
medical card and expensc+free vacations. There are many ᾿ 
foreign. students: doing ‘postgraduate study in the Soviet ‘Udions 
The United Arab Republic. has 240 such students in the. 
Soviet Union.of which 40: are cdndidatds for doctorates: 

a The Soviet: Union attempts to 211} all requests. for 
cultural assistance including requests to establish institue 

tions of higher jearning. ‘Tho Soviet Union ‘has established 
one of the best polytechnical institutions in all of Asia in 
Bombay, india. Other institutions have been set up in Algeria 
and Afghanistan. Professional training centers have ‘been’ ° 
established ih a number of countries such ag Ethiopia. 

Professors and instructors have ‘heen. furiiished various 
' 

" - . Ἵ some knowledge of the language of thé ‘host country. ‘The United Arab Republic utilized 24 professors in 1964 and has + requestéd.76 professors for 1965. through 1966. The: financial arrangements fox ‘such projects impose: a‘heavy burden. on ‘thé _ Soviet Union, Only a handful, of countries make. taken payments. 
to visiting professors, Fox example, the United Arab Republic pays each professor 350 rubles. Tho Sovict. Union mist iiake up. the: difference atid;in most. cases, pays the fuli salary of the professor | ΝΕ 7 _ 

countries upon request and in most cases these individuals have: 

! Various countriés receive Soviet assistance in public. . 
health matters; This includes sending médical doctors:.and set~ 
ting up hospitals; Tiunisia recently requested 100 doctors. — 
Algeria and Ethiopia ‘have made similar requests. ον 

ἃ number of countries and las Ὁ 
fox. ‘sone Of these countries, At pregént; there is a concerted 
effort to arraige more such ‘ties with the developing ‘countriss. 
All these. activities require gigantic expenditures on the part- 
of the Soviet Union. | . 

me Ze 

The Soviet Union maintains scientific relations with 
stablished some vescarch centers. 



ed ~ 4 τας 

Director | |. 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

’ . 

| ltural relations with the United States are con- 
sidered satisfactory in scope. There have been some problems 
in the matter of exchanges of films and there are only 20 - 
Soviet students. in the United States at this time. But © 
present plans call for an attempt to renew these agreements 
when. they expire in late 1965, , , 

__ Soviet writers who visit the United States complain that they are always in tho hands of the State Department, thoy are not allowed in the southern part of the country snd 
that they must contact American writers on an individual ὦ 
basis since there ‘is no National Writers Union. ὁ 

Δ ὦ Director _ BY LIAISON 
Central Intelligence, Agency 

Attention: Deputy Director, 

NOTE: ὁ 
| Classified UScowet" since undithorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) whods of continuing yalue and such revelation 
could result in grave damage to the national defense, _ - 
i ;formation extracted from CGairtel 5/25/65 captioned "Solo, IS =~ ον} 

ae  " 

tk. 
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. Sulliven τῆνος 

ROUTE IN EN VELOPE 

SAC, Chicago (134+46 ‘Sub F) 6/9/65 

Director; FBI .(100-428091) Δ τ Mr. Shaw 

INTERNAL SECURITY -- Ὁ 

-- 

Reurlet 6/3/65.. 

Relét sets forth a monthly accounting of ail “receipts 
and disbursements of Solo and Communist Party reserve funds in 
the posséssion of CG 5824-S%. Yt is noted that the sun of 
$4,542 received from representatives of the "World Harxist: 
Review" to cover expenses of mailing the “World Marxist Review" 
was added to Solo: funds. In addition, the sum of $223 
received as dues payments from Jobn. Vafiades.and wife, and 
George Wheeler and. wife, was added to Solo funds. 

In.view of the fact’ that the above. sums do not appear: 
to constitute.a subsidy to the Communist Party, USA, they*should 
not be included as additions to Solo funds. These sums should; 
however, be. considered as. additions. to the ‘reserve fund of the 
Communist Party, USA.. 

WGS: a 2 fg i ἢ 

Since 1958, the ὀρῦβα has been: subsidized by the 
Soviets in an amount totaling $2,804,023. CG. 5824-S* while 
on his recent Solo mission received from the Czechs thé sun. 
f δά, ,542 to cover mailing. expenses of thé "World Marxist 
Rev ew," and informant while in Czechoslovakia received dues. 
payments totaling $223 from John Vafiadés and George Wheeler ,. 
former CPUSA members currently residing in Czechoslovakia... 
Since thése sums do not constitute a subsidy to the CPUSA, 
they § should not be included in Solo funds. 

Tolson meme 

. Belmont meee . . ERD 
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CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FRON: 

EI AUTOMATIC DECLAS# IFICATION GUT 
ὈΑΤΙ1 - ΓΟ ΟΔΣ - 

ad 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

Ν June 7, 1965 

v7 / v Ne [ (BY LIAISON . 
oe 

phe cA δ i+ Ur. Belmont 
1 ~ Hr. DeLoach Ur, Frank J Denny Δ =» Mr. Sullivan 

Director i 1. Liaison ational Indications Center _ 
- i.» My. Baungardnex The Pentagon. ὁ | ye: ir. Shaw 

Washington, D.C. 

Dear Hr. Denny: 

The encloséd inemoxandun captioned "Vietnam situation" 
sets forth the olsexvations and opinions of a leading member of 
the Communist Party, USA, who was recentiy in contact with 
officials of the Central Committee, Communist Party of the 
Savict. Union. This information. is. béing brought ‘to your 
attention. as a matter of possible interest. 

_ It dis to be noted that the data in ‘the cheloséd’ 
memorandum may have been furnished by the Soviets to the εἶς 
Communist Party, UBA, ‘solely to constitute the Line .which- 
the Communist Party, USA, ‘is to advance publicly an this‘: 
matter for the purpose: of wisLeading the formulators of. 

| United States foreign Pelseye z 
ΟΝ 

ν᾿ This information has ‘been gurnished to other toe = . 
‘interested officials of the Government. 

DeLocch . 
Casper 

Cal et τοῖος 

—-F ng 
βορος ae at don (SEE NOTE PAGE TWO) 
Travel eee 
Trotter 
Tele. Room i aff 
Halme 
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‘Mr, Frank J, Denny 

‘NOTE: 
Classified "Sep-feexet" because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could revéal the identity of the source 
(cq. 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the national defense. 
Yellow of ‘enclosed letterhdéad mesiorandum is filed with letter of 
transmittal to Honorable Marviii Watson, Special Assistant to the 
President, dated, 6/3/65. 

- Dissemination has been previously made to Honorable 
Marvin. Watson, Special Assistant to the President; Honorable ‘Dean 
Rusk, Secretary of State; Admiral Raborn, Director of Central 
Intelligence Agency; and thé Attorney General, by letter dated 
6/3/65. 



WECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
FE 
DAT 

ies 
<a 

AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE . - " 
Ε OLpa1-2oq2 ᾿ ὃ Speer. oO ὌΝ 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE. 

( ᾿ ᾿ pr υχοιθα 
Hr. Belmont 

. Mx. DeLoach. 
- Ee. Sullivan. 
Liaison 

- ir. ‘Baumgardner 
Mx, Shaw 

Honorable Robert S. McNamara. 
The Secretary of Defense: 
Washington, Ὡς C. - 

Fad ed pat μ ft § ι 11π1|: 

Dear tr. MoNaviaxa? 
‘The énclosed memorandum captioned "Vietnam Situation" 

sets forth the observations and. Opinions of a leading member of 
the Communist. Party, USA, who was recently in contact with 
officials of the Central Committes, Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union. This information is. being brought to your": 
attention as.a matter of possibie interest. 

It is to be noted ‘that. the data in the encloséd +75 ; 
menorandum may have been furnished by the Soviets to the 

ει Communist Party, USA, solely to constitute the line which. δ 
the Communist Party, USA,. is to: Advance publicly “in this μ-: 
matter for the purpose of misleading. the formulators of 
United: States foreign policy, 

oNsaYay- “0.934 

nou ΕΥΤΥΝ sou 
Because of the sensitive nature of our sources 

this comminication ‘and. its. enclosuré' are Classified “Wop. 
Bterein" This. information has -beén. furnished to other 
Anterested officials. of the Government. 

Sincerely yours, 
4 ty . on _ oe Al 

ΠΕ ΚΕ: eo eleh 193 

** Enclosure 

, αν 
Beno =. meas HEY Mod “100-428091 . iH 
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Honorable Robert 8. jicNamara: 

Note: 

Classified Wop Stcret" because ‘unauthorized disclosure 
of this information could, reveal the identity: of the source 
(CG 5824-5%) who: LS..0f, continuing ‘Value ‘and ‘such revelation could 
result in exceptionally grave damage ‘to: the national -defensé, 
Yellow of enclosed Letterhead memorandum is, filed with letter of 
transmittal. to. Honorable Marvin Watson, Special Assistant. “G0: the 
President, dated 6/3/65. 

47. Disseriination has been previously made: to Honorable 
Marvin Watson, Special Assistant ἐσ thé President; Honorablé Dean, 
Rusk, Secretary of State; Admiral Raborn, Director. of Central 
alll Agency; and.‘the: Attorney General, by: letter dated 

4 623,26 

Bem - 



Ὁ OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

“ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

1; Memorandum 

) τὸ ) : | DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: June 3, 1965 

| γῇ, χω CHICAGO (134-46 Sub 5) (P) 

SUBJECT! *s0L0 Ces, 5 OY 
(\) 

Re Bureau letter dated May 4, 1960, and Chicago 
letter dated May 5, 1965. 

Referenced Bureau letter instructed Chicago to set 
forth a monthly accounting of all receipts and disbursements 
of Solo and Communist Party (CP) reserve funds in the possession 
of CG 5824-S*, Set forth below is such an accounting. 

Balance of Funds in Possession of 

CG 5824-S* as of April 30, 1965 

Solo 
Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
-box, American--Nat-iional Bank, - _ 
Chicago, Illinois $32,000.00 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois 22,769.89 

CP, USA Reserve Funds if 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois 150,00 

“Total $54,919.89 

Additions as {| P-2, 

5919 γα REC: 29, , porte Lo WEG 
Funds received’ from representative, . 1.0 ,1965 

LRRD . CP of the Soviet Union, April,. 1965, JUN 10,4 

mnt \ 7) a ᾿ " a τ, ὦ, | 

ΩΣ Bureau (ΕΜ) " , ΝΣ 
2 -- New York (100-134637) (RM) “VY, 

(1 ~ 100-128861) (CP, USA - REAERVE FUNDS) 

mace” OG po amg Dy 
65 JUN 14 1965 a ΤΙΣ ιλήχολ 



Disbuksenénts ΞΕ 

σα 134:46 Sub RO . 

_ representing weimbursenient τὸ fe 
εὐ CP, USA for fares of CP,,- USA. 

delegatious visiting - Soviet Union - 
(see Chicago: airtel captioned 
"SOLO" and enclosed informant's  . 
statement dated May 13,,. 1965, .) -- 

Monéy ‘recelyed’ ¥rom representatives 
of "World Marxist Review, '' Prague, 

, Czechoslovakia, April, 1965, 
covering expenses of mailing. "World. 
Marxist Review" to universities and 
‘libra¥ies, as well as VIPs in‘ United 
States (see Chicago airtel captioned 
"SOLO" and ériclosed informants. 

. sStatement.. dated May 18, 1965.) * 

Solo- 

a 

7 

Dués: paytient. from former CB,’ “USA. oe - 
members, JOHN VAFIADES and wite,-and 
GEORGE WHEELER. and wife, now residing 
Prague, Czechoslovakia (see Chicago ἢ 
airtel captioned “SOLO" and enclosed 
informant 's: statement dated May. 10,, 
1965,. }: 

To. HELEN WINTER, New York, April 29, 
1965, -as dues paymerit for JOHN VAFLADES- 
and wife; and GEORGE WHEELER and wire 

” Balance of Funds in Possessién of” “ως 
κα. 5824-:58. _AS Sof May 38 .1965. 

5 ( O1o 

| Maintained in “eagh in safe deposit 
box, American National Bank ,: 

_ Chicago, Ellinois τς 

laintained in eash- “in ‘safe deposit 
~ pox, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, Tilinois ©. 

fo 

8 3,440.00 © 

p 
223 £000 

223ω00 mo 

32. 000. 00- - 

ΕἸ 



(CG 194-46-Sub Fo 
+ + 

7 

OP, USA Reserve Funds” 

Maintained 34h cash in safe. deposit ᾿ - 
box, Michigan Avente National Bank, - ; - 
Chicago, TLlinois . - .. $450.00 

, 
πὶ Τ 

4 

* 
Total. - *,  $62,901:B0- -- 

. While thé above total figure répresents “that money 
currently held in cash in safe deposit box by CG 5824-S*, 
Chicago. desires to point out at this-timé that this total does. 
include considerable money due and owing to CG 5824-S* in 
connection with official business for which he has not yet 
reimbursed himself for | eso mpenet (personal funds) ware 

partial” reimbursement -For expenses of 18th Solo Mission. Theze . 
are other items which source has not reimbursed himself for sucht: 

-as authorized: payments of several hundred dollars: to CLAUDE . 7 
LIGHTFOOT and other CP οὐ Lilinois fuhétionaries. The source ΝΣ 
is now attempting ἘΝ prepare an accounting of motiies due him - 

- from Solo funds and such. monies.will be withdrawn by: him im τῷ - 
the near future. ᾿ ᾿ 

- 5. - . ; εὐ ὡς : 

: 1 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Mohr 

Memorandum io ἢ J τ ROUTE IN ENVELOPE — 
© iM, Υ, C. Sullivan SSC DATE: June 8, 1965 Wa salted SAO, 

- - Tavel ..- "- 

1 - Mr. Belmont Tete, Room a 
FROM : Mr, F. J. Σ᾿“, 1 - ir. Seen ex Hotues 

1 - 
, γ΄" ““ 

> 

(ὦ Mr. Shaw 
sumed SOLO ) 

INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST [5 

My memorandum of 5/11/65 set forth in detail receipts and 
disbursements of funds from the Soviet Union and Red China by the 
Communist Party, USA, during April, 1965. The following schedule 
shows the present status of these funds together with receipts and 
disbursements during May, 1965. 

ἀπ, 

ΌΜΜΑΕΥ: 

Total received from the Soviet Union 9/58 to 5/31/65. .46..$2,757 , 463.00 
_Total received from Red China 2/60 to 5/31/65... .ccecenceie. 
Grand total received 9/58 to 5/B1/6C5cecccecccceeccicoceececs 2, 807.,463. 00" 
Total disbursements to 5/31/65. acccescesvcesccccvscsecsecees : 

Balance of Fund B/B1/65.caeeecesccevsccsccnecsccnene ed 834, 143. 67* 

_ ~.*$776, 533. 18 maintained by ΝΥ 694-S* in New York. City:. αν a moe 
2, "8, 209,89 maintained by CG 5824-S* in Chicago. woe 

ΕΝ perkins: 

- Total received from Soviet Union 9/58 to ΝΥ 404, 023. 00 
Total received from Red China 2/60 to 4/30/65..s-ccscesvees ᾿ς ἢ 501:000.,00 
Grand total received'9/58 to: 4/30/65. csasecccrcccecccecces 2,454,023 .00 
Total disbursements to 4/30/65. ceccncescrenecseccvvcsccoes 1.937.719 .33 

Balance Of Fund 4/30/65. .cccccscccccecsecccvcccersces$: 522, 303.67 

- 

Receipts ‘during May, 1965... «το νο ecen ΝΠ: 353,440.00%% 

bates 000 received by NY 694-S* in New York City on 
5/10/65 from Nikolai Talanov,.Soviet Mission to the 
United Nations; $3,440 received by CG 5824-S* in - 
Moscow, Russia, from the International Department, 
Central. ‘Committee, Communi st Party of the Soviet Union, 934 

DISBURSEMENTS DURING ΜΑΥ Hoes: feats feo χὰ fe) 
—~ --5/10/65 4 To-Lena Scherer, Coniitinist Party, USA 

- τιν. τ * 

‘Party's national ΓΞ ls, 000.00 

100-428091 
oo ep --ovER 11 JUN-11 1965 

WGS ; 

Gis ὮΝ 14 1b — me 



a Ο Oo « 

Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 
100~428092 

5/18/65 - To Helen Winter, a member of the Party's 
National Committee, for expenses of Party's 
national OFFLCE see eevereesceeccccsssccoreccoeseed 25, 000, 00 

5/18/65 - To Helen Winter for travel expenses of Party. 
delegation to Soviet UNLON. ceccvccvesevccccccece 1,000.00 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS ~ MAY, LIBS ss  οοὐοούο φοοοοοοοδδουφδο ἐῷ 41,000.00. ; ; 

BALANCE OF FUND - HAY, LOGS eecccccsccccccccccccccccccess o6$834, 743.67 | 

ACTION: 

None, This memorandum is submitted for your information, 
An up-to-date accounting of Solo funds will be brought to your 
attention each month. Details of the accounting of these funds 
are not to be disseminated. 



( jf We. 6, surely DATE: May 28, 1965 rs Sullive 
- Tave}. 

FROM 

4 .- 

» 

1,  φθυδδιθ 80° ὅθε. gy > 

“6 1 - Mr. Baumgardner ον το-----ῷ 

ieee τὸ πὸ advise you of an analysis CG 5824-S* has made ‘of 

ὶ 
"ἀ "ΠΕ ͵76 5. va During that period-informant conferred with leading 

, bombitig of, targets in North Vietnam, came at a very bad time for 

| Chinese camp. The bombing of targets in North Vietnam when Soviet 
«Premier Kosygin. was in Hanoi placed the Soviets in an extremely ἡ f 

Jmore. The uncommitted nations have observed that it is the “tough 
|pguys” who are winning: and their militant’ ere YAO Bea then 7 

as 

GITIONAL FORM NO, 10. - ᾿ = S010-106 
MAY 62 ECITION ial ᾿ 
C54 GEMS REG, NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Menreninaoone IN E ENVELOPE ΞΞ 
1 - Mr. Belniont Trotter — 

: Mr. Ἐν, J. Baumgardner (aa 1 Mr. Sullivan | Holmes 

1 = Mr. Shaw ΕΞ { 

ERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST . oe 

Purpose: 
Bre 

the Nietitam situati 4 ~ ' 

ee Ὁ 

Back¥vounds ; . a 
\ 

ie *.6G 5824-S* was abroad on Solo Mission 18 frome2/19/65 to 

officials of ‘the Soviet Union, East Germany and Czechoslovakia. _ 
Assa result of his discussions with these officials, CGx5824-S* 
has furnished us with his analysis of the Vietnam situations . ~ 

‘oom 

+ 

Vietnam Situation: ΝΙΝ “ 

The Soviets are endeavoring to demonstrate their support 
of the: North Vietnamese by' sending arms and supplies to i 
North ‘Vietnam. The Soviet "volunteers" being sent to North. Vietnam 
are not "volunteers" in the.literal sense, but rather hand-picked 
special troops. trained in guerrilla warfare. Although the Soviets 
are sending-: said to North Vietnam, they are opposed to widening. the 
|confitet in.that area. 

τ «The escalation of the war in Vietnam, particularly the 

"Soviet maneuvering.” At that particular time the Soviets had 
started a vigorous campaign to lure the North Vietnamese from the 

difficult position in their effort to bring about a negotiated 
settlement in Vietnam, 

The international situation leaves the Soviets "in a spot" 
as they. cannot convincingly sell the peaceful coexistence line any= 

favor. the "tough policy.) ET ΝΈΟΙ, 
on 5 

᾿ 00 28001 
ΩΝ fe ποσίν coment 1965 
WGS :pah | —_ 



Memorandum to Mr. ἡ, Ο, Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 
100-428091 

* Soviet leaders are not fools. They do not want war. 
However, the Soviets feel that if they allow the United States to 
“continue aggression indiscriminately" Soviets will "lose face," 
Therefore, the Soviets feel they must do something even to the 
point of threatening war in an effort to reassure their allies. 

The Soviets have expressed the opinion that the Chinese 
want to step into the Vietnam situation at a time of their own 
choosing and then completely dominate the situation. Although the 
situation can change at any time, it does not appear that the 
Soviets and Chinese can unite for action at thisstage. The Soviets 
doubt that the Chinese are serious about the threat to sendtroops 
into North Vietnam because the Chinese are parading their troops 
on the border where they can be observed. The Soviets believe 
that if the Chinese were serious about taking action they would 
have made an effort to hide their troops; 

The Chinese are trying to gain time and would prefer to 
see the Soviet Union and the United States fight each other and 

then pick up the pieces. The Chinese want to conserve the begin- 
ning of their nuclear capacity and do not care how many Vietnamese 
die, All the Chinese care about is their ability to use nuclear: 
weapons when they get into the fight. 

The situation in Vietnam and the German. situation may 
cause the Soviets to spread their nuclear weapons into the hands 

* ΟἿ other countries, The Soviets are under great pressure from 
Cuba,.Czechosiovakia and East Germany to "stem the tide of American 
imperialist aggression" in Vietnam and elsewhere. Meanwhile the 
soviets are making an effort to measure how far the United States 
is going to go, since the Soviets fear that the Vietnam situation 
may soon reach the "point of no return." 

,, OBSERVATION: “ 

~ ἧως We have debriefed CG 5824-S* following his return to this 
ας -eountry. Appropriate‘Government officials and agencies havé been | 

furnished pertinent information supplied by CG 5824~-S*, No dissemi- 
nation is being made of CG 5824-S*'s analysis of the Vietnam 

. Situation, since: this represents the informant's opinion and_ 
speculation: as to what Wild happ n. 

ἫΝ ἜΘ τ νι 
LUGS! PA 5 rs 

ene Ly Ny " ; ΟΝ 

force igs Cd OF! “352 . \ 



(CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
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“CONTA” meee een 

mae JUN 491905 unr [.-] 

a 

The Atte Ge al ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
--- 

1. .. Belmont 
1 —~ DeLoach 

᾿ i= Sullivan ΕΝ 

‘lw Liaison . 
COMMUNIST. ‘PARTY, USA. a 

WV INTERNATIONAL, RELATIONS 1. 5 Baumgardner 
INTERNAL. SECURITY: « GC: ae 

The’ ‘enelésed memorandum: captioned. vietnam Situation". 
séts' forth. the ‘Observations: and opinions of ἃ “Leading: “member. of. 

᾿ς the: Communist: Party, USA,, ‘who: was. recently in; contact. with 
‘Officiils of the Central’ Committee, Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union, This: information is being brought to your 
attention as a matter of possible interest. 

Tt is ito. be noted that ‘the data ‘in ‘the enclosed 
memorandum.may ‘have ‘been furnished by the Soviets ‘to. ‘the ᾿ 
Communist Party, USA, solely to. constitute the Jiné which 
the. Communist: Party,. USA, is to advance: publicly in. this 
matter for the purpose’ of misleading the formulators of 
me Stat aS. foreign ‘policy. 

& Secause: ὍΣ: the sensitive: nature. ΟΣ -our: sources: 
aig ynication.and its enclosure are classified 26g “Ty Ξ 

ogo. information is: also being’ furnished to thé 
Pregicont ὃ and to. other interested officials of the Governiené? & 5 

= 

ς- "ἊΣ JUN 81985 
1o0=428091 ᾿ 

1 » The Deputy ‘Attorney General (Enclosure) 

= COMMIEAL - 

ΡΥ WGS :pdb (10) a . 

NOTE: Classified peg Seexst" because unauthorized disclosure 
OF this infornmation-covld reveal. the identity of the sourée,. 
(CG@ 58248) who is of continuing value ard. such revelation “could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the-national deferise. 
See memorandum Baumgardnex, ito SHR jan, 6-3-65, same σευ 

~ASSso cee. memo ἘΞΞΣΣΤΙ ent van 5/28/65, captig 
seth it érnal Sedaritys-s' Commun: ϑ 

Tolsen 

Gasper 
Cellchen «--.ς 

Tele. Room ---- 
Holmes 
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_OPTICHAL FORM HO, 10 : 4 $010=106 
ata: “iar ebirion : 

GEN. REG, NO, 27 

Felt? 

: Mr. W. Cy Sullivey DATE: June 3, 1965 ~ ie 
| | 2 πᾷ 

: Mr. F. d. Baumgardner (1p 

‘ conversations with members of the Central Committee, ‘Communist. 

' the, Vietnam situation, it was recommended that no -dissemination . 

attached for approval. τὸ will be noted that the. attached letters 

.j.line. publicly. to_mislead_the.formulators. of United. ‘States: foreign. 

'100-428091 - ἜΝ εὐ, ρα G/ -Ζ 7. ‘ 

-5 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ~ EZ . 

Memora ndum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE Callehea — 

1 Mrs Belnont * 24 — 
Mr. DeLoach Tele. Room 

Holmes 
Ate e Sullivan Gandy —_ 

Liaison 
Mr. Baumgardner 272 

.. My memorandum of 5/28/65 set forth an analysis. of. the " 
“Viethan Situation which Was made by CG 5824-S* based: On informaht's 

πὰ τ ον τον ἐν ΠὀὠΠῚ{Ὶ{ϊ{ῚῚ 
RNAL SECURITY -- COMMUNIST 

Party of the Soviet Union, In view of the fact that. <this. analysis 
contained the informant's opinions and speculations éoncerning 

be made .of CG 5824~S*' s analysis. The Director noted, “1. think 
we should." - , ὅς ἐς 

ΓΑ 
& 

2 Letters of dissemination regarding this information are 

contain a cautionary statement to alert the recipients to, the fact 
that the Soviets may be deliberately planting the information for 
the specific purpose of having the Communist Party, USA, advance this 

policy. _ 

~Such a cautionary’ statement is deemed judicious because 
this'type of information in the wrong hands could very well be used. 
to Tend Weight to the argument of those who believe we should change 
our: ‘policy. on Vietnam. At the White House, for example, the: infor- 
mation may come to the attention of individuals such as Richard N. 
Goodwin, “Special Assistant to the President,“who is one of the very - 
liberal holdovers fromtthe Kennedy Administration. Such individuals 
could be expected to use the information in an effort to =a 
President Johnson toward taking a “softer line" in Vietnam, 

It is apparent the Soviets have launched a propaganda 
campaign designed to scare the American public into bringing 
pressure to bear upon the Administration to change its policy in 
Vietnam. Partzof this campaign involves.ithe recent interview which 
the Cleveland ifidustrialist Cyrus Eaton had with Soviet leaders and 
the statements he made following: his return to this country: indi- 
cating that we-dre on the brink of war. The same line was advanced 

Enclosure iS 

CONTINUED NI ἡ 
wes: ipa Begs x bord δὴ 

11 JUN 11 1965 gy SS 

we ee, ET 
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Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
Re: -SOLO 
100-428091 

in a recent column by Drew Pearson. For this reason we have to 
be careful that we do not fall into a trap of actually serving 
the Soviets' purposes by disseminating information along the 
same lines which they are deliberately planting. The cautionary 
statement we have added to the letters should help.guard against 
this and may prevent the wrong people from misusing the informa~ 
tion to support their own views. 

“πὸ 
2 

ACTION: " 

There is attached for approval letters to Marvin Watson, 
Special Assistant to the President;. Secretary of State Dean Rusk; 
Admiral Raborn, Director of the Centhal Intelligence Agency; and the 
Attorney General. ΝΕ 

We Wat 

- 2- 
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go ROUTE'IN ENVELOPE 
{ 

Trangmtt the following in 
(Type in τ platntent or “coded 

AIRTEL REGISTERED | !' 

᾽ ᾿ _ “[Priority) — J 
= SS re ee ----.---........ὕ.....ὄ........-...Ψ...᾿...- 0 ee op 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

3 NEW YORK (100-134637) 0 

My aM 
ReNYtel 5/27/65, reflecting that on 5/27/65 there OM, 

was received from the Soviets via the secondary channel a 
partially-coded microfilmed message, and that other messages 
received on the same microfilm of a less pertinent nature awe 
would be furnished to Bureau by airtel. ‘ 

Additional messages, which were in partial code, 2 
on the said microfilm are. 85 follows: 

(/) "There will be no enlargement quota for rest or Px 
medical treatment and no new invitations in addition to those ἢ 
made earlier. If you are going to send several Communist Party Ἢ 
members to Helsinki and then to USSR, it should be done within 
quota by including proposed CP members into woman CP. delegation 
if composition above delegation appears appropriate. After O ets 
two or three weeks in USSR they will leave for Helsinki and I* oS 
from there they will return to USA." 

(For background information re above, see NY κακαὶ a 
dated 5/13/65.) | sf ee ο ΟἹ ᾿ 

2) "From RESHETOV = , } 

"We intend to invite to USSR two delegations for two weeks after 
youth festival: 15 activists youth movement ana four from 
SNCC, For these 19 persons we can cover trayél - expenses from 

=, 

id - Bureau RM) , | 
“i. Chicago ( (a Sub .3) (AM RM) ἴω 

1 - 91 ( 
1 - NY {3 ¢ * GerKoLat Μι ἌΝ 
1 ~ ΝΥ 100-13 637 ων VA lh te - - δ Jed 

ACB:msb " (9 

(8) i I a ἘΠῚ \ UP 
Approved: yall oe ΕΠ... - _reeew se) Ἢ ΡΝ = 
65 JUN NE Gis Me “ " Charge — 



ες Chairman of ‘Committee of Soviet Youth Organizations. 

(3) 

“NY 100-134637 © 

t 

"Algeria to Moscow arid then to New York City. 

"As to request possibility to cover travel expenses 
five delegates from New. York City to Algeria, it was meant 
during talks with MORRIS CHILDS that it would not be separate. 
delegation but. part above mentioned group 15. Moreover, | 
discussion this’ question was preliminary character: and 
RESHETOV: promised. to give final answer later, néarer to. ! 
youth festival. To our regret at présent due. to. Limitedness 
‘our resources we cannot meet your request. 

"As to financing return your delegation from Cuba 
it: seems to us that you evidently should solve this. question 
with Cuban representatives. 

(For additional. information re above; seé NY airtel | 
5/33/65. ) a | ἮΝ 

"RESHETOV",; mentioned, above, is Ν 

. "As to Invitation to USSR of delegation of 7 CPUSA, 
youth members for period 2 ~ 3 week8, we would like thatéuch 
delegation consisting active CEUSA youth. inémbers ‘tour USSR ‘to 
‘get well adquainted With Life USSR people and USSR youth. 

Meanwhile it seems to us that. its visit after youth festival 
_at time when lot..of ‘délegations are in USSR would. not permit _ 
to organize for. your aslegation such program which might be: 
desirable for your Party as well as for us. We ask you to ᾽ 
examine this question. If you consider. that you do. not have 
other possibilities © we" would agree: to receive this delegation 
after youth, festival. In this casé please inform us peforéhand 
about names. and ‘background of its. members. ‘We would. cover travel. ᾿ 
expénses for this. delegation from: New York City to Moscow δρᾷ. 
return trip. 

(For additional information re above, see NY airtel 
5/13/65. ) 

x= 

+ 

-2— ᾿ 
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NY LO0-134637 

ing JACK BROOKS ; ᾿ . 

πὰς We agree with you not to use system of drops at subway. 

7 “It would not be well to use on ly restaurants. and 
bars. iIn.our opinion it Would.’be. betteY to. .havé drops at 
some different’ places (for the sake of security): 

"®'~ 3 drops in restaurants and bars 

12 « 3 drops on stairways between. floors of high buildings. 
with automatic elevators where located soiie public 
organizations or seryicés 

"9 .- 3 drops in well Iccdted streets, etc. 

"Please, think of τὸ afid inform us. | 
"But how. 'MATILDA' and *CAROL' are effective. ον 

"Next, "CAROLS" | 

(For additional. dnfo re above, see NY airtel ‘5 /au/, p: a) 

ig, Your walky talky signal. ori. May. 20 δὲ 7 725i am. was very: Weak 
Where did you hear our signal? So; 4 short whistles. Ὁ you - 
request to: repeat radio message. ! 

(For additional 4nfo. re above, see NY airtel 5/20/65) 

"Blease add to our Central, Committee code. Yugoslavia’ ~ Rock." 

(With respect to the above méssage,. ‘the Soviets ere - 
confused in that the word "rock" appears in, the code 
‘used by NY 694-S* and the Soviets to réfer to. Puerto 
Rico; NY 69.s* intends to advise thé Sdéviets to, this 
effect. ) - 



NY 100-134637 

On 5/28/65, there was received from the Soviéts 
via radio 8 ciphered messages the plain text of which is as 
follows: 

"To GUS HALL CK pwns 
» 

"Please inform on purposes of Ls visit to 
USSR and whether he is included anes our quota or 
travels on his ow. a - 

tf ae eo es ry 

(Re above, see NY airtel 5/21/65, Ὁ. 3) 
or aR Ite a 
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4 UNITED ‘STA’ TES GOVERNMENT V4 (ise 

: DeLoach a .nasamee 

me Memorandum = 
ROUTE IN EN [VELOPE st 

TO : My W. C. Sullivan DATE: June 8, 

1 - Mr. Belmont ;, ee 
FROM : Mr. Fe J. Baumgardr’ 1. = Mr. Βα ναι — Holnes 

. hae -~ Mr. M..E. Row ὦ 

SUBJECT A. SOLO 

{ 

ΚΑΘ 
G5 JUN 18 ἊΣ 

- Mr. Baumgardner 
- Mr, Donohue ᾿ς 

Special Agent in Charge Marlin got the Chicago 
Office called this afternoon to advise that CG 5824-S* had received 
a letter from William Kashtan, General Secretary, Communist Party 
of Canada. KasShtan requested that CG 5824-S* come to Toronto, 
Canada, immediately to discuss matters relating to the joint 
Communist Party, USA - Communist Party of Canada Marxist Training 
School scheduled to open in Toronto during the Fall of 1965. You 
will recall that this training school is to have a three-month 
course of study involving the Marxist classics and will also deal 
with problems relating to the United States and Canada. -Ten 
students from each Party will be enrolled and the school will be 
staffed by instructors from each Party.’ 

Pree INTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 

CG 5824-S* advised that it will be necessary for him to | 
leave on. ‘the morning -of .6/9/65 for Toronto, Canada, in. order to 
meet with Kashtan and informant expects to be gone four days on 
this mission. Informant plans to take his. wife, CG 6653-8, with 
him and will travel to Canada via. informant's personally owned 
automobile.’ Special Agent in Charge Johnson requested authoriza= 
\tion for CG 5824~S* to make the trip to Canada and to furnish 
‘informant the sum of $216. to cover necessary expenses to be 
incurred during the trip. Expenses include $106 for transporta~ 
tion, $50 for lodging and $60 for meals, , 

ACTION: : 
{ 

7 

In view of the importance and urgency of this matter, 
1 authorized Special Agent in Charge Johnson spenditure of $216 . 
ta.travel to Canada and also authorized the expenditure of $21 

‘ to CG 5824-S* in connection with informant's travel. 2 
as i 

ra pel ΕΝ werd τ 7 
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Tolson ἐς UNITED STATES: GOVERNMENT Belaont ————+ 
Mohr ως 

/ = 
dy Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE ἜΞΞΞΞ 

Contad 

Felt 

Ὁ με. Conrag > . DATE: June 8, 1965 Gale 
Rosen 

Sulliven ~ —— 

Holmes eee 
Gandy om 

Γι F. Downing - ᾿ Tele. Room uu 
: 

ERNAL‘SECURITY ~C . 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications 
transmitted to him by radio. 

On 6/8/65, transmissions were intercepted by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies but no messages 
were transmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

I - Mr. Conrad 
2~- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing 
1 ~ Mr. Newpher 
1 -Mr. Paddock 

uae geo & NX Ὗ ΝΜ 
NOT RECORDED 

11 JUN 11 1965 

(Wo Ε 
ΘΒ JUN 18 1965 
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4 M emorandim ROUTE INENVELOPE === 
Me? ; ME . Conrad wy ct 

DATE: June 7, 1965 Gale : 
he = 

Vo] ier 
f ‘Trotter 

Tele. Room 
Holmes 
Gandy 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNAL, SECURITY - C 

? 

On 6/7/65; the New York Office furnished thetext of two 
messages which the informant desired to send and requested that they be 
enciphered. ‘The cipher text was furnished to New York on the same day. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

ACTION: ; 

For information. 

7 Enclosure " " 

1 - Mr. Belmont OS 
1 ~ Mr. Conrad ~ 
2 Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. ἢ: -G. Shaw) 
1- Mr. Downing nae: 
1 - Mr. Newpher : me tO 

; 1-Mr. Paddock Mae Ξ, 

{τοῖν 

25 6: τ2 fou - 
NOT RECORDED 

11 JUN 11 1965 

ASS 
G5 JUN 18 1965 
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REFEREE} Nos T{cunF IDENT At|.[May|t[i NQUIRE} HAT SHAPPENIN 

clroprorosatprpoycot Tp) ΒΜ |80008 p[rour} wMeD1 ATE|awsweRh 
rd 

PPRECIATEDL[BIRCH 
FE νὦ...ὄ. yy eR aaa pee ere Erm LU i i te ae aA re a 

” 

> 87886 53059 24586 52056 26904 01750 39061 45061 41993 34339 

54779 29986 71243 84521 15505 61215 89138 70588 92287 48094 

07128 63478 99132 66260 81738 94164 49528 00470 06966 11472 

92458 89433 85215 94979 62238 53164 58062 

canhvextpoLourpainrspet I verpepn\uneles 6 {ποτ τηεν 

vune}2sa)-Wextpas oafaLLbTReET| 74 THFL IsAMel [Me]. BPRI 

nel, 
πο ποτετέσττν ape Ee ep scene, et ae RC aR tele ee le 

33200 30593 47359 43089 16952 67912 71198 58105 76642 99871 

37509 $7560 47593 20553 82501 28640 82752 63655 61125 89914 

79413 81407 87853 42455 04388 32509 90755 29556 60488 68937 

07465 98732 97380 89061 63060 29458 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ᾿ 
DATE: 6/4/65 

τῷ 5 MEMORANDUM 

1A 
( Sfo τὸν DERECTOR, FBI (100-201154) 

1, FROM SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-2 5636) 
I 

S FNpsupuEct: JAMES RAYMOND COPE 
SM = C 
(00: SF) 

a 

S Re New York airtel to Bureau, copies to San 

rancisco, dated 5/27/65, entitled, "RAYMOND COPE; ‘ESPIONAGE ~R," 
who is identical with captioned individual. 

ΜῈ For the information of New York, Bulet to San 
Francisco in captioned matter, dated §/27/65, instructed San 

ancisco to reopen this investigation and submit results in 

eport from, together with recommendation concerning COPE'S 

status on Security Index or Reserve Index - A. 

Enclosed for the information of New York are 
wo Xerox copies of San Francisco letter to Chicago in captioned 

PS —~RONSY BE 
εἰ, atter, dated 2/11/65, which contains brief background data re 
RARE OPE~— a a oe “ΟΝ - 

Pe ᾿ a 

29 Also enclosed for New York are two copies of a a 
RN hotograph of COPE, and two copies of an article entitled, 

“Say 'Copes' Off to Russia Soon," which appeared in the 5/18/64, ξ 

ῳ, dition, page 13, of the "Berkeley Daily Gazette," published 

Q n Berkeley, California. 

δι ~ Bureau (RM) Ξ 
oO 1 - 105-96674 ) 

ζῶ. 100-42809 OLO) 
§ ~ New York (Enclsy? CRM) 

2 - 65- (RAYMOND COPE) 

1 -- 105-214931 (NIKOLAT .TALANOV) 

1 = 100-134637 CSOLO) 

1 - 1105-47001 

2 - Boston (RM) 
1 - San F i 1 τ 38 η rancisco J Oot— a δ΄ 6 G f= 

πε (12). _ oe ᾿ Nor RECORDED. 
Z/ ΝΞ 145 JUN ΡΝ 

\e " noe ΣΕΠΞ Σ ΣΙΝ 

we \" 
SOIT S 1965 “a Pa 



SF 100-26636 

San Francisco is currently preparing an up-to-date 
report in captioned matter, a copy of which will be designated 
for New York for information. 

Boston refer to San Francisco letter to Chicago 
in captioned matter, dated 2/11/65, a copy of which was furnished 
to Boston for information. 

Boston is requested to advise San Francisco 
whether its files contain any pertinent subversive information 
regarding Subject, and whether its files contain any identifiable 
data re COPE'S CP name, "C.R. JONES." 

“2. 
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] FBI 
ἢ 

‘| 
Ι 
Ι 
Ι 

hy | “Date: — §/10/65 

‘Transmit.the following in - 

ιΕ ΝΕ ; (Type in plaintext « or. code) = 

- γι AIRTEL - REGISTERED | ,; ! 
Vid.. . “Με 

_ ᾿ 

LO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) | 7S 

FROM : -_SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

βυβσβοτί ̓  ) | 

0 NHB | 
On 6/10/65, there was received from the Soviets, 

via radio; a-ciphered message on microfiln, the plain text 
of which is as follows: 

“We are ready for money operation at Wail 
Street on day appointed by you. Time is 
usual. Confirm our readiness. by 
#7529223. today.' 

The above reflects that the Soviets, in answer 
_ to the informant's inquiry of June 9,. 1965, conterning deliver 

Ἰ of money to CPUSA, are prepared to. deliver the said money 
'. ag requested. ‘The ‘money is to be delivered on 6/16/65. 

4 - 

ΨΩ Buréau { | = Ἱ. 
1+ Chicago. τ Abak6-Siib B)(AM. RM) 
1 - NY 134-91 (mNV)}(41 
1 + NY 105-14931-Sub B) (NIKOLAT TALANOY) (3441) 
1 = N¥/190-134637 (421) 

ACB:msb ' _ . REC 30 “4, - «Ζ-. | 

ge 0 RLY = P5 Q 
᾿ 9. JUN 15 1965 



3 POFTIONAL τόξα μας τὸ S01O-106_ 
MAY-1962 EDITION : - 
GSA δεν, REG, MO, 27 ' Oo Tolson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belsioat oa Mohr 
DeLoach 

Ί͵ Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE === Conrad 

Felt - 
Gale waa 
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ἢ Tele. Room .....ὕ..... 
FROM? « C. FB, Downing ᾿ Ho 12368 

Gandy 

RNAL SECURITY ~ C ς Uf fo 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by. radio. 

On 6/10/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at which time a message, NR 763 GR 39, was intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information.. 

Enclosure 

1.- Mp=-Betiionit . 
1 - Mr. Conrad 
2~Mr.. Sullivan. (Attention: Mr. J. Ae Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing 4 
1-Mr.‘Newpher : ἮΤΕ 
1 - Mr. Paddock . mT , 
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06808 42744 96252 33183 33769 43875 89493 20859 05558 81252. 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

(15) 100-428093 SY LIATSON 

. . aa | lL - Hr. Thompson ( | Date: — June 11, 1965 1 + Liaison 

‘To: Director i= He. Shay 
Central Intelligence Agency be 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 

Fron: © Jobu Edgar Hoover, Director 
τ ἃ 

Subject :"_NINTH WOR) yourH ἘΠΘΤΈΨΑΥ,. | 
“ALGIERS, ALGERTA “οὐ 
JULY-AUGUST, 1965 : a 

ποι αν το Μ δ πο πὸ τα τ τι T-Series 
Ἂς 

‘he. Committee of Youth Organizations: (CYO) in the 
Soviot Union recently furnished the following a4nformation ‘to 
the Communist Party, USA, relative: to the. forthcoming Ninth 
World Youth Festival. , 

- Sputnik, an aim of the-CYO,. will pay: 50-per cent of - 
‘the cost of air transportation for croup travel of 250 delie~- 
gates’ from ‘the United States. who desire ‘to travel. from Algeria 
to the Soviet Union following: their attendance at the ‘Youth. 
Festival. However, it will be necessary for these delegates 
to pay their own fares back to the United States. 

The CYO extended a special invitation for a group 

visit the Soviet Union following their attendance at the — 
Youth Festival. The CYO indicated it would pay the expenses | 
for the travel of this. group to ‘the Soviet. Union,, tours and. 
Living expenses in the Soviet Union and transportation costs 
back to the United States. ‘The CYO advised that it plans to 
invite to the Soviet Union hundreds. of Youth Festival dele~ 

(SEE NOTE. PaGETiivo 
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Director 
Central Intelligence Agency 

The CYO also extended an invitation fox a group of 
five -youths who are menbers of the Commmist Party; USA, to 
visit the Soviet Union following their attendance at the Youth 
Festival. The cro advised that these five youths would be 
considered as an official delegation from the Communist: Party, 
USA, and all expenses would be paid by the CxO, including their. 
fares back to the ‘United. States. AE 

"Ν The: YO indicated that At Wiad’ ve. the: résponsibility 
of the Internationa. Preparatory. Committee to provide. ary . 
additional financial ‘assiatance to the delegation from the 
United States planning. to attend tha ‘Youth Festivals, 

The C¥O: yequested the. Comminiist Party; USA, to inoke 
available information on. ‘the political attitudes..of the dele+ 
gates planning to attend the. Youth Festival. Thé.,CYO- also. 
requested that the. Communist Party; USA; ‘submit suggestions 
concerning: the manner of: attracting youths--and providing suit 
able programs., The. CYO“pointéd. out. that the delegation; from the . . 
United ‘States can play: an important: role:-at the. Youth Festival 
‘in, view of the fact that: the: Youth Festival is ‘being. held: in. 
Africa. 

ἡ 

“ἢ ore “FR. 

h 

NOTE: - 
Classified ‘Sep-Secret!" because unauthorized. disclosure | 

of information could reveal the identity Of the soutce (CG 5824-S*)-_ 
who. is-of continuing value..and such revelation: could result in 
exceptionally graye damage: to the national defense... See ‘CGairtel, 
5/28/65 captioned "Solo,, IS — C." 
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Dear Mr. Childs: 

It is with great pleasure that I and my associates 
join in extending to you our sincere congratulations upon 
the successful completion of another important and difficult 
mission in the service of our country. Such frequent and 
courageous demonstrations of fidelity to the cause of 
democracy should not pass unnoticed and, therefore, I am 
pleased to advise you that I have approved an award of 
$1,000 in recognition of your latest achievement. 

You are aware, I am sure, that in these perilous 
times the information which you obtained has been: of 
inestimable value in the continuing defense of those ideals 
we hold so dear. You can rest assured that the risks you 
incurred were not in vain, for the information you furnished 
was immediately brought to my attention and was disseminated 
at the highest levels of government to insure that it was 
put to prompt use by appropriate government authorities. 

May I again express my gratitude for your great 
service through the years. Your health is of continuous 
concern to me and may I implore you to conserve your energies 
and take a much needed vacation if at all possible. 

You have truly merited the thanks of all the freedom 
loving people of the world by your selfless dedication and 
patriotism. 



Dear Mrs. Childs: 

Your safe return from a long and arduous mission 
undertaken by you and your husband in the cause of our 
country was indeed a source of gratification to me. I am 
well aware of the difficulties which you and your husband 
encountered in the successful achievement of your mission, 
and in recognition thereof I am pleased to advise you that 
I have approved an award in the amount of $500. 

The rigors of this long and hazardous mission 
which you bore so steadfastly are ample evidence of your 
courage, patriotism and devotion to the cause of freedom. 
I want you to know that I consider the assistance you 
rendered: to your husband contributed in great measure to 
the success of this latest mission. Your dedication and 
devotion are truly inspiring and worthy of our deepest 
gratitude. 

jx Yate -HIKS 
ENCLOSURE 
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- ‘of approximately ten weeks, which ‘was one of the longest periods~ 
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{7 Date: 6/8/65 

Transmit the following in 
{Type in plaintext or.code)’ 

γα. AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
a . τς ¢Priority) ‘ [ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ATTN: ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
. WILLIAM C. SULLIVAN 

(Cons SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

5 SOLO ) 
ς- 

Re New York tel to Bureau 4/27/65. and subsequent 
communications setting forth the results of the 18th Solo 
mission involving CG 5824-8* and his wife CG 6653-S. Said 
Solo mission commenced on 2/19/65 with departure from New 
York and concluded on 4/26/65 with- arrival of the informants 
at Boston, i : ᾿ 

Based upon the outstanding resuits achieved by these 
informants in joint-action during this extended Solo mission 

the informant has ever been out of the. country, it is recom- 
mended that the Bureau consider approving an award of $1,000 
for CG 5824-S*, an award of $500 for CG 6653-S. and personal 
letters from the Director to-be prepared for presentation in 
conjunction therewith. “It is also respectfully requested that 
approval for these presentations be given for them to be made 
personally by Assistant Director WILLIAM C. , SULLIVAN in Chicago 
in the immediate. future. : 

Again, the results of the 18th Solo mission exemplify 
outstanding initiative and yesourcefulness on the part of both 
of these informants. Another factor which is most important a 
in evaluating their services is their willingness to place τ 
their lives at stake again at the service of their country by 
virtue of being behind the Iron Curtain for extended periods 
of time as political espionage agents. In this connection, it 
iS pointed out that unusual courage was displayed by the 

Ad : | 
wf ὧν, (Enc. (RM) | | 
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informant's wife in making her second trip behind the Iron 
Curtain with "knowledge of the inteit and purpose of this 
mission as well as knowledge of the confinement and over-all 
difficulties of living among enemies for such an extended 
period. At this time it can be, u qualifiedily stated that 
both of these informants have- proved their courage and 
patriotism as well as their -desiré to assist their country 
at the risk of their lives ,on repeated occasions. 

Insofar as the informant's wife i8 concerned, it 
‘Might be also added that in order for her to be of service to. 
her country and to be with her husband, she gave up ἃ job as 
a social worker with a salary of $7,000 together with the loss 
of seniority and retirement benefits earned through.1l1 years 
of private employment. 

᾿ The courage of CG 6653~S was further exemplified 
when because of circumstances she was required to act on her 

own uSing initiative during a two week period when ‘her husband 
had. to leave her in Prague while he returned to Moscow. During 
the entire trip CG 6653-S.afforded CG 5824-S* outstanding 
services in a secretarial. capacity and in other important 
tasks as far as communists are concerned, including attendance 
at. social " affairs ‘as husband and wie, meeting with the wives 
of Party functionaries, and being interésted in the problems 
of communist women. She also maintained on her person 

‘secreted confidential notes prepared: py her and the informant, 
which were returned to this ‘country and reported to the Bureau.” 

The results of this outstanding mission have been 
furnished in detail to the Bureau and no effort will be made 

in this communication to elaborate on these matters; however, 

an evaluation of the specific selected. items is set forth 

- hereinafter in justification for, the recommendation set out: 
These include: 

_L. The most important, outstanding effort on the 

informant's part in our opinion was in persuading the Russians 

immediately following the return of KOSYGIN from Vietnam, 

China and North Korea to use the Party apparatus radio network 

-in transmitting the Russian views of the results of this trip. 

These transmittals afforded the State Department almost 

immediate opportunity: to evaluate the continuing conflict 

-2- 
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between China and the Soviet Union as it related to the over- 
all military situation in Vietnam and our interest in Southeast 
Asia. In this regard the informant used great imagination and 
persuasion in. convincing the Russians of the need of the . 
American Party for this information so that it would not make 
mistakes in the political arena. Of course, the informant's 

‘desire was for the Bureau to intercept this information which 
.could be used ta our -country's advantage in evaluating the 
situation in Southeast Asia. - 

2. The informant provided exclusive and most timely 
information concerning the power struggle W 

going on in the Soviet Union between the so-called moderate 
communists and the Stalinist groupings, This information 
would appear to be of inestimable value to the State Depart- 
meht and CIA in any planning’ programs involving our foreign - 
policy with both the Soviet Union and China. In conjunction 
with this. information, the informant also provided information 
that a congress to be held late this year in the Soviet Union 
would probably resolve the question of the power struggle now 
going On in the Soviet Union. . 

3.. The informant attended the 3/1-5/65. meeting of _ 
the 19 Communist. Parties and furnished detailed information 
concerning preliminaries, the conference itself, and an overs 
all analysis of the ramifications of this conference, 
CG 6653-S copied a lengthy document, a draft statement 
prepared for the meeting by the Russians, and through this 
means the Bureau currentiy has information contained in this 
document, 

4, Informant attended a most important séminar of 
the World Marxist Review on. the role of Parties in the capi- 
talist countries and furnished a scholarly Marxist report 
‘and analysis of this situation. 

5, Informant was able to learn additional details 
of the Latin American conference of Communist Parties held 
in Havana in November, 1964, and was able to outline the role 
of Cuba in the international communist movement. 
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6. ‘The ‘informant held discussions With leadership ~ 
of the Brazilian. ‘CP and obtained détailed excellent informa- : 
tion concening the CP of Brazil. 

7. The informant was able to provide an extensive 
ideological documént of the CP of Brazil entitled “Paths to 
Socialism." This document -does not .rule out the use of the 
military to. achieve Socialism. . 

os og, “whe | informant in conférence with leadership of Co 
the cD" or Mexico obtained information and a full run-down of . 
the, conditions éf the Mexican Party .. . 

᾿ 9. The informant made a second successful contact 
' with top officials of the CP of the German Democratic Republic. 
This ‘contact was. madé at the exact time of the recent German 
crisis when the Bundestag mét. in Berlin.’ He met with HERBERT 
WARNKE, a member of the Politburo, and obtaified}excellént ἡ 
information concerning the positions of the German CP in the 
international movement and fears’ of ‘that Party of a rise. of - 
Nazism ain the West .. -ς 

10. Informant had additiénal ‘discussions, Witth. BORIS 
DONOMAREY, ‘head; of the International Department and: a, Secretary 
of. the. Central. ‘Committed, | CPSU,..of the- question of tlie GP of ᾿ “ 
China and the Vietnam situation: and on. ‘the question of the 
refusal of the Chinese to allow the Russians, to ἘΠῚ) over 
Chinese territory and of theix requirement to control trans 
shipments: of war material. to North. Vietnan. 

11, The inforniant provided an. outstanding Marxist 
analysis ΟΕ, ΚΟΒΊΑΝΟΥ, Chief Deputy to PONOMAREV, on the 
intént anid purpose of China in the Southédst | Asia ‘area. 

| 12, Informant met, with. West German. Party represén- 
tatives and provided_a run= -down on the CP of West Germany:. 

= 

πὶ 

13. He identified two Venezuelan CP’ members now in 
exile abroad: 

7 14. Informant sét up new arrangements for Solo 
contacts to: East Gerinany - and this marks an additional 
extension of our Solo ‘apparatus to another country :. 

h 

- " 

- aan .- , 
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ἫΝ τ As indicated’ previously, these accomplishments were- 

not made without great personal difficulties, hardships and 

sacrifices on the part of both informants. The informants _* 

health continues to be bad,and in order to assist in this 

problem his wife voluntarily gave up her lucrative private 

employment, involving some $7,000 a year, to accompany the 
informant and to assist him in-both the capacity of a wife | 

and secretary, During the ten -yeeks. in which this informant 

and his wife were abroad; the informant was forced: to, engage 

in extensive travel bétween’ countries behind the Iron Curtain. 

This added to, the difficulties and these trips included two 
trips to Prague, two trips to Moscow and two trips to East 

Germany. As previously mentioned, the informant's wife dis- 

played outstanding, bravery in allowing her husband to leave 

her in Prague while he went to Moscow for a period of two 

' weeks; “During this period the informant's wife was confined © 

at-a hotel and her only contacts: were with wives of ον 

Czechoslovak functionaries who were designated to visit with. 

her and to take her'on short trips. - 

The specific difficulties encountered have not 

beén enumerated, however, the most_ important difficulty in 

any of these tins is the general inherent difficulty of τ΄, 
danger. to life and limb whith-¢omes-with“any trip behind: the ~ 

a πἈταν τατὶ 

be present to. make these presentations. 

ΕΣ To assist the Bureau in the preparation of letters 

for these informants, Chicago -has prepared suggested comments, . 

that might be included in such letters, which, are attached, | εν 

- ᾿ ἢ - { #4 
Σ - -- . , 
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‘Date: 6/9/65 

ae Transmit. the. following in 
SG Ὁ ̓ (Type-in plaintext or code) 

aad AIRTEL REGISTERED. MAIL 
(Priority) * 

ne 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

j 3 HICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
6 ) 
‘SOLO 
ec 

On 6/7/65 CG 5824-S* furnished a letter he had 
received via a drop from WILLIAM KASHTAN, General secretary, 
‘Communist Party (CP) of Canada, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. © 
The text of this jJetter, with parenthetical semarks added 
by the source in order to give additional clarity, was as 
follows: 

dune 4.1965. 

Deat Michael (CG 5824-S*): | ) 

| Thanks. for your note of the 2nd: and. Lagk 
forward.'to seskhg the University lad (Chimere 
Ikoku, Nigerian. exchangé student recently 
deported from U.S.). However am planning to 
leave June llth and will be away for -4 ‘to 6 
weeks. Was roped into attending, an igraeli 
affair (Congress of CP of Israel) the 23rd June 
about: which you probably know. It would: be 
_good therefore if someone were to come here’ ς 
before the llth if δὲ all possible and-we coulda S1-107 
then also consider. the boycott (proposal δ ᾿ 

- Hall for boycott. of U.S. “made. products t seater iY 

protest U.S. policies, especially regarding =~ 
* Vietnam). We are favorably inélined altho as ἮΝ oe ee | 9. JUN. 16 1965 

- Bures ΝΣ 
1 New York (100-134637). (ito) @uy 

“ 

-l- Chicago oe 

. 

RVHTSck— 
π᾿ a 

ἘΣ —_ 

(5) Η Β 7 
_ 

4 

Approved; 

85 JU Ν 18 ἢ Ghai, Agent. in Charge 

Sent = OM OPer - 
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you know practically: everything from your 
side goes into items here. Howéver the . 
thought is useful and could take hold. will 
raise it in some other places I may ‘be at 
and in the meantime see what can be done 
here to push it. 

echnical details are being proceeded, 
with regarding our mutual projéct (CP, USA - 
CP of Canada joint Marxist Training School) 
but it would beé good to finalize some 
questions with one of your lads. 

Hear fran Norm (Norman Freed) and he is 
back on the job (at World Marxist Review, 
Prague; Czechoslovakia). Can πᾶν work a few 
‘hours ἃ day however but the. medical -believe 
he should be in good shape if he sticks td 
the regimen. He plans. to go on vacation the: 

_ beginning of July ‘and will. be returning here 
the first. week in August. 

-If I don*t see anyone before I leave will 
be back at the latest before August Ist, at thé 
earliest, the: middle of July. . 

all the best, 

as ever, 

. B. (WidJiam Kashtan) 

As the Bureau is aware, σα 5824-S* departed Chicago 
by personally: ownéd automobile during the late PM of 6/8/65 
for Toronto, Ontario, for the purpose of contactirig KASHTAN, 
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OPTIONAL FOAM NO. τὸ 010-108 
MAY 12 EDITION 

ΕΝ. REG. NO. 27 
; UNITED STATES so D wen ROUTE IN oN VELOPE . 

j , Memorandum | 
\~ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: 0/9/65 {5 

ὯΝ : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) ) 

{ Lr X) 

Re CG let to Bureau, 5/26/65, captioned, "CPUSA G, : . 
EDUCATION, 18. - C," (Bufile 100-3=71),; which reflected that 
HYMAN LUMER had been given the responsibility for selecting 
U. S. students who would participate in a CPUSA - CP of Canada 

“Marxist Training School to be held in Canada during the fali 
of 1965. 

On 6/7/65, there was received at the Michael Pelham 
drop in NYC a letter from WILLIAM KASHTAN, General Secretary 
of the Canadian CP, to GUS HALL reflecting that KASHTAN was 
enclosing a proposed draft curriculum for a 3 months advanced 
course to be taught at the above-mentioned school. KASHTAN 
requested that HALL submit his opinion with respect to the 

said draft. 

ΝΣ _ Attached hereto is the proposed draft curriculum 
mentioned above. 

ων - 

of Bureau (Enc. 2) (RM) 
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BRAT CURRIOULINE Bok A THREE SONTHS £D pranone ae 

ὮΝ ‘September 10°, to Decenber 10th, 7965 ~ 

(13 weal period) . | 
er - 
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5 study period to consist of an & hour’ day. five day week, 

> & toca of 520 hours of study. ᾽ 

The etudy couree $0 smbrace the following subiestss 

To Political Eeonomy - 4 vecks, 760 Hours. 

ὃς History = U.5,4., Canada, Labous Movenent. » 6 daya, 48 hours. 

; 3, Philosovhy - 3 weeks, 120 hours. 

ἂς 3 Sia LACS IY end tactica - ἃ weeks, +60 ROUES « 

53, Student tests and conclusion of school » 4 days, D2 hours. 

* a +h 

1) Bolt tical Becnony i 

a, ingroaucbion « the scove end significance of subjeot matter. 

be. The Capiteliss mode of production. 

δ. Capizalist oxploitation. - os 

ἃς, Capital, σοῦ τ - . a 

@, Conpotl tion and nenepely ς 

᾿ς Economie Crisis. 

gu Main Esonomie Teatures of Inperialien. oy 

ho Htate Honosoly Cepitalisn. 

i, Nonopoly, Inflation, Frices, Weges and Profits. 

jo. Anarchy ef Production and Planning. | 7 

ες ky, The Revolution in Science and Technology and its Social rg 

‘CONSSAUCHCLS » i 
“ 

1. State Monopol ty Capitalism and. economics Niinbegre λον. 

“ τ. The eoliense of the Colonial Syetem and its Θσοῃοῖδο τς 
" Consequences. : Η 

n, The infiuence, of, we Socialist World System eng, the operation | 
‘or the economic Laue governing presen’ éay capi tod ei. 

ΜΝ aver notre 

» Ths fundemental contradictions of canitalism and how to resolye ἀπο 
= ᾿ . π᾿ Pe " 
κεῖ ; : Ae ̓ς 

-α Yes al κυ ieee data arrive maaan ern τ - . πον / “7 F — 
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ae (political οἶον contd) Ὁ 

Ὅν The economic content of the wanbits period fron 
capitalism tO sockalisne me ΝΣ - 

i wit 

Qe Nain fontwres of tne’ socialist mode of production. 
' ate Sues ® . δ 

Le New system of: economic ‘planning in the socialist countries, . 

5, T me role of objective iaws and the conscious role of the 
King people under Socielion, 

QIHE TABLE ὦ Political Economy 
mnt eee alata ~<earia lento we 

ἢ Leetuses = 30 noura . me 

, individual Reading » 30 hours 

Group LiLSCuUSsions ας’ 40 hours. 

Plenary Gisousaion = . 60 hours 

ROTAL > 160 hours : 

2). History 
a 

‘'In the form of leetures and discussion. 

FINE TABLE ὺ. ἘΞ ΕΣ 
- - -- πεν ες ΑΕ Φν a 

Leotures «» 23 hours. . - τ 

flenary. daecussions ~ 25 hours 
i 

TOTAL - 48 hours 5. 

3) Ehiiosovby | . 

Dialectical Meterialion ΝΞ ΝΕ 2 

Qe Β0] ἦφοῦ mabier and taske of Marxist-Leninist philosophy. . 

* 

Ὧν Fe eerialist Diatecties and 1¢8 applic cation te Sclence ond 
Jocio-His tor ricad “practice. a 

c. Funcanent al problema of thé theory of xnowlodges . 2 7! 

ἃ. Hatverieiist conesption of history. 
+ 

a cy 

Ge Socionaconomic formations end the laws of development, Classes 
- -.- &md& cless S struggic. 4 

ὥς The State and Revolvtion. Reforms and revolution, 

& Basis and superstricture. ὁ ΄ 

end | “Kees ΟΝ ἜΤ -: 
SY Fem, το σας τασεσνσφανκαν κα mene ᾽ COPY ἢ one sree reer sctimenns SOF Ye eopripenmecte teeta kre pnb raid they veka = 

- 
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ZERO 
ΔΌΡΥ 

“Ὁ (Philosophy Ὁ. 
- h, The #ole of social consciousness in the development of scelcty. 

© 

4, Sosialiem, democracy and the individual. 

j. Cxitdciem of modern bourgeois shilesophy and sociology. 

Kk». Critical analysie of the basic phibosephical principals of 
reformism, revision and dogmatisu. 

1. Creative Marxism - Theory ang Practice. 

THE TABLE - Eni losophy Raed amet 

Lectures ~ 24 hours 

Individual. reading - 24 hours 

᾿ Group discussion - 24 hours 

᾿ Plenary diseression ~ 46 hours 

CORAL ~ 120 hours 

STRAGESL AND EACRTCS 
Se Introduction ~ subject matver and task of course, The zew epoch 

ἐπ which we Live. ; 

Ὅν The essence and component parts of the integral world revolutionary 
“process in ouv epoch. 

ὃ. “he vival issue of War and peacd. Peaceful co-existence as a 
orm of class strugele. 

τ - 

ἃ. She struggle for Gemecracy as part of the stzuggle fer socialism. 

δ. the diversity of forse and means of transition to seciallem im. 
our epoch. | ᾿ ᾿ 

£, New strategy in the struggle for power, « socielisn pracecding 
fron the given objective conditions: 33 Prodlems of peacerul - 
and non-peacerul develooment of revolution. 2) Denoeratic : 
vetorus, extension and regeneration of damoeracy. : 

fa cy 
iubltierarty system, the role of parliament, trade~union de: 
demoere tization of state machinery and specific conditions 
end ways of building the socialist state. 

The problems of peace, economic advance and democracy, she 
4 

τὸ 

Ἐς The prospective of the various working clavs contingents drawing 
clover together in the process of achieving unity. - 

1. Flace and role of social democracy in the Yorkiag 
class movenent. ss ore 

e 

2, Political and igeolhogical ranprochment, 

ὡς Possible forms of unity. . . 

“ger ᾿ χεπὸ 
ἜΒΗΥΙ Gay 

SRENREGSS conte aoe a Er Ty a ESE RSP ep re 

μὲ 
' 



: (atzategy and tactics cont'd) 

, Ke 

New trends in the Catholie movement and unity petuoen ‘che 
comminists and the Catholic left. 

Cur abtitude end relation to the urban middie strata and to 
the farmers, . 

- 

The natlonal liberatsion movenent - neo-colozialisn and the new 
role of the working clavs in the Wi ghiy devel oped capitaiies 
countries, . 

Yorxism and’ the national question, The significance of the 
Froach-Canediean national. SULZULELC » ' - 8 

" 

Tne role nd the place of the party in the highly developed 
capitalist countries. — 

s 

Wations3 inverosts and internetionelisn. 

The independence ὁ the Communist and Workers Parties and 
the tigat for ind ty of the world communist movement, 

the ‘Soruggle agains pationaljens revislonisa and ὄσεθαν LO. 

PINS TABLE = Strategy and Tactica νας απ n aage nF NOMEREI OTN 

hLeogures « 30 hovrs 

Reading (individual) ~ 30 hours - 

Group @iscussion ~ 40 houra | 

Plomery discussion « 60 hours a 

TOTAL « 160 hours 

. 
Δ οὶ Cd Cae Ce a τὰ μὲπ 
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(15) 100-428091___ BY LIAISON 

. ς “τ : . - 1 ὩὩΤιΔΑΛΈΘΝ 

To: Director 1 = Shaw 
| Bureau ΟΣ Intelligence and ZResearch 
Department of State 

From: - John Edgar Hoover, ‘Director μὴν 

Subject? COMMUNIST PANTY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA a 
INTERNAL SECURITY w CZ cs 

The following information was supplied by a source: 
which has furnished reliable information in the past. 

In April, 1965, xopresentatives of the. Communist 
Party of Czechoslovakia stated that the Commmist. Party . 
youth in Czechoslovatia have been demanding that the 
Communist Party of Czcchoslovakia “go further" in connection — 
with ‘the. de-Stolinization program and were also calling for oo 
a “greater"role” of the Slovakia. Party nenborship in the ΝΕ 
Communist Party of Czechoslovakia: : 

2 « 
. 

= Yn addition, the. Czechoslovatian. Commmist Party 
representat ‘aves noted that. there is a "fight" taking place 
between thd Czech and the Slovak sections of the Commmist 
Party,-of CéechosLovakia on the question of Party democracy, . 
liberalizaiion: of the press and rehabilitation of Viadinir 
Cleneitis, sho, together with Rudolf Slansky and nino others, 
was dXecuted. in 1952 on charges of high treason. Tho 
Slovakians’ ore now openly demanding that 1% is not. enough 
nerely to rehabilitate Clementis.. They wan 
xestored to ἃ position as a patriot. of 

ΓΝ -Dixector _ BY LEATSON 
Central Intelligence Agency | 

ven Attention: Deputy Director » Pl 
DeLoagh ase 
Caspar 

~ Cella 
— —WGS: ah. =p, r/ 
Felt (7 
Gale, 
Rosen — ee 
SUL OR senna hy 

qeoter eS 
Totter mor eS v7, 14 5 ἐν 
Tele, Room SAN: 
Holmes 
Gendy--«|SC~ MAM ROOME] teLetyee ur] 



ee πο - 

Director - ες 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research . 7 | 

NOTE: 
Classified—t#eeret“” since unauthorized disclosure of 

this’ information could reyeal, the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value. .and such revelation 
could: result in grave. damage. to the national defense. Inforna~ 
tion extracted from CGaixtel 5/24/65 captioned “Solo, is -c¢c." 

ALD pe 



ve a τος ROUTE ΙΝ ENVELOPE ; 
/ . ἘΒῚ 

i ' Date: 6/15/65 ᾿ 
, i 

Trensmit the following in _- : -- re | 
( ; a | (Type in plaintext or code} SO ; 

Vid =. AIRTEL _ _ REGISTERED oo a. 
" "" ᾿ ᾿ (Priority) ΜΕΝ τ ἡ Ν “ ᾿ 
ne ee eb ee mas ᾿ 

ft fo : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091). ; / pads) 

7 FROM : NEW YORK (100-134637) 6. ape ~ 
foe Fe, Nig a Ν aie 

—, SBUBIECT: orp ; ae — 

On. 6/15/68. there were received from the Soviets. 
Ἢ two ‘ciphered-partially coded messages, the plain texts of 
‘~“which are as follows: . , 

| ις “la - "We: were ready to see. you for money, for today 
: ‘2, but taking inté account your last message and - 

' sf . Sn-corder to avoid any confusion we. think it is 
_ bétter to see you on second. date mentioned. by 

yo, * you on dune'9. Place ‘Ls not one hundred ten ‘but 
« " | + _oné hundred twenty «- Please check it. once more. 
᾿ ; | rf everything 48 clear. and you are ready to see “ 

"is ‘on this second date: confirm by phone. today...". 

- ΟΣ background information conceming the above 
message, seé NY airtel dated 6/10/65, wherein NY 694-S* 
suggested that the Soviets deliver money to. him either-on 
June 16 or June 23. 

1. φῦ Ἰ 
; wee Bureau (ἘΜ) 

- hice ο recur B)(RM AM) 
᾿ 1 - NY 134-91 (INV “ 

1 + ΝΥ 105-1 si = 50} Β (NIKOLAL TALANOV) (342) - 
1 = ΝΥ 100-134637 (41) 

‘AGB :msb 

(8) er RCS feon laid ef -- 4 " 

᾿ | . ΜΝ 17 JUN 17 1965 
ys ᾽ν Ἕ i Ey Ε ι 

aL a oe 

Approved: MO ¢; ; Sent, M Per ῳ, 

69 JUN τῶν 
in Change 
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NY 100-134637 

"To GUS HALL. Strictly Com@tterttet 

"FBI is thoroughly watching for two persons, who 
are closely rélated. One of them has black” Plymouth. 
On Jiiné 8 he visited Brooklyn, Atlantic Ave.. arid 
Clinton Street 18. friend has white Plymouth= ὁ 
Fury 1965 plat The second person lives in 
Bronx west side. Gase check whether they are or are 
not your CP members. We would liké to be informed 
on your investigationts results and on your actions 
taken during this ‘investigation in order to be. 
able to take them into account during our own 
investigation." 

With regard to the above message, it should be noted 
that the above message refers to. activity in the 

PATROB case and does not involve. Communist. oF Espionage activities. 
The 2 referred to above as a white Plymouth-Fury 1965. 
Dist feongs to a rental agency and had been rented . 
by an in the. PATROB Case, . 

It should further be noted that, as reported ‘in 
NYairtel dated 3/22/65, captioned as above, the Soviets made 
an inquiry previously regarding activity ‘in the PATROB case. 

~Qu 
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“PD-36 (Rev, 5922-64) 
.ι με ὡς, ο΄. τ Ὁ, ΞΕ ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

, I 

WD) Date: © 6/15/65 ' 
a - - ᾿ { 

Transmit the following in. i = . ! 
\ ° re τ ὑπ (Typet in plaintext or code} 

Vig ΞΟ ATRTEL REGISTERED | 
¢ P riority) + 

TO: 3. DIRECTOR, FBI (1004428091). 

FROM: eu) YORK (100-134637,) 

μ᾿" e . 

, On 6/15/65, NY 694~S* advised that on 6/14/65 ne* ¢ 
had been furnished the following information by GUS HALL: Ὁὰ Ω, 

A Congress of the Romanian ‘CP is to be held on | 
July 19, 1965, and the CPUSA has. been invited to ‘send a Ny 
delegation to the. said Congress. HALL would have preferred 
that CG 5624~s* be the CPUSA delegate to thé said Congreés, 
but; realizing-that the latter has just returned from a 
Lengthy trip abroad, and: is: physically exhausted, he is 
sending .CARL WINTER instead, . . 

HALL desires that NY 694-S*, through his Soviet 
channels, arrarige for nécessary visas. to be available for 
WINTER. HALL also desires that, through the Soviets, ! 
arrangements be made for WINTER-~after the Romanian Congress-- 
to go to Cuba to confer with the Cuban CP and; if possible, 
with FIDEL CASTRO. 

i ἃ rsuant to HALL's. instructions, NY 694-S* on © 175] ̓ 
6/16/65 will transmit to. the Soviets, via the secondary 
channel, a message incorporating HALL's instructions in this 
matter. 

¥ 

Chicago has been telephonically edvised. 

| be hee ΕΝ ᾿ | 
. . © “3¢~ Bureau (ἘΜ) Ig 

‘1 ~ Chicago: (134- 46-Sub. B RM AM σῷ -- 23 o UY ° 
. 1 -ΝΥ 13 So (INV) (41): ἃ ὴ “, (240 M4 , 

"TE = NY 105214937-sub B μἰπκρρβ λθάτανον) (5:1) 
1 τ NY Ἰοθ 13,657 (8) » 17 JUN 17 1966 
ACB:msb meee] | ᾿ x = Ln 

᾿ Approved: ας: Sent — MCP ; 
ci Agent in.Charge ἢ 

Cie ΝΣ 69 JUN oy 

πε Β -- 



FD-36(Raév, $-22-64} , ᾿ vi ἣν at : ΙΝ 5 } JI . 

meen ey οι “ps + ΒΟΌΤΕΊΝ ENVEL LOPE 
Ν + PBA 

( Wi y ee "Bate: «6/15/65 | 
- * ᾿Ξ . ἃ =. " ε I 

Tr nsmit the following in 20s. na a - : ] 
᾿ a a -  , (Type in-plaintext or code) 

. . # 7 ᾿ a 

Vig AIRTEL. Ce na REGISTERED MAIL 1 

- we us (Priority) . : 

TO: : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM poke CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
-.  £O | 

Of | 
Ό . 

SUBJECK; 501. 
L5*- 

Qs v 

le" Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copie ἢ 
ἮΝ and for the New York Office one copy of an inforiiant’s . ψἉ 
Sc bs statement captioned, "Results of Discussion in Meeting With 
+ William Kashtan, Genéral Secretary, Communist Party of 

ot Canada, Toronto, June 9-10, 1965. " . 

ey 
ΝΒ The information appearing in the enclosed informant “sty 
4 - Statement was orally. furnished by CG 5824-S* on 6/11 and 19/65 

ον, Ἐ to SA RICHARD. W. HANSEN. - This information is a summary of the + 
we results of the ‘source's trip to Toronto, ‘6/8-11/65. ‘The source, | 
zt) noted that there was nothing spectacular developed during ἕ 
SE the course of this. trip, though he did feel it was beneficial 

tt and that it served in maintaining open channels for 
tuk information between the Communist Party (CP), USA. and the CP 

* of Canada and had developed a cordial relationship between 
himself and WILLIAM KASHTAN, General Secretary, CP of Canada. or 

The ‘source noted further that while - He was in 
Toronto he noted nothing of an unusual nature which would 
have indicated to him that security officials in Canada were: 

cognizant that ‘Such meeting with KASHTAN had been carried out. 
He did undertake all necessary security measures and met with 
no one in Canada other than KASHTAN. The meetings with: 
KASHTAN were held the latter’ 5 automobile or at a 

htt tothe cL 

-- 

2 τ Paci 38! τὰ BEG. al. foo -Ὁ “3 7 nH ἢ 

ἈΝΕ: 50 Κ “2 a (6) Yn! e ve, 

‘Approved: _- ‘ δ Sent 
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τὲ . re’ 
_ ὑπ " a - ~ _ * ᾿ \, ως RESULTS OF DISCUSS 3108 ΕΝ —_ τῶν τ, IN MEETING WITH : Ὁ - ΟΝ τ OAS, .. WILLIAM -KASHTAN, τοῦ ες ἮΝ ΕΞ - GENERAL, ΣῊΝ ΠΟ τονε οἷ 

1 

οὐ through ugg Of 2. public. phone located a Low blocks from the ὦ - a 

4 - i 

nit 

3 

| 

4 

we ‘COMMUNIST PANTY OF ς΄. τ 
cee, 0. | GANADA, ἸΌΒΟΝΟ, | 

‘+ the hospital to see San Carr's wife, sister of Jennie Freed; ΠΣ 

‘between Morris Childs and Bill Kashtah, the following was ἐς ̓ς 

ΜΌΝΕ 9:0, 2965 -, 
=: 

=e 

‘Duriug-the late afternoéa of June 8, 1905; Morris. - (A 
chatda and his wife, Eva, ΟΣ Chicago,. departed: by - personally. | an) 

owned ‘automobile f6r Toronto, ‘Ontario. They -stopped . ΕΞ ΕΞ 
overnight Jura 8, 1965, -at tha Cresctnt Motel-at-Jackson, ~~ 
Nichigan ,- arid yesunod their travel during the early ἄμ οξ. — 

dune 9; folloying which they arrived in Toronto at 

‘approximately 1:00 Pit. Oa arrival they. parked: their " 
‘autonobile and rogistored in at the ‘Heward. VAI Hotel Tocated τ 
in downtown, Toronto, - τ ες μὲς το τος 

2 * - = ABter: one ynsuccesigat “attonge to: contact Widtian’ | 
Kashtan, General Hecretary, Communist Party (CP): Of “Canada ,. 

. hotel, ἃ second and successful effort was mado at “approxinately 
2:30 PM. At this time Childs identified himsel? as Lydia's. . > “ 
husband and was jimmédiately recopnized by Kashtan, In a brie? ἮΝ 
conversation it was arranged that Kdshtan would that evening. at” πὶ 
7:00: ῬΗ meet Childs at the “place whera we. ate, which: Heant, | ase 
one .of ‘the . aviderground cancourses. at tho! Royat, York Hotel dn’ οὐ τ 

ε downtown’ Toronto. Ὁ. | ᾿ 

᾿ At the appointed howe, the chiles? were present at . 
the designated location. «At about 7:25, Kishtan arrived. Aw the. 
--gompany of ‘his wife, Della. Te expldined his. lateness in « - 

- arriving: πα having Reen due to the fact hé-had stopped OLE » at, - 

who had just-undergone chergency surgery... After. a brief. 
> exchange .at this_point, Kashtan departed to pick up his . 

_. Personally, owned automobile. A fow'minutes later~he drové up’. 
“to a sidé-entrancs of the Royal York Hotel and fox the néxt 
five hours; the Kashtan& -and the Childs! drove around Toronto - 
and also stopped for supper at a-Chintse restavrant.. ‘During . - ᾿-, 
this period, Childs and Kashtan carried out discussion. on - - fs 

“gunerous matters felating to their respective ‘CPs. -Tha wives,” oF, 
who were also present, at this tine did not participate im any ὁ τ. 
‘discussion except putwesi’ themselves and on a strictly’ soqgial Ὁ oo 
‘and personal basis. . Based on the discussion carried .out wo Ἕ 
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According to .Kashtan, ho was leaving Toronto ‘on 
Sune 11, 1965, via KEM Airlines. He would travel hon-stop . 
“to. Amsterdan arriving-there during the AM of June 12, spend 
a £éw. hours and then procéed by another KLM plane directly: 
into. Hoscow, ‘where ‘he: would arrive Saturday ,.- “dime 12. - 

Kashtan advised that he would spend five to: six 
days in Moscow and then planned: to travel to Israel to — 
attend a congress of the Israeli Party}. however, his travel 
theve 16 dependent on whether the Russians will agred to pay — 
‘his fare and expenses.: According to Kashtan,; he felt there 

_ was a possibility that the Russians would agree to ‘dé this. 
as the trip. might be in their interest. He stated there was 
an inner Party struggloé now going on in the I5raoli Party; 
with important people. involved includitig sore Arab members, 
centering around the Right by a pro-Chinese element. Sam 

. Mikonis, the Party's General Secrotary,. Esther Wilonshaya, 
ἃ member of the Political Bureau, and a few other Idaders © 
now want sond help in this fight, against ‘the pro-Chinese . 
elenent..” ‘Kashtan feels the Russians are probably aware of 

this. matter and would. find. at ip their interdst in Seeing 
that: he- goes~ 

Kashtan™ discussed the international situation ‘and 
indicated that they had received dmilar communications from _ 

' the CP of. the Soyict Union to those which the CP, USA had: 
received on thé question of Vietnam, He was. fully ‘aviare. 
through communications fron the’ CP of the Soviet Union or 
the lack of cooperation between that Party and: the cP of 
China + ‘on ‘aid to Vietnam. ες 

As to his own Party, Kashtan noted the situation 
had dmppoved somewhat’ although the Party theré is not making 

" much ‘progress. . During..bis. absence abrodd, an administrative. 
conmiittee. consisting of such pedple-as Tin-Buck,.-Helson 

εὐ Clarke, Bill Beeching And some others wilt handle, the. Party" Ss 
work. . 

tn. specific regard to Tin Buck, Kashtan stated he 
nornally’ cones. ta the office just. nbout every day. While 
he and Buck- do ‘cooperate, Tim is still Be problem and won't 
give UP. ᾿ A 

Kashtan advised: that he nad also. been doing ; ἃ dot * 
of traveling and ‘Speaking ‘at colleges and. universities like 

πὰ 
- ~ 1 7 d 

ΓΝ 
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‘Gus Hall. hia. ‘eon, doing. and. in general the nowspapers Have. 
. been reporting his specches objéctively:. ἡ Howéver,—-he , - τ a 

wea Riways faces: the: problem during these. appearances of 
ΕΝ answeriig the ‘old ‘question as to whether members of the 

- Party are foreign agents. Also, cons stantly during these | 
appearances he is asked as to what would ‘happen to the ΟΡ 
of Canada if the RNassians make another. complete. sonerSault - 

- in their position, -Ré noted he agreed it had been well that 
the Russians had put Stalin bdck: because. there -was. 4 more 

. balanced historical, picture but that. what Khrushchev had 
done was most inportatt-in order.to ease. the. inage: that the 
Soviet Union was ah. aggressive ‘power and that ye want force 

στ Bhd violence. However, Kashtan indiented ‘he. yas νοῦν yorried 
τα that tho way things are. going that there nay be another 

bohersault inthe flussiah position and that Δ} they do this,, 

go fron there. Lowavor,. since the Partics now have becone 
more indepéndent Phoy vould not neeéssarily. have to follow . 
ἐμὲ Shirt in policy, τ' ἰ 

7. 

On ‘the. question of poage “ἢ ‘Viotnays,. a. Taree 
_segmont of the Canadian population is. anti-American oe edrding 

Qf members of Parliarcnt from δίῃ Partics: dealing with - 
forolen affairs. One of the poople tq whom he has ‘béen 

the moverient was finished and ke did not knéw whezve thoy would | 

“sto Kaishtah, Hé noted-he had heen writing letters to a number __ 

“weiting was: John Didfenbaker, tormer* Canadian Prine’ Hinister. © τ΄ 
Diefenbaker.in his first Feply ‘stated, "πὸ must: fight. 

ἢ ‘eonmunish-whether- it 15 in Vietnan, or anyplace’ “alse; 
however, sin¢e- then he and Diefenbaker haye bech carrying. on . ~ 

-a debate by letters, Lately, Kashtan said he noted that ‘ 
‘Diefenbaker had. introduced Several measures in. Parliament 
which seened to reflect ‘things he ‘had previously written 
about. . . 

oa 

On the nattex of Boyéott « of ΠΝ ‘goods ‘and . 
" products as.an action against U.S. policy in Vietnan Ν ᾿ 
“suggested ‘by Gus ali, Kashtan.stated this was gt. an éasy - - 

εν, thing to do’ because the economics of ‘the “United | States and . 
Candda aré so intertwined, -Evey among labor,, this. is a 
natter very difficult to raise since the same labor. ‘unions, 
which. headquarter in the United States, sérvé ‘both countries, 
‘Ye was very doubtful that this subject could ‘be introduced .. 
‘by trade union ‘people hecause it would mean unemployment. 
anongst their rank and file. Kashtan.Jeft the opinion that: 
very little had been done on this subject. | Ye did note, τ 
however, that in a week or so. the Quakers. would be holding " 



t a 

2 big conference in Canada dealing with the subject. of peace: 
The CP. asesuch is rot, going to be représénted but the Party 
Will be represented. individually amongst the various - 
organizations accredited to the conference. At this. 
conference the- Party will attenpt to raise sone questions on 
peace thich wold indirectly be ‘in line with the boycott 
suggestions « 

On the joint. project: between ‘the CP of Canada and 
the Gp; USA, that is. the training school, Kashtan said they. 

' were : ‘aL set, They have the premises in which té hold the — 
School and they have the instructors. They sent. an’ outline 
for the proposed school to tho CP, USA through channels to 
-New York ‘but to date have received no reply. They would like 
Ey Lumer to go over this outline and give. his opinion on it. | 
In addition they would like nore ‘help. on. problems dealing 

. with the school frdm the CP, USA and -an approval fron the -τ 
American side of the. ‘outline atid courses proposed. Therefore, 

- Kashtan. suggested that ‘perhaps: soneone like Hy ‘shoutd cone up 
0 Canada. ἀπ. ποόη as. Norman Freed returns. In regard to ~ - - 
“Freed, he “ind his wite , Jenni¢, will at thé end .of the present 
month go to Moscow. | They are now making arrangements in 
Prague, to give up their apartment and sell ‘éertain personal 
goods. Freed will. go to Moscow to participate in and see how - 

- από. ΟΥ̓́ the ΟΡ ΟΥ̓ the: Soviet Union's schools of the international ᾿ 
type operate. He Ἄν Spend | oeerpmanatety 8. week ‘on this, _ then 

Pan, be 

the seheol in: detail. They can 'wlso diseases Freed's 
experiences: in-CP-of the Soviet Union. schools ;, go. over. outlines 

. and make recomendations. that. will insure that the school wilt 
-be held in line with existing conditions in -thée. United States - 

, and Canada ,. and-nake certain they- ‘avoid urinecessary. Russian 
emphasis on matters being taught, It was in this. latter regard 
while discussing the school ‘that Kasttan noted that the CP of 
the Soviet Union still conduct their international schools and 
that the joint: cp. of ‘Canada ~ CP, USA school will not rept ce. 
sinilar schools for Canadian. or U. S. students in the. Soviet 
Union, According to- Kashtan, the Russians still want ~~. 

"-Ganadians. sent theré to (£6. to school, They ἄρτος το the. “-- 
cP of ‘Canada = CP, USA- School not. as a replacenent for the 
schools they conduct but rather as a concession to the. Canadian — 
and U.S. Parties that in. certain instances schools mist be™held | 

᾿ to deat with Bpecitic Problenis ef such: Parties and it was 



also.a recognition of the criticism of both. the CP, USA 
: and the CP. of Canada that. schools held in the Sovict Union 
ον τς, (axe "too Russiafied" and teach only. the Russian point. of . 

- -  - yiew.. However, the Russians want schools over there -j 
- “apparently because they féel théir influence over the 

student Who attends. such a school is. greater. 

a Ε iit was pointed. out to Kashtan that in the original 
. discussions regarding this school there was an agreement 

that if necessary, they would pay students 950. τὰ $60 a week " 
‘Af such people had ‘obligations: ‘tobe ‘met; Kashtan 

_—>s τ 

acknowledged ‘that this. was corréct. ‘When asked if the money - oe 
was avallablé for this or if hélp .was’ going to be needed. in 
connection with the over411 financing of the school, 
Kashtan noted they: were in “good shape" and that: the honey.” 
was “on hand: He also stated they wore. going to suggest 
that the students might be paid up to $60 a week if thoy 
‘had: obligations. ‘fanily and-.etc., ahd in addition. they are 
‘also considering. a $10.2 week Stipénd. to the students at tho, - 

' school for such incidentals as tobacco; entortainment, etc. ΕΝ 
In the overall, Kashtaa: stated they were going to-try and _ 
handle thé administration of the school as econottically. as 
‘possible as this was their first expericnce with Such an | 
‘undertaking. -: He stated that we had undertaken this —_ 
obligation, gotten the premises, instructors, and hired a. 
full time person: to be in charge, . We will hold down: . 

“ον @xpehditures: as much as possible. but live up. ‘to. 811 our. 
/  - ἄν “prottises, If there is ἃ bilance. Of inoticy left After the Ὁ 7 

School has. been completéd, we will ‘hold this: -for another. τ - 
school next year... 

While Kashtan did not ‘specifically hention. the 
ες total ‘amount of funds for the school which had been received _ 

. £rom the Russians; it is, e6timated that perhaps they’ 
"| -actually- received somewhere between $25,000 and: $30,000. 

‘This figure was.roughly artived at by figuring the cost of 
* 25430 students ‘at $70, per week for 12-weeks plug ‘the. cost "οὗ 
full tine instructors, text material, rent, fares and etc: 

7 . It is believed that. this figure may closely ‘represent the - 
Soe funds which are actually available. 

A> In regard to Latin, Ameriga, Kashtan stated they. 
VLA still have the. Parks. (Libbie ‘and Frank) in Havana and these 

\ \ individuals. regularly supply then with ‘political δόξετε on © 
the situation there. Kashtan- offered to extract - the political 



ΝΕ information received trom the -Parks' and seid: it, through. : 
ἢ - τ channels to the cP, ὮΞΑ His. offer -in this regard. was ᾿ 
τς -  gtcepted and he 9111 probably. send in such information to 

the CP, USA after lie yeturns from his. trip ἀπ August, 
Fees” "Kashtanr remarked that the Parks" are good political 
obsérvers and have written. several books ‘on the. political 
‘situation in Latin America: oe - 

Kashtan also advised. ‘that Chimere Tkoikti; ‘the me 
: Mitorian exchange student. ‘deported recently fromthe United - ; 
ἢ States and now ἀπ Canada, had already. been im contact with 

ΓΜ the Party there.” Kashtait himsd1? had’ not seen Ikoku but 
| that individual was met by Nelson Clarke and a couple of 
others. iIkeku explained. to ther who ‘he’was. -Also during | 

- this meeting Ikoku asked for financial aid amounting to . 
|- Some 3,000 pounds, apparently Nigerian pounds, Eut according 

to Kashtan it was rieedless to Say. that Ikoku got- very. little ΝΣ 
᾿ ‘Batisfaction because. they: too are ΒΆΘΟΣ ΟΣ money: ΝΕ «πε 

Log. τὶ Kashtan ριον δα: that outside. of going: to the Soviet 
~ ,  (Qnion and podsibly Israel, the only other place to which he 

᾿ will trayel during this trip abroad is: to the German Democratic. 
_ Républic (GDR). He had to go to the GDR to check into the - 
printing préss deal which Has. not yet. been compicted. Under 
any -cizcumstance, Kashtan doeS not’ expect. to be back' ‘to : ; 
Canada any later than. the first of. August. At ‘this. tine he = |, 
“wants additional: discussions: with. a, OB; ‘USA representatives : 

A number of ‘points were. orally. taken. up ‘with Kasntan ; 
"during these: discussions and he in turn was asked to raise 
them with Nikolai Vladimirovich Mostovets,. Head of ‘the North | 

and South American ‘Section, International Departient ἡ Central 4 
. Committee, CR of the Soviet Union, after his arrival in the. . 
Soviet Union, as a gourteny ἢ to the CP, ‘USA. These items were 

generally as. follaws: | . ' : ; - ΜΞ 

ἃ, ,“... - διὰ CP, “Usa ὶ ΗΝ sone consideration 6 ν. 
! aN to. the designation of of San. Francisco .as bic | 

Latin Amevican. correspondent ΞΕ orker." tf this occurs; 
τι _ the CP of the Soviet Union would be asked 5. ἃ favor to advise 

Foe the various CPs that he zepresents. the > People and is to be. - *. 
\ considered! “an insiders . - . 7 

. - . Peggy Dennis ΕΝ be: ‘aiedving in the- Soviet Union - 
Voz. in July after a stopover in-Helginks ; Finland, for 

the peace congress. It is suggested ‘that the ‘program which 
Ves had been discussed in’ March and. again in April, 1965, for her 

yf . with a.ropresentative of the cP, USA be carried ς ut, ΕΞ ᾿ ἐπ 



“- 
* 

eS - χὰ χρρᾶτὰ to the Ninth yorid Youth Fetitival,. as. 
of five days ago, no specific invitation lad been. received 
from the CP of the- Soviet Union for the delegation to. 
travel to the Soviet. Union, 

On Beatrice Johnson, the ΟΡ οὐ the Soviet Union - oO πὴ τς 
should invite. her to tle. Soviet Union for rest: and vacation. τ τς εἶτ" 
for -a. Period of a few weeks if she.does not get the same in - ‘ 

_the GDR, -She can be considered part of the cP, OBA. quota. " 
for rest. and vacation. 

Doctor. Valentine Ge Purton, Aivin. Koni gabere, ° ‘and - 
Ma Woinstoin will be traveling on a commercial venture op we 
behalf of Gus Hall. They -are scheduled to enter the ΟΝ Ὁ. - -- 
July 14 and then proceed: to other places: Because’ of the wee 

 tima elenent, 1t was impossible to. give eirlicr notice and ὁ -Α' “ 
it. is requésted: ‘that’ the CP of the Soviet Union, please * ᾿ ' * 
‘suggest to the comrades in the ‘GDR that they allow tose, ee oe 
People into the. country’. ᾿ς ὅς | " - “i 

ον to ‘Latin “America and. if so, would desire to go to Cuba. The - 
‘, fraternal help of the .cP of the Soviet Union is: requested ΕΝ ae Ot 

arranging such travel. “and admission, to “Cuba. " oF, τς 

- Gayl Winter of the National Office may be. traveling - 

- After Gisétissing tho above “with: Kashtan,; “he was 
briefed on ‘CP, USA: inner matters, specifically in * regard to 
the: youth sumher :project. for trading of youth cadre, and youth | 
activities in general. - | SR 

yo Kashtan was also given @ ‘number | oF: item’ as a 
bon voyage gesture for -he and his: wife to: caxry:; with. then _ 

_ineluding a-bottle of Scotch for which he was Very appreciative: 
lle was. also giveit a number of Atems such as ballpoint pens, 
razor. blades and similar ‘knickknacks totaling in. value about 
‘$15.00 which -he was. requested. to provide to. Mostovets.. There τς 
was also sent along with Kashtan a. large wall map propared by =. , 
Rand Ne Nally of the United Statés which Mostovets in April, " 

_ 1965, had requested be sent for the use of his’son in the. ὃς 
ot -dattér! & studies at- school, This hap of the ‘United States, was: ΓΝ 

ἔν ας _ Bieked. up ‘in Z Rand Me. Nally map store an ‘Toronte,. 

Ta ΝΣ ‘Following the above discussions “and. at ‘about 1: 00 ΑΜ, 
June 10, 1965, Kashtan drove the Childs! to the general. 
vicinity of the King Edward VII. Hotel where they. departed on . 

- ot - and: returned to ‘their hotel.- . ΝΕ ΕΣ 



tthe foLtewine . At, . after having. given considerable ΝΕ τ 
᾿Αμουρς. to the matters: which had been orally’ discussed with Su 
‘-Kashtah, Childs decided that it would be ‘better and wiser - -. 9 9° - 

to. place the information he had orally discussed: with ae 
- Kashtanh in Writing. The reason for this was that ents ~ : 
as General: Séeretary, CP of Canada, might possibly get the . ᾿ ΕΝ 
impression that-the CP, USA was attempting to-use him ds.an ςὃ τ. 
errand boy and this: in'the future. might create sone hard ~ τὶ 
feelings.- In addition; it was redized that Kashtan deos τ τὸ τὶ 
“not deal with the’ North and South American Section of the | ~ > ~- 
“International. Departnent α Central Committee, but instéad the τ = 
CP of Canada deals- With thé Commonwealth Section of the ~ —~ . 

ard International Department.: The héads of these departments: 
‘are not the sanc. As a result, Childs prepared : ‘x personal 

' Ictter to Mostovets which Kashtan could present that. ae 
individual. The letter was: then recopied and hondprinted Con 
by Childs' wife. The letter itsélf tas addressed to "Dedy =» 9 *-” 

_ _. Nikolai Yladimirovich," ἃ Russian, informal tybe of Grecbing. ἦν ᾿ 
wee: In essence, At: ugtarted: as follows =". | te 

* 

. a ἃ am. takeing advantage of ‘our titond’s trip. 
an “=, to first of 411 find, out chow. you are and ‘how ‘you | 
ΕΣ ’ - ave getting Along. I sond gréetings from. ~ ae 
a (|. -Conrade Gus and. ἌΝ 1 ‘hope this note Finds ΝΞ 

ee wells | Ἢ ᾿ . ΝΣ 

ΗΝ - There. was then for ‘th, as “noted above ,. the: a 
ἜΣ > Shtounation εὐ αλάθρς to Pégey Dents; - Beatrice 
‘+ τ §ohnson; Carl “winter; information. regarding tho Ninth World τς 

«κα - Youth Festival, and the eonmercial ‘Selogation of the CP, USA > - 
- ‘being § sent to. the GDR, | 

ι αι 
Phe. note! ‘wad eoheluded-with Ὁ. statenent. that Nour. ΝΞ 

Eriendtt had been briofed and may have sone interebtiing things...” 
to discuss with ‘you in regard ta our joint project; ‘slimmer - ᾿ ΜῊΝ 

, project, youth. and ‘ete... if you so desire. It bore the. 
cloning. signature of. “Norris, we, a! ᾿ 

_ "To aécoupany the “abéve. note for delivery to -. 
τ τς Kastan, chi ide paepaved another brief néte addresséd ἕο. 

Rashtan, In this he stated that.he felt he should δὲ burden ~ - 
- Kashtan with tho,oral matters which Had beén. disctissed on the as 

preceding evening -and theréfore decided to write it out... Ino = * oO 
- this: form Kashtan couid-then deliver it ἐσ Nostovets. Kashtan ~ ~~ 

a8, thanked for his holp and wished: a pleasant. journey on his a 



forthcomi ig trip, tt was also tiated that ἋΣ Lostovets 
should be. unavailable in Moscow for delivery of the first. 
note, Kashtan could pass. this. communication to Igor V. 
Mikhailov, his assistant. 

The above note was then délivered by Childs' wife 
to Kashtan at approxiniately 73.00 PU, June 10; 1965. The - ΟΝ 
delivery of this note was pada on the basis. of earlier . 4 

_ arrangotients. for contact. which: ‘had been Sct up. 

The Childs' venained. overnight. in Toronto and 
departed, that city during the early AM of June 11. They 
drove directly to Chicago; arriving | in that ΟΣ δὲ 
approxinmatoly 9:15 ῬΑ, 7 
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: Mir. W. C. suarheas DATE: June 11, 1965 

7) ἴζ. 
ἍΜ τὸ Mr, Ἑ- J. ἡ ἡ 

Role of CG. 5824~S%: “A : 

1 5 
- 4 

4, OPTIONAL ἔσᾶμ NO. 10 - slows - = 
αἰ μὰν $942 EDIT“ . 7 ξὺν 

GSA GEN) BEG, NO, 2F Ξ 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELC 
1. ~ Mr. Belmont 

Tolson κ- ΗΝ 
, Bel t 

t 

= 

- Mr. Mohr 
~ Mr. Callahan 

(Attention: 
Hr. Sullivan 
fir. ‘Baumgardner 

- Mr, Donohuery \, 
Mr. Shaw 4 

(Solo is the code word used to refer to the liaison operation: 
performed by our informants between the Communist Party, USA, and other 

INTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 
SR ee oe ee oo oe ιειὲι|ι: 

t 

Purpose; 

To recommend that a $1,000 award be made to: CG 5824-S* and 
a $500 award be made to CG. 6653~S' because these informants subjected 
themselves to extraordinary risks in traveling to the Soviet Union and 
Soviet=bloc countries on Solo Mission 18 in order to obtain vital 
intelligence information pertaining to the international communist 
movement, In addition, to recommend that both informants, receive 
individuals letters of appreciation. 

Background: 

.- At the instruction of Gus Hall, General Secretary, Communist 
Party, USA, CG 5824-S* and his wife, CG 6653-$, went abroad on 2/19/65 
on SolofMission 18 and. returned’ Ἔδ “the United States on 4/26/65. While 
on this. mission the informants visited the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia 
and East Germany where they made contacts with leading Communist Party 
officials of those countries, and obtained the latest developments in 
the international communist movement. 

1. 

CG 5824-S8* was present at the consultative conference held 
in Moscow, Russia, from 3/1~-5/65, which was also attended by leading 
representatives of 18 other communist parties. As a result. informant. — 
was able to supply us with detailed information concerning preliminaries, 
the conference itself ‘and .an over-all analysis of the ramifiéationso6f 
this conference, As a result 0} S “conference with top .Soviet leaders, | 
informant’ provided exclusive and most timely data concerning thé—power 
struggle the leadership currently, taking ‘place in the, Soviet Union. 

1ο0-4280ὁι ΓΟ’ ΕΟ. δ fy, = L2G Yet \ Enclosures coz 6 — FS a /Oo= A fof! ‘ } | 
— τὸ 

; ι ' CONTINUED--OVER 
WGS:pah β | - = 9. JUN 27.1965 
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Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 
100-428091 

ἢ a 
? 

ι 

| tae" information was described by the Central Intelligence A Agency as’ 
the "most significant piece ¢ of intelligence ‘data ever. ‘supplied_concern~ 
ing~the~Soviet Union." “in addition, informant Was able to, obtain vital 
data Téparding the Vietnam situation which’ afforded the State. Départ- 
ment the opportunity ‘to evaluate the continuing | ‘Sino-Soviet conflict - 
as it relates to the over-all military situation in Vietnam. . 
CG 5824-S* also supplied us withmny other items of outstanding’ value. 

{ 
“CG 5824~S* displayed an utter ‘disregard for, his own ‘health, 

| well-being and safety by subjecting himself to the: rigors.of this 
mission in dealing at firsthand with the Soviet ‘and Soviet-bioc ~. 
leadership within the confines of the Iron Curtain, This mission ~ 
which lasted approximately ten weeks was one of the longest periods. 
the informant ms, ever been: out of the country. 

ἱ μας 4 
Role of CG 6653-8; 

During this éntire mission, CG 6653-8 afforded CG 5824-5* 
outstanding services in a secretarial capacity, in. attending, various 
social affairs with wives: of Party functionaries and in taking an 
interest in the problems. of communist women. In addition CG 6653-8 

-was able to be of-assistance to-her husband ‘in the ministrations- --  “ τ᾿ 
required by his health problems, Shouldering whatever responsibilities 
and burdens she was able to in order to freé him of numerous details 
during the course of the mission; CG 6653-S also maintained, concealed 
on her person, confidential notes which were gathered during this 
mission, The courage of this informant ‘was exemplified when, because 
of circumstances, she was required to act on her own initiative for 
two weeks when CG 5824-S* had to leave her in Czechoslovakia while 
he returned to Moscow. . 

in order to be of service during this mission, CG 6653-5 
gawe-up_her position as a social worker,.with a salary_of 49900 
together with the loss of seniority and retirement benefits earned 
through eleven years of private employment, 

OBSERVATIONS : | 

The information obtained on this Solo Mission is invaluable 
᾿ and cannot be measured in dollars and cents. These missions are | 

inherently dangerous, particularly since the informants are traveling 
--under: pseudonyms md-could--be. "lost" -behind the: Iron--Curtain: at any 
timeand no one could question.their whereabouts. ‘The willingness: and 
courage of these informants in carrying out this mission merits special 
recognition, 

~ 2- 



Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan - τι ΝΣ oo 

Re: SOLO τ . 
100-428091 - 

Chicago has recommended that in the event these awards are 
approved, Assistant Director Sullivan. personally present the awards 
to the informants in:Chicago. Because of the value of CG 5824-S* to 
the Bureau: and satisfaction he gets out of being personally recognized 
by having the Director's personal representative present him with the 
‘award, Chicago's recommendation is sound and normally this course of 
action would be followed. However, in view of the dmmense amount of 
work now present in the Domestic Intelligence Division, it is not 
believed that Mr, Sullivan should. take one day to handle this matter 
personally; therefore, Chicago is being directed to have the awards 
delivered by the Special Agent in Charge. 

RECOMMENDATIONS ; 

(1) That CG 5824~S* and CG 6653-S receive personal letters 
of appreciation as well as awards of $1,000 and $500, respectively. 

- ~ -(2)-That the--attached- letter be sent to Chicago--authorizing. 
payments of $1,000 to CG 5824-S* and $500 to CG 6653-5 and instructing 
the Special Agent in Charge to make the presentation of the awards 
along with the attached personal letters of appreciation; (After 
informants have had an opportunity to read the letters of appreciation, 
the letters eee be returned to the Chicago Office and retained in the 
office 5876.) 

is | γν aA VA 
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‘on 6/9/65, Ny 604-S* transmitted to the Soviets, a 
through the secondary channel - ISIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN - νη 
a number of messages on microfilm, some of which were in 
ciphered code, and others in partial code. The plain texts 
of the aforesaid messages are as follows: ψ a’ 

*"L- - 

t 
(1) The following message Was in cipheréd cote: OV : f | 

Ἵ Ny 

‘can next money delivery be on June 16th? If not, vee 
then June: 23. Next Wall Street, 7th floor -- 
same time.. CON 

"JACK BROOKS" 

- The above message reflects that NY 694-S* has 
requested that the Soviets make their next delivery .of 
money for the CPUSA on June 16. 

(2) The following message was in dphered code: AN, 
: ry Br 

NGentral Committee Most Confidential 

"May T inquire what is happening to proposal of 
boycott U. S. goods? Youri. immediate answer εἡ 

appreciated. ες on steal 

Bureau (RM 

= NY 105-14931-Sub, B)(NTKOLAT PALANOV) (3411 Jeers ὡς 
- NY 100 -134637 (ALS ἡ ᾽ς 

-- & 

9 JUN 24 1965 

} Ag ΝΣ ἴῃ Charge 



NY 100-134637 

For background: ainformation concerning the above 
message, see NY airtel dated 4/8/65, NY teletype 4/16/65, 
and NY airtel 4/19/65. 

(3) The following message was in partial code: 

"Please note 

"On: Friday and Monday, because of ISIDORE. 
.GIBBY NEEDLEMAN!'s absence, I trted to: call 
you, but apparently did not succeed, τῷ 
seems. as, if something is wrong with. my 
walky-talky. Do you have a better one for 
me? If so, wrap. it inconspicuously and give 
it to. NEEDLEMAN. It will reach me Q.K. 

"As you can see, there is évery need that the 
. following be expedited: 7 

. "gad BROOKS! 
“Sinte we have no Glosed channel to. Central 

. Conmittee of East German CP, please transmit the 
᾿ following. request. from me and our CP, τὸ is of 
importance to both our CPts that this request be 
‘taken. care of without. Loss of times... 

Heys HALE" 

"io Central Committee of CP of Bast Germany 

"Please give visas to the fol owing, and request 
they’be admitted when note a Aven 

interest in this as well. 

arrive at. Schoenfeld Airport. GDR on “June ye 
Flight #579». at hour 13:10, Please have someoné "1: a 
from your Conmeretel Department meet them so that 
appointinents pe made, in institutions involved. 

~2- 

ast _ Germany . 
RIAN _ 



NY 100-134637 
ΕἸ 
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"Also request that when“in East Germany they be 
escorted to ‘Czechoslovakian Embassy in East 
Germany .so they may pick up visas for Prague where 
there too their mission will be a commercial one. 
With fraternal thanks. | 

| ᾿ “GUS HALL = CPUSA". ᾿ 

“unfortunately six days were lost in getting this 
to you. Can this request be expedited so to 
reach Central Committee of East German Party: 
at once ~ Thank you.! 

. “EXPEDITE! 

tipleasé transmit to following: CP Central Coimmittees 
‘since we have: no channel in their Central Committees: 

Czechoslovakia 
Foland 
Bulgaria 

ἮΝ " ‘ ‘Hungary é 

Who. request for ine isstance of visas fox Doctor 

WILLIAM Ὁ: BURTAN; ALVIN KONESBURG and MAX WEI
NSTEIN. 

They. are tYavelling to thése countries for important, 
commercial interests. We (our Party) have an obvious 

interest in it also, That with the issuance of the 

visas, they arrange that they be met by the commercial 

representatives when arriving at. respective airports. 

They widl request these. visas at the ‘Czechoslovakian 

‘Embassy in East Germany on June 25th, Also on the 
€ 

and Bulgarian Embassy in Fast Germany. Will go. to 
Polish, Eribassy on June 16th, requesting their visas 

same date, request Similar visas at Polish Embassy 

there too. 

'alsé fraternal thanks 

| “GUS HALL ~ CPUSA"™ © 

33- 



NY 100-134637 

(4) The following message was in partial code: 

"CCCPSU 

"Due to. legal technicalities, it is desired 
that invitation be extended by USSR public 
organization not associated with CPSU for 
wife and immediate family and household of 
comrade GUS HALL to visit USSR. Invitation 
could come from USSR cultural or other public 
organization. 

"MORRIS CHILDS" 

(5). The following message was in partial code: 

"CCCPSU a τς 

“This is in respons@\to~your radio inquiry re ΟΡ 
member comrade—HARRY. οἷ OR. While he is traveTling 
for us, he is payiiig~alt"Ais own travelling expenses. 
He desires to visit Czechoslovakia and also East 
Germany..where he wilIséé comrade in Ministry “or” 

“Culture. with whom he workéd. in thé past in: USSR. 
Please advise Central Committee of Czechoslovakian CP 
that visa should be available for him in Paris 
Embassy. On this trip, he will not visit USSR. 

"MORRIS CHILDS” 

“- 

(6) The following message was in partial code: 

"CCOCPSU - Confidential 

"Can you give me indication as to how Long 
PETTIS PERRY will be in USSR? TI need to imow this 
for my private information. If possible, radio 
reply promptly. . 

"GUS HALL" 



NY 100-134637 

(7) The following messagé was in partial code: 

NRESHETOV -- Komsomoll 

"USA Youth Festival Committee has not yet received 
promised invitation £6r delegation, for 15 ‘youth ‘to 
travel to USSR after Youth Festival in Algeria. 
with expenses paid to USSR and retum to USA, . 
Invitations needed soon in order to form délégation.. 

"GUS. HALL" 

"RESHETOV", mentioned above, is PYOTR RESHETOV, 
Chairman of the ‘Committee. of Soviet Youth Organizations. ἢ 

(8) The following. niessage was in partial code: 

"océPsu 

4gnored: He aeeindeste ‘is not and tte not. ‘pe on 
noses Comrade. GUS HALL did. not a to him re the 

" " iW 

(For info see NY airtel 5 /ua/és) sA0K BROOKS 
(9). The following message was in partial code:. 

"please change CCCPSU. dode as follows: 

“Puerto. Rico: to Wind instead of Rock, 
which is now Yugoslavia. 

"Santo Doriingo to. be Sanka. 

"Haiti to be Toto. 

"Comrade to be Rex: 

CHOU Eh-Lai to be Pep. 

“HO Chismink to bé Monk. | 

ode any reference to and’ 
Code word. "Axel" he er will 

Y DENNIS, Detroit CP official." 



NY 100-134637 

" 

(10) ‘The following message was in partial code: 

"Until new sisters τὸ given to you. 

"Sister Carol - next. 
Unéle Elliott - next.!! 

The above refers to & drop. and @ personal vendezvous, 
respectively. 

(11). τὴϑ8δ following message was in partial code: 

‘GCCPSU: « Important - Please Note:: 

The following is the final revised report of 
“GUS: ‘HAL, which was made at. ‘CPUSA, National Committee 
Plenun: in April. ‘This is. for your ‘CRSU reading. only... - 

‘Eventually the patt on Imperialism, which: already 
has. been made public; will be elaborated: by GUS HALL. 
He will. delve into a deeper analysis of USA Imperialism . 
and, imperialism. This willbe a most serious work, 
which, wild. be printed an book forn--but this. is it 
for awhile-=-++repeat, ofily the imperialism: part." 
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REPORT TO A NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE CONFERENCE 
(May, 1968) 

f° . : 
᾿ Gus Hall 
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The report which follows deals with the crisis created by the escalation of 

. - aggressive war of U.S. imperialism against the Vietnamese people. : Shortly 

; after the report was presented the crisis was greatly deepened by a new act of 

‘aggression, this time against the people of the Dominican Republic. -The naked-. 

ness of this invasion surpasses anything in the recent history of imperialist ' 

crimes.. It is fully as crude as the’ "gun-boat diplomacy" of an earlier day. 

The background of this aggression is simple and clear enough. For’3l 

years, the Dominican people: were subjected to the brutal, corrupt Trujillo 

dictatorship. When this was ended with the assassination’of Trujillo, and the 

. elections were held for the first time-in more than three decades, a government 

| ” .. headed by Juan Bosch, a liberal democrat, was chosen by the Dominican people. 

But this constitutional. government: lasted only for a period of months before it 

i was overthrown by a reactionary military junta. “It ig important to note that at 

i . _. that time the-U.S. government did not find it necessary to send troops “to pro- 

‘ tect Americans," and that it subsequently recognized this military dictatorship. 

‘The charge of CIA involvenient in the conspiracy. against the elected govemment 

has not been denied. ΝΙΝ 
; ot 

| Now, however, the Dominican people have revolted against this junta and 
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are seeking to restore’ their democratically-elected-government,..-It.is_to_prevent. ΒΝ 

this that U.S, Marines.have invaded the Dominican Republic. The figleaf that 

‘ these troops were needed to protect American lives aad ‘property was -quickly 

abandoned, and it was made clear by President Johnson that the purpose was to 

dictate to the Dominican people, under the guise of preventing.a "Communist 

take-over, " whom they might or might not elect. The President declared, in a 

statement which has been dubbed the “Johnson Doctrine, "that: "The American 

i ; nations cannot, must not and will not permit the establishment of another Com- - 

munist government in the Western hemisphere. " What this means in simple 

language, is that the people of the Dominican Republic, or'the people of any 

other country in this hemisphere, are to be deprived of the right to elect any 

government which U.S, ruling circles consider "Communist." In the eyes of 

imperialism, any government that pursues a policy of clear independence is 

"communist. ἢ ; - 

But it ig clear to everyone that the issue of Communism has been injected 

only as a cover for the unilateral intervention of U.S. military forces to support 

the reactionary junta. against the popular deniocratic forces. With this act it 

__brings to 8 new depth its historical policy of supporting every reactionary clique, 

every bloody tyrant in the interests of perpetuating the exploitation of the Latin —-—--— 

American people by Standard.Oil, U.S. Steel, United Fruit, Alcoa, the copper 

trusts and other U.S. monopolies. 7 7 
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The escalation of aggression in Vietnam has put the world spotlight on U.S. 
. imperialism. Millions see for the first time the real nature of the beast, U.S. 

ὁ imperialism has taken our country onto a path that can lead only to isolation and 

disaster, to the sacrifice of the Nves and well-being of our people and the inter- 

ests of our nation on the “altar of the gluttony" of a handful of big monopoly 

combines, 

The current massive wave of protest by our countrymen against this policy 

represents the hope for a return to sanity. It represents the true interests. of our 

nation, This is a patriotic people's movement to save our country from the 
agonies that are inevitable if the present course of aggression is continued, It 

is a movement to save the world from being escalated by U.S. imperialism into 

a nuclear cioud. 

Never has there been ἃ major government policy with léss popular support, 

so out of step with popular "CONSENSUS, © 

ἴῃ a statement canceling his lecture tour of American colleges because of 

his opposition to U.S. aggression in Vietnam, Jean Paul Sartre said: "Poday it 

is a question of a clear act of aggression, cynically and characteristically em- 

barked on without justification or even a serious alibi. " And he concluded; 

"Why should one pay a vist to an enemy?" 

We, of course, reject any idea that the people of the United States are an 
enemy οὗ. td or of world peace and we disagree with Mr. Sartre's pessimism 

about our ability to force a change in this policy. But what should be of serious 

concern to every American is that he was expressing a conviction that is becoming 

deeply rooted in thé minds of hundreds of millions of people throughout the world 

--the conviction that the United States is making itself an outlaw among the civ- 

ilized nations of the world, 

The image that is taking root is one of an ugly, brutal monster driven to 

desperation because its aggressive plans have come up against a solid wall of 

resistance. It is the image of an irresponsible outlaw power that cynically speaks 

of peace while its squadrons of kombers are in the air loaded with every kind of | 

aerial weapons, and while its troops and equipment are being unloaded for attack. 

It is the image of a goverment which speaks of its "right" to use nuclear weapons, 

of a country whose president, while talking of brotherhood and peaceful coexist- 

ence in"his Easter message, also declared: “Tf the price of victory in Vietnam is 

blood and mén, we are willing to pay that price.’ 

The brutal arrogance of the Johnson doctrine is shocking to the world. But . 

its longer-range, deeper meaning is sinking into the mass consciousness the 

world over, This will become a greater factor in molding the political line-ups, 

especially in the areas where U.S. imperialism is a force, It will leave its 

imprint on elections, trade relations, buying patters and even travel, 

But more than this, people of other countries are asking the obvious ques- 

tions, for the world is now observing the twentieth anniversary of the defeat of 

the most brutal and barbarous of all imperialist war machines~-that of Hitler. 

fascism, Though it is more than two decades since Hitler died in his underground 
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bunker, the people of the world, including ourselves, are still asking: “What was 

; the responsibility of the German people for the heinous crimes committed in their 

‘ name?" We may be sure that history will hold us Americans no less responsible 
for the crimes now being.committed in our names, The historic responsibility of 

the German people was to stop Hitler. As Americans, our historic responsibility is 

to stop the attacks of U.S. imperialism in Indo-China. To be sure, the Johnson 

‘Administration cannot be compared with the Hitler regime. “But ours is perhaps the 
greater responsibility at this moment precisely because we have some measure of 

democratic liberties. The mass demonstrations of these last few weeks are a good’ 

beginning toward giving the. world our answer, Indeed, this is the most hopeful 

development in our land, 

We have all been saddened’ by the death and destruction recently brought on 

᾿ by floods and tornadoes in the Midwest. The people of the world express sorrow 

for the victims of these disasters. Yet they must wonder at the irony of the situ- 

ation. These are the victims of the destruction of uncontrolled nature (although 
the’floods could have been prevented by suitable flood control measures), But the 

mass murder and wholesale destruction in Vietnam:are man-made. The instruments 

are manufactured in the U.S.A. and are wielded by their fellow men. 

Maybe it would help if the Administration were forced to tour the areas 

visited by destruction and desolation of-its man-made hurricané. Maye-if they 

were made to view the remains of the tens of thousands of human victims, the 

‘defoliated fields, the desolate spots ‘where peaceful. “villages once stood, this 
would help to restore sanity. But most Hikely not. For we know from experience 
that the greed, bigotry and jingoism of: Capitalism are immune to human suffering. 

The destructiveness of the unéontrlled elements of nature is blind and acci- 
dental. But that of man is planned. It is the evil result of a system based on 

personal greed and the relentless drive for private profit. The hurricanes of imper- 

jalism-are criminal acts, acts of cold-blooded murder, - manifestations of the degen- 

eracy of capitalism in its decaying state, 
+ 

Man must continue his efforts to- master nature, and especially to control its 

’ destructive elements. But this can have real meaning only if he can contro] and 

abolish the destructive elements within human society. 

II, U.S. IMPERIALISM 

- ‘The spotlight of Vietnam has not only exposed the ugliness of U.S. ‘imperial- 

ism to millions around the world; it-has likewise aroused greater awareness of its 

basic nature among.many of our own countrymen, There is-a new, growing current. 

of conscious anti~imperialist sentinient in our country. The mass actions of pro= 

test -havé-shown-that-among growing-numbers-there exists: a.deeper understanding  —  _. 

of the nature of imperialism, a greater ability to see the contradiction between the 

national interest and the destructive policies of imperialism. 

Of course; this doés not mean that all of the peace forces are*now consclous- 

ly anti-imperialist. But itis the new and growing feature within the peace move~ 

ment. Moreover, large numbers: who do not fully understand the imperialist nature 

of the aggression take part in-protest actions because they are convinced the U.S. 
oath . . 
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actions in Vietnam are wrong and unjust. They are engaging in protests against 

. the policies and actions of their own government, And this represents a new level 

{ of understanding, going far beyond the "plague on both your houses" ideology of 

the previous period, This,.too,.is.a. significant step forward, a noteworthy polit- 

. ical development which must not be underestimated. Ὁ , 

The resistance to the U.S. policy of escalated imperialist aggression rises 

from many levels of fear and concern. To some this is the path that leads to 

ες nticlear war.. Others are in this struggle because of their long-standing moral 

opposition to taking of human Hves. Others are in the movement because they 

feel the U.S. policy is morally wrong, because it attempts to oppress other 

- peoples. Still others oppose the policy because they are convinced it is seli- 

defeating, it is a-dead-end policy. Some feel it is a waste of their money and 

* materials. 

To all of this we must now add a new and growing opposition-that is based 

on a deeper understanding of the imperialist nature of the policy -- an understand- 

ing that it is a policy solely for the selfish interests of big monopoly capitalist 

firms. i 

‘There is also a growing conviction that all nations and peoples must have 

the right to decide for themselves what kind of a life they want to build, The 

Johnson doctrine proclaims the right of the U ὦ, government to determine this for 

all nations. Thus, with one speech the figleaf image of supporting the “right of 

self-determination" so carefully built up by. many presidents becomes exposed to 

- the world, © © 77 οι - ΠΝ ΕΝ 

These developments ὅσο opening the way to removal of a long-standing road- 

block on the path to ideological clarity. Fora long time the writers of American 

history, the apologists.and propagandists for U.S. imperialism, have abused our 

, democratic heritage by hypocritically exploiting for their own ends the anti-coloni- 

alism and the democratic features of our American Revolution. : 

Because much of American impérialist expansion took place during a period 

when resistance to foreign domination was on the rise, it was found necessary to 

develop a special craftiness in camouflage and deception. Some,of the more open 

and: direct methods of colonial oppression had to be eliminated. Thus, ‘U.S. imp~ 

erlalism became the chief practitioner of the policy of imperialist aggression car- 

ried.on under the slogan of anti-imperialism. This disguise has served to create 

illusions and confusion and to dull the anti- imperialist sentiments, of the American 

people. . 
: 

. ον This-concealed imperialist exploitation is. particularly extensive in Latin 

‘ America. As.of 1963, direct American investments in the Latin American countries 

totalled some 88,7 billion. These investments, in oil, fruit, iron and copper= = 

mining and a host of similar industries; bring in a golden harvest of superprofits 

sweated out of the Latin American masses, whose average yearly per capita income 

is less than one-tenth of that in the United States and who live in indescribable 

poverty. In many of these countries, virtually every important industry, including 

telephone companies, public transportation facilities and other public utilities, is 

owned or controlled by U.S. monopolies, and each extracts its toll from the work- 

ing masses. 7 
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These monopolies completely dominate the economic and political Hie in 

such countries, and maintain their stranglehold under the cloak of nominal independ- 

ence, with the help of subservient local politicians and, where necessary, through 

the imposition of bloody dictatorships. The true state of affairs in Latin America 

was exposed for the first time in the eyes of many Americans by the Cuban revolu- 

tion, which put an end to exploitation by the giant U.S. trusts in that country. 

Now the recent events have shaken far greater numbers of Americans out of 

their illusions. They have exposed the iron fist concealed under the silken glove. 

To new multitudes, for the first time the imperialist oppressor stands naked, di- 

vested of his cloak of democratic verblage. 

This opens up a new stage-in the struggle against U.S.. imperialism, because 

it is not possible to return to the old deception once the masses have seen what is 

behind the screen. Anti-imperialism is-now a rising current in American life, a 

growing counter-weight to the influence of monopoly~imperialist forces on the pol- 

icies of our.country. The crisis has produced for many ἃ new sense of understand- 

ing of what is the source of the war danger. Many for the first time realize that 

the center of the war danger is here, 

What are some of the specific features of U.S. imperialism now being ex- 

posed? The people's indictment is indeed extensive: that U.S. imperialism at 

this stage in history is the most aggressive, most warlike and most predatory of 

all imperialist powers. It represents the most extended salient of military and 

economic imperlalist aggression, and of this its advanced outpost of aggression 

in Vietnam is particularly a case in-point. U.S. imperialism is-the-center-and- 
bulwark of colonialism, and the main practitioner of neo-colonialism, It is the 

matin beneficiary of the whole world system of colonialist oppression. At this 

moment it is the single most serious obstacle to a world at peace. tt is the 

center of the drive toward war. 

That U.S, imperialism has not relinquished war as ἃ means of settling world 

problems. In fact, its armaments program and military alliances lead in the direc~ 

tion of increased reliance on war and the threat of nuclear war as an instrument in 

its relations with the world, especially with its underdeveloped sector. That U.S. 

policies are not geared to a posture of national defense; they are geared to aggres~ 

sion, : 
There are other powers, Κα West Germany, which would lke to reestablish 

war as a means of settling problems. But for the moment, because of the present 

balance of world forces, they lack the military or economic capabilities for it on 

their own. Therefore U.S. imperialism remaims the shock troop of world imperlal- 

ism-~its economic and financial center and its clearing house, Itis 8 partner in . 

every imperialist venture. It is tied in with Belgian operations in the Congo. it 

has.a plece of the slave-based industry of South Africa, It is the dominant imperi- 

alist force in Latin America. It is part owner of the domestic industries in every 

other advanced capitalist country~~in West Germany, Italy, France, Spain, Belgium, 

Japan, Australia, Canada and others. Wherever capitalism exists, U.S. imperialism 

is to be found, 
Ν 

The present aggressive posture of U.S. imperialism rests on some vety dan- ; 

gerous misconceptions, in the first place on the myth that ἐξ can arrest and even 


